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The Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek watersheds lie in three counties in 
southeastern Illinois. The drainage areas of Hurricane Creek and Kickapoo Creek at their 
confluences with the Embarras River are 56 and 101 square miles, respectively. 
Hurricane Creek joins the Embarras River at river mile 94.2 and has two tributaries:  East 
and West Branch Hurricane Creek. The Kickapoo Creek is also a tributary of the 
Embarras River at river mile 115.5. 
 
 The Illinois State Water Survey (ISWS) conducted a 2.5-year watershed 
monitoring study of the Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek watersheds for the Embarras 
River Ecosystem Partnership–Conservation 2000 Ecosystem Program and Illinois 
Department of Natural Resources Pilot Watershed Program. The purpose was to collect 
hydrologic and water quality data to provide a better understanding of the cumulative 
impacts of future best management practices (BMPs) implemented in the watersheds. 
However, the BMP implementation programs never occurred. 
 
 The ISWS established two streamgaging stations on Hurricane Creek and one on 
Kickapoo Creek. Streamflow, sediment, nitrogen, and phosphorus were monitored for the 
entire study period (April 2000–September 2002). The Mattoon wastewater treatment 
plant contributes approximately 27 percent of the annual discharge at the Kickapoo Creek 
station. Annual runoff was much higher at all stations in Water Year 2002 (WY02) than 
in the preceding 1.5 years. Annual sediment loads in WY02 were twice the loads in 
WY00 and WY01. The Kickapoo station had higher mean annual nitrate concentrations 
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Hydrology, Nutrient, and Sediment Monitoring 
for Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek Watersheds, 
Water Year 2000–2002: 
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 The Pilot Watershed Program was developed by the Watershed Management Committee 
of the Natural Resources Coordinating Council (NRCC) in an effort to coordinate and evaluate 
watershed management activities in Illinois.  The goal of the program was to evaluate the 
effectiveness of watershed management practices by monitoring the hydrology and water quality 
before, during, and after implementation of best management practices (BMPs).  The Illinois 
State Water Survey (ISWS) received a grant from the Illinois Department of Natural Resources 
(IDNR) to collect streamflow, sediment, and nutrient data from Hurricane and Kickapoo Creeks. 
The data collection period was from April to September 2002. Prior to this data collection 
period, streamflow, sediment, and nitrate data were collected by the ISWS under a separate grant 
from the IDNR Conservation 2000 Embarras River Ecosystem Partnership at the same stations 
during April 2000–March 2002 and reported in Keefer (2004). Data collected from both data 
collection periods (April 2000–March 2002 and April 2002–September 2002) occurred during 
the pre-BMP implementation phase of the Pilot Watershed Program. It should be noted that the 
BMP implementation programs never occurred. Therefore, this report presents only the 
streamflow, sediment, and nutrient data collected during April 2000–September 2002. 
 
 Keefer (2004) presents the background on the watershed characteristics and the data 
collected in the Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek watersheds during April 2000–March 2002.  This 
report appends nitrogen and phosphorus data collected from April–September 2002 and the 
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Background 
 Hurricane and Kickapoo Creeks are tributaries of the Embarras River. The 
Embarras River watershed is an Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR), 
Critical Trends Assessment Program (CTAP) Assessment Area. This designation has 
resulted in a four-volume report (IDNR, 1997a-d) on the geology, water resources, living 
resources, socio-economic profile, environmental quality, and archaeological resources 
for the area. These volumes are available from the IDNR Clearinghouse at (217) 782-
7498 or by email: clearing@dnrmail.state.il.us. Only the Kickapoo Creek watershed is 
mentioned in any detail in these volumes. The Hurricane Creek watershed is considered 
part of the “Upper Central Embarras River” watershed. Therefore, the following section 
briefly summarizes selected discussions located in the CTAP reports and others 
(Demissie et al., 2001; Johnson et al., 1972; Leighton, Ekblaw, and Horberg, 1948; 
Luman, Joselyn, and Suloway, 1996; Rantz, 1982a and b; Reinersten, 1979; and 
Reinersten, et al., 1986). The reader is encouraged to investigate those reports for 
expanded discussion and more topics not covered here.  
 
Watershed Physical Characteristics 
 
 The Hurricane Creek and Kickapoo Creek watersheds lie in three counties (Clark, 
Coles, and Cumberland) in southeastern Illinois.  Hurricane Creek has two branches and 
joins the Embarras River at river mile 94.2.  The West Branch Hurricane Creek drainage 
area is entirely in Coles County, and the East Branch Hurricane Creek headwaters in 
Clark County drains through Coles County.  Both branches drain a Wisconsinan terminal 
moraine with a top elevation of 750 feet above mean sea level (ft-msl) and a 0.25 percent 
slope (Gutowski and Osterman, 2002).  The watershed below the branches is Illinoisian 
in age and has elevations of 550-600 ft-msl and very gentle slopes.  The Kickapoo Creek 
watershed is entirely in Coles County, joins the Embarras River at river mile 115.5, 
drains west to east through the city of Mattoon and flows over Wisconsinan glacial till, 
and has elevations of 600-750 ft-msl and a slope of 0.21 percent.  The Mattoon 
wastewater treatment plant outfall is located on Kickapoo Creek.  Approximately 65 
percent of the land area in the two watersheds is in row crop agriculture and 25 percent in 
grassland/ woodland use.  The climate is typically continental with changeable weather 
and a wide range of temperatures. The 30-year average annual precipitation (1971–2000) 






Hydrologic and Water Quality Monitoring 
 A watershed monitoring network with three sampling stations was established to 
provide streamflow, suspended sediment, and nutrient data for the Hurricane and 
Kickapoo Creek watersheds. Streamgaging and automatic sampling equipment were 
installed at all stations:  two in the Hurricane Creek watershed and one in the Kickapoo 
Creek watershed. Stage was recorded continuously at the stations, and discharge 
measurements were made periodically. Suspended sediment and nutrients were collected 
weekly, and efforts were made to sample during storm events (manually and automatic 
samplers). Table 1 shows the hydrologic station number, name, location, and drainage 
area. Throughout the report these stations will be referred to as:  Hurricane (601), 
Hurricane (602), and Kickapoo (603). All data are presented by “water year” and defined 
as a 12-month period, October 1–September 30 and designated by the calendar year in 
which it ends. Thus, Water Year 2001 (WY01) covers October 1, 2000 through 





 The monitoring of hydrologic data required the collection of continuous 
streamflow records for the entire study period (April 2000–September 2002) as well as 
precipitation records. Keefer (2004) presents methods and procedures used to collect 





Precipitation data for selected locations around the study area were retrieved from 
the Midwestern Regional Climate Center database, operated by the ISWS.  
 
 
Table 1. Streamflow and Stage Monitoring Stations  











  (mi2) (acres) 
601 Hurricane Creek @ Union Center, IL, Cumberland 





602 Hurricane Creek @ County Line (Coles/Cumberland 














Figure 1 shows the locations of the four precipitation stations selected in and 
around the Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek watersheds: Mattoon, Charleston, Greenup, 
and Casey.  
 
 Figure 2 presents the monthly precipitation, in inches, for all stations by water 
year. During Water Year 2000 (WY00), monthly precipitation totals were generally 
below 3 inches for the first 6 months (October–March). June 2001 had the highest 
monthly totals for WY00 for all stations, with a maximum of 10.4 inches at Charleston. 
The Greenup station had the lowest total, 0.1 inches in November 1999. Monthly 
precipitation during WY01 was highest in June 2001 at Casey, 7.9 inches, and lowest in 
December 2000 at Mattoon, 0.6 inches. Precipitation at all stations was near or exceeded 
9 inches during WY02 (October 2001 and May 2002), with the highest monthly 
precipitation at Casey in May 2002, 10.9 inches. Casey also had the lowest monthly 
precipitation, 0.7 inches in July 2002. 
 
 Table 2 shows the annual precipitation for the four stations, as well as the 30-year 
means. During WY00, the Charleston and Casey stations had annual precipitation nearly 
10 inches above their 30-year long-term means, due to higher precipitation in June–
September 2000. Precipitation was near normal at Mattoon and 3 inches higher than 
normal at Greenup. Annual precipitation at Charleston and Casey was near the 30-year 
mean in WY01, but nearly 10 inches below long-term means at Mattoon and Greenup. 
Annual precipitation at all four stations was much higher than the 30-year means, varying 





 Streamflow data are generated from the stage record at a gaging station. The 
“stage” of a stream is the measurement of the water surface of a stream from an arbitrary 
datum. The stage record is collected continuously and makes it possible to determine the 
volume of water carried by a stream past a gaging station. Stage data are converted to 
discharge (streamflow) by applying a stage-discharge rating curve. The calibration is 
developed by taking several detailed field measurements of the streamflow at known 
stages. Through the application of a stage-discharge rating curve, the continuous stage is 
converted to streamflow. This procedure was used at all ISWS stations. 
 
 Table 2. Annual and 30-Year (1971–2000) 
Mean Precipitation (inches) for Selected Stations 
 
Water Year Mattoon Charleston Greenup Casey 
2000 38.35 51.04 44.26 50.75 
2001 30.77 39.59 32.50 41.13 
2002 49.63 50.62 48.96 50.52 
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Figure 1. Location of the Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek watersheds 
and precipitation and monitoring stations 
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Figure 2. Monthly precipitation, Water Year 2000–2002 
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Streamflow Data. The period of record for this study was April 2000–September 2002 
and is referred to by water year:  WY00 (October 1999–September 2000), WY01 (October 
2000–September 2001), and WY02 (October 2001–September 2002). Because data collection 
did not begin until April 2000, there is a partial record for WY00.  Streamflow was computed, as 
described above for all three stations. The stage-discharge rating curves and the mean daily 
discharge data for the stations are shown (appendices A and B) on CD.  
 
Figures 3 and 4 present monthly discharge and runoff data for all three stations by water 
year.  The city of Mattoon has a wastewater treatment outfall to Kickapoo Creek (Keefer, 2004). 
The Mattoon Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) outfall accounted for approximately 27 percent of 
the flow at Kickapoo (603) during the study period and ranged from 10 to 60 percent. The 
Mattoon STP discharge only became a significant portion of the flow at Kickapoo (603) during 
very low flows, typically during the summer.  
 
 The discharge was converted to inches by dividing the monthly discharge by the drainage 
area upstream of the streamgaging station and is referred to as “runoff.” This also normalizes 
streamflow per unit watershed area, which allows comparison of streamflow between stations.  
 
Figure 4 shows the runoff in inches for all stations during the three water years. Runoff 
varies between stations due mostly to the spatial variability of rainfall patterns throughout the 
watersheds. The highest monthly runoff during the monitoring period occurred in May 2002 at 
all three stations, near 10 inches or greater. The lowest monthly runoff occurred in summer 
months (June–September) in WY01 and WY02. The discharge at the Mattoon STP is reflected in 
the runoff during these months.  
 
Table 3 shows annual runoff. Water Year 2000 is low due to a partial data record (data 
collection began in March 2000). Kickapoo (603) has the highest annual runoff for all years 
despite having the smallest drainage area. This is due to the additional discharge from the 
Mattoon STP. Annual runoff during WY02 is nearly twice the WY01 runoff, which is expected 
because of higher precipitation (table 2). Appendix B presents mean daily discharge, and 
monthly discharge and runoff data. 
 
 
Table 3. Annual Runoff for Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek Stations 
 
Station Drainage Annual runoff (inches) 
no. area (acres) Water Year 2000* 
 
Water Year 2001 
 
Water Year 2002 
601 30,175 11.45 14.69 27.97 
602 21,238 10.15 12.57 24.76 
603 17,106 12.38 17.79 29.77 
     
_____ 
Note: 
*Partial record (March 16, 2000–September 30, 2000) 
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Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601)






Figure 3. Monthly discharge at all stations: 
a) Water Year 2000, b) Water Year 2001, and c) Water Year 2002 
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Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601)






Figure 4. Monthly runoff at all stations: a) Water Year 2000,  
b) Water Year 2001, and c) Water Year 2002 
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Suspended sediment samples for the project were collected either manually or by 
automated pump sampler using methods established by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) as 
outlined by Edwards and Glysson (1999) and FISP (1952). The manual sampling method used 
depth-integrated samplers. The second method used the ISCO automated pump sampler. 
Suspended sediment samples were taken at all three stations during weekly station visits and 
during storms. 
 
Sediment Concentration.  Suspended sediment concentration data for all stations 
were tabulated (appendix C). Figures 5–7 show the sediment concentrations and streamflow over 
time for all three monitoring stations for WY 2000–2002, respectively. As can be seen, there is a 
strong relationship between discharge and sediment concentrations. As streamflow rapidly 
increases during an event, the suspended sediment concentration also increased and peaked 
before the peak discharge. During WY00, the highest sediment concentrations occurred in May 
2000:  11,217 milligrams per liter (mg/L) at Hurricane (602) and 5462 mg/L at Hurricane (601). 
The highest sediment concentration at Kickapoo (603), 6432 mg/L, occurred in June 2000 
(WY00). During WY01, highest concentrations at all stations occurred in February 2001:  8049, 
5653, and 4943 mg/L at Hurricane (602), Hurricane (601), and Kickapoo (603), respectively. 
During WY02, concentrations were highest in April 2002 at Hurricane (601) and Hurricane 
(602), 5310 and 7911 mg/L, respectively, but in May 2002 at Kickapoo (603), 11,362 mg/L. 
 
Sediment Load. Load calculations are used to compare the relative contribution of 
sediment from different areas being monitored over time. In general, the product of discharge 
and sediment concentration values from each station are used to calculate loads and then 
converted to tons by using the appropriate conversion factors, over a certain period of time. The 
monthly sediment load calculation results for all three stations are summarized (tables 4 and 5). 
Table 4 presents sediment load in tons, and table 5 normalizes the loads using the drainage area 
above the monitoring station to determine the relative contribution of sediment in tons per acre. 
Both tables present annual totals for each water year.  
 
Figure 8 presents the monthly sediment load in tons per acre for each water year. As 
discussed in previous sections, the runoff at Kickapoo (603) is highest per unit area, as compared 
to the other two stations, due to the contribution from the Mattoon STP outfall.  The percent 
contribution of the outfall is significant during extremely low flows and averages 27 percent of 
the total flow at Kickapoo (603). Therefore, sediment loads for Kickapoo (603) should not be 
considered comparable to the other two stations in the study.  As shown in figure 8, there were 
few months with major sediment loads in Hurricane Creek.  There were only three months 
during the monitoring period when the sediment load exceeded 0.5 tons/acre (February 2001 and 
April and May 2002) at any one station. May 2002 (WY02) loads exceeded 1 ton/acre at all three 
stations and exceeded 2 tons/acre at Hurricane (602). In general, Hurricane (602), the upstream 















































































a) Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601)




Figure 5.  Suspended sediment concentrations, Water Year 2000: 
















































































a) Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601)
c) Kickapoo Creek (603)
 
 
Figure 6.  Suspended sediment concentrations, Water Year 2001: 
















































































a) Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601)
c) Kickapoo Creek (603)
 
 
Figure 7.  Suspended sediment concentrations, Water Year 2002: 
a) Hurricane (601), b) Hurricane (602), and c) Kickapoo Creek (603) 
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Table 4. Monthly and Annual Suspended Sediment Loads (tons) 
at Three Monitoring Stations, Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek Watersheds 
 
     Station   









        
Water Year 00* April  99  188 4 
 May  7,076  6,788 223 
 June  6,021  5,563 7,500 
 July  5,562  5,749 2,895 
 Aug  3,712  2,258 1,918 
 Sept  3,698  3,633 3,721 
       
Water Year 01 Oct  5,096  5,322 3,786 
 Nov  648  436 412 
 Dec  98  73 97 
 Jan  1,731  1,161 629 
 Feb  21,218  25,995 5,628 
 Mar  264  89 38 
 April  262  85 484 
 May  141  579 11 
 June  5,665  4,269 1,498 
 July  1,893  1,758 18 
 Aug  6  4 12 
 Sept  3  5 6 
       
Water Year 02 Oct  4,260  3,790 2,987 
 Nov  336  163 142 
 Dec  3,562  4,498 1,780 
 Jan  2,240  1,975 1,145 
 Feb  3,068  1,708 883 
 Mar  10,968  8,097 3,753 
 April  14,267  14,443 9,768 
 May  43,631  52,244 28,725 
 June  1,244  1,001 3,652 
 July  62  24 21 
 Aug  6  2 4 
 Sept  0  0 2 
Total       
(Water Year 00)*   26,167  24,178 16,261 
(Water Year 01)   37,025  39,776 12,619 
(Water Year 02)   83,644  87,945 52,862 
Drainage area (acres)   30,200  21,200 17,100 
_____ 
Note: 
*Partial record (March 16, 2000–September 30, 2000) 
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Table 5. Monthly and Annual Suspended Sediment Loads (tons per acre) 
at Three Monitoring Stations, Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek Watersheds 
 
     Station   









        
Water Year 00* April  0.00  0.01  0.00 
 May  0.23  0.32  0.01 
 June  0.20  0.26  0.44 
 July  0.18  0.27  0.17 
 Aug  0.12  0.11  0.11 
 Sept  0.12  0.17  0.22 
        
Water Year 01 Oct  0.17  0.25  0.22 
 Nov  0.02  0.02  0.02 
 Dec  0.00  0.00  0.01 
 Jan  0.06  0.05  0.04 
 Feb  0.70  1.23  0.33 
 Mar  0.01  0.00  0.00 
 April  0.01  0.00  0.03 
 May  0.00  0.03  0.00 
 June  0.19  0.20  0.09 
 July  0.06  0.08  0.00 
 Aug  0.00  0.00  0.00 
 Sept  0.00  0.00  0.00 
        
Water Year 02 Oct  0.14  0.18  0.17 
 Nov  0.01  0.01  0.01 
 Dec  0.12  0.21  0.10 
 Jan  0.07  0.09  0.07 
 Feb  0.10  0.08  0.05 
 Mar  0.36  0.38  0.22 
 April  0.47  0.68  0.57 
 May  1.44  2.46  1.68 
 June  0.04  0.05  0.21 
 July  0.00  0.00  0.00 
 Aug  0.00  0.00  0.00 
 Sept  0.00  0.00  0.00 
Total        
(Water Year 00)*   0.87  1.14  0.95 
(Water Year 01)   1.23  1.88  0.74 
(Water Year 02)   2.77  4.15  3.09 
Drainage area (acres)  30,200 21,200  17,100 
_____ 
Note: 
*Partial record (March 16, 2000–September 30, 2000) 
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Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601)







Figure 8. Monthly suspended sediment load for Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek stations: 




 Nitrate-nitrogen (N) samples were collected at all three stations during April 2000–
September 2002 manually and using an ISCO automated sampler.  Other nitrogen (nitrite-N or 
NO2-N, ammonium-N or NH4-N, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen or TKN) and phosphorus (ortho-
phosphate or o-PO4, total phosphorus or t-P, and total dissolved phosphorus or t-P dissolved) were 
collected at all three stations from April–September 2002.  Nitrate-N load was computed for the 
April 2000–September 2002 collection period. Due to the shorter collection period (6 months) for 
the other nitrogen and phosphorus species, these loads were not computed. Nutrient concentration 
data for all stations are shown (appendices D and E).  
 
 Nitrate-N Concentration.  Figure 9 presents the nitrate-N concentrations at all stations 
for WY 2000–2002. As can be seen in figure 9, Kickapoo (603) has higher nitrate-N concentrations 
than both Hurricane stations, and concentrations at Hurricane (602) are consistently but slightly 
higher than Hurricane (601). The difference in nitrate-N concentrations seems to increase between 
the Hurricane stations during the extremely low runoff summer months, June–September in WY01 
and WY02. Kickapoo (603) concentrations also seem to increase more dramatically during these 
same periods, possibly due to lower runoff. Except for May 2001, nitrate-N concentrations 
generally remained below 6 mg/L at both Hurricane stations in WY01 and WY02. Table 6 shows 
the maximum, minimum, and mean nitrate-N concentrations at all stations for each water year. 
 
Nitrate-N Load.   Nitrate-N loads are calculated as the product of average monthly 
nitrate-N concentration and monthly discharge and converted to pounds of nitrate-N. Loads were 
normalized per unit area (acres) to determine the relative contribution of nitrate-N from the 
watersheds above the monitoring stations. The monthly nitrate-N load calculation results for all 
three stations are summarized (tables 7 and 8). Table 7 presents nitrate-N load in pounds (lb), and 
table 8 normalizes the loads per unit area as pounds per acre (lb/acre). Both tables present the 
annual totals for each water year. As can be seen in table 7, the amount of nitrate-N contributed 
annually by each gaged area is a reflection of the drainage area being monitored except for 
Kickapoo (603). This may be due to an elevated contribution from the Mattoon STP effluent and 
Mattoon urban runoff. As can be seen in table 8, the contribution of nitrate-N load from Kickapoo 
(603) is three times that of the two Hurricane stations, per unit area. However, it was outside the 
monitoring design of this project to determine the urban contribution of nitrate-N. 
 
 
 Table 6. Maximum, Minimum, and Mean Nitrate-N Concentrations (mg/L) 
at All Stations during Study Period 
 
 Nitrate-N concentration 
 Water Year 2000*  Water Year 2001  Water Year 2002 
Station Max. Min. Mean  Max. Min. Mean  Max. Min. Mean 
            
602 7.41 0.40 2.30  7.50 0.06 2.13  4.44 0.06 1.89 
602 9.71 0.39 3.02  8.44 0.62 2.93  5.93 0.06 2.99 
603 11.31 1.31 6.12  12.35 1.82 6.49  20.54 0.84 6.68 
_______ 
Note: 
*Partial record (March 16, 2000–September 30, 2000) 
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Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601)





Figure 9. Nitrate-N concentrations at all stations:  a) Water Year 2000, 
b) Water Year 2001, and c) Water Year 2002 
 21
Table 7. Monthly and Annual Nitrate-N Loads (lb) 
at Three Monitoring Stations, Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek Watersheds 
 
     Station   









        
Water Year 00* April  5,518  5,023  14,592 
 May  26,909  25,888  19,376 
 June  45,379  39,625  96,618 
 July  32,925  34,298  64,005 
 Aug  11,464  11,534  21,425 
 Sept  34,675  19,927  51,709 
        
Water Year 01 Oct  39,444  28,407  68,916 
 Nov  22,005  14,208  48,377 
 Dec  6,146  4,320  32,742 
 Jan  13,977  10,667  37,147 
 Feb  68,362  50,530  61,491 
 Mar  13,488  5,605  28,418 
 April  4,914  2,393  28,938 
 May  7,686  4,460  21,721 
 June  43,789  32,203  62,341 
 July  3,795  6,103  14,582 
 Aug  27  560  6,338 
 Sept  5  740  10,031 
        
Water Year 02 Oct  18,144  36,441  63,206 
 Nov  3,923  3,648  20,522 
 Dec  45,575  33,683  64,767 
 Jan  15,665  12,840  32,279 
 Feb  37,452  25,651  51,384 
 Mar  64,246  46,627  88,773 
 April  67,101  54,647  93,746 
 May  131,337  110,971  123,127 
 June  14,103  7,780  38,134 
 July  1,838  426  9,464 
 Aug  67  260  6,950 
 Sept  0  67  8,006 
Total        
(Water Year 00)*   156,869.6  136,295.3  267,725.1 
(Water Year 01)   223,636.9  160,195.1  421,042.2 
(Water Year 02)   399,450.6  333,040.8  600,358.4 
Drainage area (acres)  30,200 21,200  17,100 
_____ 
Note: 
*Partial record (March 16, 2000–September 30, 2000) 
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Table 8. Monthly and Annual Nitrate-N Loads (lb/acre) 
at Three Monitoring Stations, Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek Watersheds 
 
     Station   









        
Water Year 00** April  0.18  0.24  0.85 
 May  0.89  1.22  1.13 
 June  1.50  1.87  5.65 
 July  1.09  1.62  3.74 
 Aug  0.38  0.54  1.25 
 Sept  1.15  0.94  3.02 
        
Water Year 01 Oct  1.31  1.34  4.03 
 Nov  0.73  0.67  2.83 
 Dec  0.20  0.20  1.91 
 Jan  0.46  0.50  2.17 
 Feb  2.26  2.38  3.60 
 Mar  0.45  0.26  1.66 
 April  0.16  0.11  1.69 
 May  0.25  0.21  1.27 
 June  1.45  1.52  3.65 
 July  0.13  0.29  0.85 
 Aug  0.00  0.03  0.37 
 Sept  0.00  0.03  0.59 
        
Water Year 02 Oct  0.60  1.72  3.70 
 Nov  0.13  0.17  1.20 
 Dec  1.51  1.59  3.79 
 Jan  0.52  0.61  1.89 
 Feb  1.24  1.21  3.00 
 Mar  2.13  2.20  5.19 
 April  2.22  2.58  5.48 
 May  4.35  5.23  7.20 
 June  0.47  0.37  2.23 
 July  0.06  0.02  0.55 
 Aug  0.00  0.01  0.41 
 Sept  0.00  0.00  0.47 
Total        
(Water Year 00)*   5.19  6.43  15.66 
(Water Year 01)   7.41  7.56  24.62 
(Water Year 02)   13.23  15.71  35.11 
Drainage area (acres)  30,200 21,200  17,100 
_____ 
Note: 
*Partial record (March 16, 2000–September 30, 2000) 
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Figure 10 illustrates data presented in table 8. Kickapoo (603) has the highest nitrate-N 
load for 29 of the 30 months (April 2000–September 2002) of the monitoring period, again most 
likely due to the discharge from the Mattoon STP. Loads between the Hurricane stations are 
generally similar. The highest monthly nitrate-N loads occurred in May 2002 and exceeded 4 
lb/acre at all stations. 
 
Nitrogen and Phosphorus Concentrations.  Nitrogen and phosphorus at all stations 
during April–September 2002 were analyzed. In addition to the nitrate-N samples collected since 
March 2000, NO2-N, NH4-N, TKN, o-PO4, t-P, and t-P dissolved also were collected. Samples for, 
NO2-N, o-PO4, and NH4-N were collected weekly; t-P, t-P dissolved, NO2-N, and TKN were 
collected monthly; and all nitrogen and phosphorus species were collected during storms. 
 
Figures 11 and 12 present repective nitrogen, except nitrate-N, and phosphorus sample 
results for April–September 2002.  Appendices D and E show the nitrogen and phosphorus data 
for all stations. Nitrite-N concentrations (figure 11a) stayed below 0.2 mg/L at all stations, 
regardless of high runoff in May 2002 (figure 4). All three stations had higher concentrations of 
ammonium-N and TKN in May 2002 (figure 11b-c) but generally low concentrations during June–
September 2002. All stations had elevated total-phosphorus concentrations in May 2002 (figure 
12b). Concentrations at both Hurricane stations fell to lower concentrations during June–
September 2002, whereas total-phosphorus concentrations at Kickapoo (603) increased to levels 
that occurred in May 2002 (figure 12b). Concentrations of o-PO4 and t-P dissolved followed a 
similar pattern at the three stations (figure 12a and c). Hurricane (601 and 602) o-PO4 and t-P 
dissolved concentrations stayed below 0.5 mg/L the entire 6-month monitoring period. However, 
Kickapoo (603) o-PO4 and t-P dissolved concentrations increased in June 2002 to above 3 mg/L 
by September 2002.
 24








































Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601)







Figure 10. Monthly nitrate-N load at all stations: 
a) Water Year 2000, b) Water Year 2001, and c) Water Year 2002 
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Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601)







Figure 11. Nitrogen concentrations at all stations, April–September 2002: 
a) NO2-N, and b) NH4-N, and c) TKN
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Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601)






Figure 12. Phosphorus concentrations at all stations, April–September 2002: 




 The Illinois State Water Survey (ISWS) conducted a 2.5-year watershed monitoring 
study of the Hurricane and Kickapoo Creek watersheds for the Embarras River Ecosystem 
Partnership and Pilot Watershed Program. The ISWS established three streamgaging stations and 
monitored hydrology, sediment, and nitrate-N during April 2000–March 2002 and added 
nitrogen and phosphorus sampling during April–September 2002. A summary of the data 
collected and some observations follow: 
• The Mattoon Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) contributes a key portion of the discharge at 
the Kickapoo (603) station. The Mattoon STP outfall accounted for approximately 27 
percent of the flow at Kickapoo (603) during the entire study period and ranged from 10 
to 60 percent monthly. 
 
• Annual runoff at all stations was 12–14 inches higher in WY02 than in WY01 (table 3), 
which correlates with the annual precipitation for that area (table 2). 
 
• Annual sediment loads in WY02 were more than twice as high as loads in WY01. The 
sediment load at Hurricane (602) was nearly 50 percent higher than at Hurricane (601), 
which is downstream. 
 
• Kickapoo (603) had the highest mean annual nitrate-N concentration (table 6) and load 
per acre (table 8 and 9) of all stations. Nitrate-N mean annual concentrations and loads 
per acre were only slightly higher at Hurricane (602) than at Hurricane (601) as shown in 
tables 6 and 8. 
 
• The 6-month nitrogen and phosphorus sampling duration and low-runoff period makes it 
difficult to draw conclusions from the sample results. However, one observation can be 
made. During the low-runoff period (June–September 2002), o-PO4, t-P, and t-P 
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Appendix A. Discharge Rating Curve
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Discharge rating curve, Hurricane Creek at Union Center  
 
Figure A1. Discharge rating curve, Hurricane Creek (601) at Union Center 
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Discharge rating curve, Hurricane Creek at County Line  
 
Figure A2. Discharge rating curve, Hurricane Creek (602) at Union Center 
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Appendix B. Mean Daily Discharge
Table B1. Mean Daily Discharge (cfs), Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601), Water Year 2000 
 
    Day     Oct     Nov     Dec     Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep
      
1                                          3.03 4.89 6.39 17.98 9.12 14.61
2         3.23 5.41 5.11 15.38 141.94 12.90
3         3.41 4.49 4.04 14.46 370.94 11.60
4         2.98 3.95 3.44 16.02 39.39 10.41
5         2.71 3.75 3.61 1416.59 18.53 9.28
6         2.65 3.64 3.05 217.30 18.34 8.28
7         35.94 20.71 2.38 88.00 30.78 7.76
8         38.75 18.00 2.08 57.75 17.44 7.27
9         16.18 467.25 1.94 45.81 13.87 6.81
10         11.29 205.58 1.84 37.68 9.80 1342.63
11         8.98 53.71 5.45 925.81 7.12 851.57
12         7.14 36.10 8.33 161.48 5.64 209.99
13         6.24 60.44 3.34 69.89 4.41 133.05
14         6.25 27.53 2.24 46.34 2.56 104.51
15         6.25 22.11 2.62 33.53 1.94 90.00
16        4.51 6.08 19.42 21.07 26.63 1.61 79.23
17        3.80 87.38 18.06 172.88 22.26 1.35 73.19
18        3.06 35.20 16.49 47.57 20.58 10.26 68.55
19        6.10 20.54 14.26 14.61 65.98 3.91 64.47
20        50.46 20.64 12.89 163.52 24.07 1.00 60.88
21        24.26 27.36 12.08 1291.12 18.50 0.52 58.86
22        13.85 15.58 11.89 146.54 14.94 33.03 56.76
23        10.28 12.64 12.28 66.91 12.40 283.31 56.05
24        8.63 12.66 10.87 317.63 10.57 65.05 62.19
25        7.25 10.67 8.91 252.46 9.05 21.19 306.18
26        5.61 8.55 8.14 139.41 7.85 15.33 224.69
27        6.31 7.70 248.63 66.15 6.77 677.35 102.40
28        5.43 7.07 45.91 38.81 6.35 63.70 77.27
29        4.28 6.00 17.72 28.24 40.62 33.06 65.42
30        3.48 5.23 11.24 21.77 20.77 22.34 59.04
31        3.10  8.32  16.26 17.29  
                      
  TOTAL      --      --      --      --      -- 160.41 438.33 1414.67 2844.55 3487.62 1942.12 4235.85
    MAX      --      --      --      --      -- 50.46 87.38 467.25 1291.12 1416.59 677.35 1342.63
    MIN      --      --      --      --      -- 3.06 2.65 3.64 1.84 6.35 0.52 6.81
    AVG      --      --      --      --      -- 10.03 14.61 45.63 94.82 112.50 62.65 141.20
INCHES      --      --      --      --      -- 0.13 0.35 1.11 2.24 2.75 1.53 3.34
Table B2. Mean Daily Discharge (cfs), Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601), Water Year 2001 
 
    Day     Oct     Nov     Dec     Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep
   
1 54.23 6.41 29.28 1.55 115.07 49.34 21.29 12.61 38.94 5 2.11 0.4
2 50.67 6.15 25.37 1.47 84.88 45.06 19.59 11.96 20.67 6.21 1.49 0.40
3 47.17 5.55 20.87 1.39 36.13 40.25 18.89 11.01 14.75 4.29 1.39 0.40
4 349.72 4.86 18.72 1.31 12.07 37.32 17.82 10.03 330.55 5.13 1.17 0.37
5 3546.63 4.82 16.91 1.24 17.41 32.28 17.41 9.47 567.69 2.85 1.05 0.39
6 356.27 7.21 13.56 1.16 13.68 29.37 17.99 8.95 617.07 1.80 0.96 0.39
7 149.17 16.25 13.74 1.08 30.77 28.34 18.00 8.78 110.62 1.26 0.88 0.39
8 95.08 9.48 12.40 1.02 140.95 27.43 17.27 8.94 52.27 3.06 0.82 0.36
9 71.62 76.11 8.77 1.06 1838.78 25.93 16.81 7.94 33.72 502.00 0.75 0.37
10 57.27 155.55 9.28 1.12 615.53 25.01 19.69 7.23 25.64 68.60 0.66 0.36
11 45.41 53.07 41.77 1.19 153.45 24.79 116.43 7.01 20.64 26.82 0.59 0.38
12 37.28 36.65 69.01 1.25 112.91 24.74 49.16 6.20 17.31 16.59 0.54 0.39
13 32.05 101.14 17.40 1.31 102.84 25.76 30.46 5.69 14.79 12.16 0.54 0.40
14 27.90 61.74 13.93 6.85 219.11 22.93 26.00 5.58 12.89 9.41 0.54 0.40
15 25.22 38.13 11.14 58.54 173.67 22.89 26.80 5.59 160.87 7.56 0.55 0.42
16 22.71 31.17 8.22 46.10 114.98 65.00 23.35 5.31 32.25 6.39 0.56 0.43
17 22.93 23.98 5.82 26.61 81.36 70.42 20.82 6.20 16.89 5.30 0.56 0.46
18 20.06 18.69 4.98 21.93 68.19 41.67 19.58 83.07 12.48 5.35 5.76 0.52
19 17.70 16.88 4.25 22.12 65.78 34.41 19.12 65.49 9.86 4.90 7.90 0.50
20 16.08 14.83 3.55 14.23 62.92 31.29 19.56 27.99 9.34 4.12 1.04 0.48
21 14.42 10.83 3.09 10.52 56.84 28.96 18.60 27.95 8.71 3.57 0.71 0.48
22 12.47 9.72 2.68 7.58 54.70 26.61 17.48 25.64 8.52 3.05 0.51 0.50
23 11.09 9.35 2.30 6.29 52.10 25.26 17.58 18.48 6.54 4.95 0.48 0.51
24 10.41 8.71 2.17 5.80 65.04 24.01 17.72 25.35 5.43 14.60 0.48 0.49
25 10.20 226.15 2.10 2.85 712.33 22.14 15.61 19.19 4.54 4.69 0.57 0.50
26 11.83 297.82 2.02 2.69 107.64 21.45 15.37 20.48 4.00 3.56 1.03 0.51
27 8.43 104.36 1.94 1.45 73.35 21.12 15.01 28.00 4.23 2.95 0.96 0.53
28 7.43 58.24 1.86 1.23 57.31 20.84 14.09 19.16 3.15 2.29 0.57 0.55
29 6.74 43.56 1.78 61.23  21.20 13.13 15.14 2.75 27.70 0.41 0.55
30 6.66 34.36 1.70 638.46  20.88 12.79 12.90 2.35 9.57 0.39 0.49
31 6.51   1.63 238.51  20.62  13.84  3.37 0.40  
                      
  TOTAL 5151.36 1491.77 372.24 1189.14 5239.79 957.32 693.42 541.18 2169.46 779.10 36.37 13.32
    MAX 3546.63 297.82 69.01 638.46 1838.78 70.42 116.43 83.07 617.07 502.00 7.90 0.55
    MIN 6.51 4.82 1.63 1.02 12.07 20.62 12.79 5.31 2.35 1.26 0.39 0.36
    AVG 166.17 49.73 12.01 38.36 187.14 30.88 23.11 17.46 72.32 25.13 1.17 0.44
INCHES 4.06 1.18 0.29 0.94 4.13 0.75 0.55 0.43 1.71 0.61 0.03 0.01
Table B3. Mean Daily Discharge (cfs), Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601), Water Year 2002 
 
    Day     Oct     Nov     Dec     Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep
   
1 0.48 21.63 84.57 22.03 735.96 37.88 59.33 547.11 26.85 10.1 2.54 0.02
2 0.51 20.35 53.34 20.79 123.26 203.05 53.65 394.25 24.04 9.94 1.61 0.02
3 0.52 18.22 40.56 20.27 84.55 210.53 48.87 116.92 21.45 7.96 1.04 0.02
4 0.54 16.62 33.12 19.13 61.21 66.08 44.69 87.11 22.92 6.91 1.23 0.02
5 0.53 16.05 28.68 20.19 46.72 46.42 42.47 75.42 62.71 5.77 1.00 0.02
6 0.43 15.29 27.36 21.17 42.16 45.21 40.78 928.10 53.46 4.64 0.25 0.02
7 0.42 14.78 26.12 19.11 39.59 43.93 39.51 2798.72 43.72 4.18 0.13 0.02
8 0.44 14.64 23.40 17.30 36.42 40.67 128.07 656.12 43.82 4.09 0.08 0.02
9 0.49 13.87 20.41 18.37 35.21 624.00 213.03 673.92 49.49 4.78 0.07 0.02
10 0.54 13.23 18.45 18.55 35.02 140.06 75.09 148.95 60.26 6.18 0.07 0.02
11 1.42 13.05 16.39 17.29 34.97 83.05 58.80 103.48 99.54 6.77 0.11 0.02
12 101.84 12.43 23.74 16.39 34.54 72.17 52.26 4064.01 260.80 6.41 0.15 0.02
13 277.52 11.99 135.14 16.37 32.50 65.33 61.82 1902.81 146.48 7.69 0.38 0.02
14 1032.86 11.93 335.04 16.49 30.80 59.75 51.22 293.51 93.16 5.82 0.31 0.02
15 119.40 11.90 145.10 14.63 30.98 112.52 46.39 156.31 58.40 4.96 0.22 0.02
16 244.59 11.50 333.15 12.86 29.10 291.77 38.58 119.11 43.43 4.16 0.49 0.02
17 81.46 11.07 1409.82 12.76 27.24 85.25 31.81 101.03 33.32 3.54 0.41 0.03
18 50.89 10.38 242.21 12.11 25.43 65.07 26.59 91.77 27.60 3.57 0.34 0.04
19 41.06 10.40 120.30 12.76 50.66 59.58 25.49 74.99 23.38 3.33 21.47 0.06
20 34.91 9.94 80.79 12.74 247.47 60.73 31.61 64.54 20.27 2.37 7.00 0.11
21 30.92 9.46 65.17 12.69 108.71 54.88 896.56 56.98 18.36 2.10 2.74 0.07
22 27.91 9.19 59.83 12.01 58.98 47.84 215.76 52.03 16.98 3.18 2.71 0.04
23 27.28 9.25 65.96 13.38 46.68 46.13 107.02 48.04 16.45 58.22 1.37 0.04
24 366.53 18.52 52.54 17.25 41.39 45.05 120.67 44.74 20.03 21.62 0.54 0.04
25 250.43 23.64 43.68 14.27 37.94 758.17 180.01 44.58 20.21 12.75 0.43 0.04
26 67.69 16.26 39.60 13.10 40.26 156.93 77.87 37.78 18.57 7.68 0.23 0.04
27 43.26 15.13 37.01 12.94 36.47 252.74 780.21 34.89 16.04 10.00 0.17 0.05
28 33.28 14.79 35.20 12.93 35.24 294.92 1054.66 54.81 15.52 8.60 0.14 0.05
29 28.58 41.23 31.63 15.35  211.48 149.20 34.81 14.12 5.16 0.17 0.05
30 25.42 276.96 26.54 31.09  122.84 105.78 30.94 12.13 2.50 0.05 0.06
31 23.18   25.34 613.11  72.85  29.21  2.60 0.03  
                
  TOTAL 2915.33 713.70 3680.19 1109.43 2189.46 4476.88 4857.80 13866.99 1383.51 247.58 47.48 1.04
    MAX 1032.86 276.96 1409.82 613.11 735.96 758.17 1054.66 4064.01 260.80 58.22 21.47 0.11
    MIN 0.42 9.19 16.39 12.01 25.43 37.88 25.49 29.21 12.13 2.10 0.03 0.02
    AVG 94.04 23.79 118.72 35.79 78.20 144.42 161.93 447.32 46.12 7.99 1.53 0.03
INCHES 2.30 0.56 2.90 0.87 1.73 3.53 3.83 10.93 1.09 0.20 0.04 0.00
Table B4. Mean Daily Discharge (cfs), Hurricane Creek at County Road (602), Water Year 2000 
 
    Day     Oct     Nov     Dec     Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep
       
1                                                 1.12 2.25 6.49 8.06 3.66 6.96
2         1.45 2.75 5.31 6.56 112.86 6.20
3         1.52 1.75 3.97 6.67 238.20 5.77
4         0.98 1.47 3.35 6.58 23.90 5.31
5         0.67 1.22 3.68 948.77 9.91 4.80
6         0.72 1.13 2.99 117.45 13.20 4.57
7         25.29 13.51 2.18 39.47 23.69 4.53
8         26.17 10.83 1.79 22.48 13.90 4.47
9         10.19 378.18 1.46 16.32 11.28 4.61
10         6.92 113.61 1.23 13.09 7.58 986.13
11         5.51 36.26 7.16 918.27 5.60 224.12
12         4.05 25.97 7.94 110.31 4.67 106.94
13         3.55 43.44 3.20 45.06 4.18 42.99
14         3.91 17.51 2.62 25.87 3.96 26.78
15         3.81 12.48 3.28 16.91 3.67 19.58
16         3.64 10.64 22.82 11.75 3.49 14.72
17        1.50 74.51 9.71 113.54 8.83 3.82 12.31
18        1.03 24.54 8.70 33.32 7.94 13.24 10.59
19        6.01 14.74 7.10 13.19 39.09 5.17 9.28
20        39.52 16.79 5.91 137.70 10.10 2.80 8.36
21        15.97 20.91 5.33 896.33 6.95 2.54 8.00
22        9.10 10.44 5.37 85.25 4.92 28.27 7.12
23        7.70 8.38 5.80 38.03 3.80 214.74 7.34
24        7.18 8.36 4.52 233.56 3.05 42.47 11.88
25        5.05 6.74 3.06 166.83 2.55 15.00 209.06
26        3.60 5.16 2.59 87.42 2.09 11.65 118.64
27        4.61 4.61 205.20 35.96 1.67 338.38 38.26
28        3.23 4.12 34.93 20.79 1.48 29.78 23.26
29        1.96 3.18 16.47 14.45 40.18 16.05 16.87
30        1.36 2.36 10.91 10.32 10.09 10.78 13.86
31        1.12  8.36  11.28 8.26  
                      
  TOTAL      --      --      --      --      -- 108.94 304.34 1006.96 1966.16 2467.64 1226.70 1963.31
    MAX      --      --      --      --      -- 39.52 74.51 378.18 896.33 948.77 338.38 986.13
    MIN      --      --      --      --      -- 1.03 0.67 1.13 1.23 1.48 2.54 4.47
    AVG      --      --      --      --      -- 7.26 10.14 32.48 65.54 79.60 39.57 65.44
INCHES      --      --      --      --      -- 0.12 0.34 1.13 2.21 2.77 1.38 2.20
Table B5. Mean Daily Discharge (cfs), Hurricane Creek at County Road (602), Water Year 2001 
 
    Day     Oct     Nov     Dec     Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep
   
1 11.7 2.09 14.66 1.43 73.74 16.29 6.14 2.49 25.49 3.99 1.42 0.75
2 10.49 1.84 12.12 1.34 56.59 14.52 5.05 2.30 6.00 2.77 1.13 0.75
3 8.74 1.44 9.34 1.25 30.33 12.80 4.87 2.00 3.55 3.14 1.05 0.79
4 236.58 1.21 8.35 1.16 19.91 12.22 4.33 1.79 277.77 2.46 0.93 0.80
5 2406.73 1.18 7.58 1.07 24.49 9.88 4.29 1.74 462.94 1.82 0.79 0.81
6 172.13 2.35 5.98 0.97 24.04 8.81 4.84 1.65 412.91 1.23 0.71 0.83
7 63.79 7.17 6.24 0.88 35.88 8.44 4.79 1.68 61.59 0.99 0.70 0.93
8 36.08 3.48 5.46 0.79 109.56 8.20 4.53 1.77 22.17 2.14 0.73 0.96
9 24.35 50.06 3.60 0.70 1485.85 7.35 4.32 1.43 12.82 488.32 0.73 1.22
10 18.79 74.45 4.14 0.79 243.58 7.01 5.81 1.32 9.89 44.01 0.62 1.33
11 13.68 26.62 28.95 1.11 67.88 6.99 70.08 1.29 8.02 11.46 0.58 0.99
12 10.83 17.27 35.85 1.43 43.03 7.14 19.23 1.21 6.66 5.94 0.53 0.89
13 9.20 53.48 10.47 1.75 38.71 7.66 10.31 1.06 5.56 4.03 0.53 0.84
14 8.27 31.03 9.30 5.04 141.14 6.07 8.43 1.10 4.82 3.13 0.49 0.83
15 7.53 17.59 8.11 36.08 89.98 6.34 9.28 1.20 127.66 2.65 0.51 0.84
16 6.91 13.69 6.86 27.93 51.61 29.02 7.07 1.10 14.08 2.31 0.54 0.86
17 7.39 9.58 5.74 19.16 23.96 30.65 5.82 1.38 7.36 2.06 0.55 0.88
18 6.14 7.10 4.98 17.23 15.95 14.29 5.16 86.83 5.56 2.20 3.70 1.09
19 5.41 6.63 4.25 16.34 14.56 11.71 5.07 34.85 4.61 2.03 2.56 1.28
20 4.75 5.83 3.55 11.28 13.47 10.56 5.39 10.17 4.58 1.86 1.09 1.10
21 4.21 4.13 3.09 9.47 11.19 9.60 4.90 12.06 4.42 1.71 0.85 1.02
22 3.62 3.79 2.68 6.50 11.07 8.52 4.35 8.75 4.29 1.55 0.80 0.94
23 3.26 3.66 2.30 6.83 10.11 7.94 4.62 6.21 3.71 1.56 0.82 0.93
24 3.14 3.44 2.16 6.48 17.86 7.35 4.70 9.38 3.19 6.32 0.84 0.96
25 3.67 153.83 2.07 7.95 506.28 6.33 3.59 5.81 2.78 1.88 0.93 0.97
26 3.62 159.69 1.98 4.80 50.08 5.94 3.50 7.56 2.82 2.08 2.03 1.00
27 2.75 56.11 1.89 4.61 29.43 5.81 3.41 10.54 2.07 1.67 1.27 0.98
28 2.18 32.00 1.80 3.55 20.49 5.66 2.90 5.68 1.79 1.35 0.91 1.00
29 1.98 24.22 1.70 65.45  5.97 2.56 3.99 1.61 14.70 0.82 1.01
30 1.94 17.81 1.61 442.87  5.76 2.52 3.17 1.48 3.50 0.77 1.01
31 2.15   1.52 137.93  5.62  3.98  1.86 0.76  
                      
  TOTAL 3102.01 792.77 218.33 844.17 3260.77 310.45 231.86 235.49 1512.20 626.72 30.69 28.59
    MAX 2406.73 159.69 35.85 442.87 1485.85 30.65 70.08 86.83 462.94 488.32 3.70 1.33
    MIN 1.94 1.18 1.52 0.70 10.11 5.62 2.52 1.06 1.48 0.99 0.49 0.75
    AVG 100.06 26.43 7.04 27.23 116.46 10.01 7.73 7.60 50.41 20.22 0.99 0.95
INCHES 3.48 0.89 0.25 0.95 3.66 0.35 0.26 0.26 1.70 0.70 0.03 0.03
Table B6. Mean Daily Discharge (cfs), Hurricane Creek at County Road (602), Water Year 2002 
 
    Day     Oct     Nov     Dec     Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep
   
1 1.03 9.41 45.17 7.69 463.37 20.16 30.45 343.25 14.71 1 0.18 0.09
2 1.04 9.07 25.95 7.22 64.72 161.18 27.09 212.06 13.06 0.89 0.19 0.09
3 1.03 7.97 19.04 7.17 42.85 115.62 23.07 56.11 11.88 0.80 0.32 0.09
4 1.04 7.58 15.65 7.03 28.93 43.84 20.28 37.74 10.70 0.76 0.32 0.06
5 1.46 7.32 13.89 7.37 20.43 24.77 18.84 30.09 24.71 0.70 0.29 0.06
6 1.45 7.12 13.64 7.80 18.20 24.36 17.55 684.42 16.86 0.59 0.26 0.04
7 1.32 7.16 13.16 8.76 16.60 22.37 16.94 1937.47 12.78 0.54 0.23 0.02
8 1.21 6.85 12.18 6.99 14.61 18.97 84.49 473.00 10.72 0.51 0.22 0.02
9 1.18 6.39 10.70 7.07 14.09 429.09 132.92 493.72 9.25 0.56 0.22 0.03
10 1.46 6.30 10.13 7.10 14.32 71.31 40.87 106.24 8.93 0.62 0.24 0.04
11 3.00 6.24 9.52 6.61 14.17 41.54 30.86 75.86 70.69 0.93 0.65 0.04
12 70.18 5.86 15.04 6.51 14.01 35.36 28.81 2695.76 84.42 1.07 0.85 0.04
13 360.33 5.74 93.92 6.42 12.16 31.09 33.42 981.58 50.02 1.14 0.54 0.04
14 704.77 5.77 257.29 6.61 11.46 27.32 27.16 142.66 21.01 1.13 0.50 0.03
15 70.99 5.71 84.83 5.96 11.71 77.73 23.54 79.37 10.67 1.12 0.60 0.04
16 172.71 5.62 256.29 5.48 11.04 171.41 20.41 59.58 7.30 1.09 0.67 0.05
17 41.36 5.46 1017.82 5.61 10.22 41.27 18.47 49.24 5.56 1.15 0.55 0.08
18 20.87 5.39 134.54 5.31 9.74 28.70 16.93 43.78 4.76 1.22 0.83 0.10
19 13.99 5.54 57.89 5.67 29.46 25.69 16.16 37.27 4.10 1.23 4.93 0.22
20 10.96 5.27 32.53 5.65 164.99 27.41 18.00 32.72 3.61 1.32 0.84 0.29
21 9.22 5.14 23.88 5.79 59.91 22.66 760.88 29.39 3.05 1.27 0.41 0.13
22 8.03 5.21 21.18 5.09 30.40 17.73 125.29 27.18 2.72 1.80 0.18 0.13
23 10.77 5.25 28.04 5.12 22.52 16.33 60.15 25.28 2.33 15.52 0.12 0.11
24 327.77 9.54 18.35 5.46 18.53 15.74 125.29 24.04 2.07 1.15 0.12 0.10
25 152.91 11.21 13.74 5.81 16.31 526.32 106.88 24.47 2.03 0.33 0.09 0.09
26 34.49 7.49 12.57 6.17 18.67 81.26 38.85 21.06 1.88 0.28 0.09 0.10
27 18.97 7.24 11.67 6.54 17.19 175.99 652.21 21.09 1.68 0.29 0.08 0.15
28 13.84 6.95 11.20 6.91 19.69 184.87 709.99 33.23 1.57 0.15 0.08 0.14
29 11.99 27.77 9.15 7.33  122.79 85.50 18.98 1.27 0.19 0.09 0.14
30 10.63 181.59 9.08 14.00  69.45 53.42 17.25 1.12 0.17 0.08 0.13
31 9.90   8.27 488.98  39.19  16.13  0.18 0.07  
                      
  TOTAL 2089.90 399.16 2306.31 691.23 1190.30 2711.52 3364.72 8830.02 415.46 39.70 14.84 2.69
    MAX 704.77 181.59 1017.82 488.98 463.37 526.32 760.88 2695.76 84.42 15.52 4.93 0.29
    MIN 1.03 5.14 8.27 5.09 9.74 15.74 16.16 16.13 1.12 0.15 0.07 0.02
    AVG 67.42 13.31 74.40 22.30 42.51 87.47 112.16 284.84 13.85 1.28 0.48 0.09
INCHES 2.35 0.45 2.59 0.78 1.34 3.04 3.78 9.91 0.47 0.04 0.02 0.00
Table B7. Mean Daily Discharge (cfs), Hurricane Creek at Kickapoo Creek (603), Water Year 2000 
 
    Day     Oct     Nov     Dec     Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep
       
1                                                 9.01 8.65 8.96 27.3 5.77 16.73
2         8.86 11.06 7.44 24.35 5.60 15.82
3         8.68 8.46 6.15 171.05 19.45 12.17
4         8.73 9.36 5.86 52.37 12.31 7.64
5         7.80 9.73 7.74 876.15 8.85 6.68
6         8.22 7.99 5.87 168.88 15.06 5.91
7         17.40 18.20 4.72 74.68 13.22 5.50
8         15.10 17.37 4.54 52.17 9.46 5.10
9         10.47 15.68 3.96 39.10 6.23 5.07
10         9.47 15.27 3.73 31.01 5.38 810.55
11         9.35 9.55 4.09 61.76 4.18 311.68
12         8.26 11.45 10.19 40.47 3.55 84.27
13         8.37 23.07 6.11 33.03 3.12 49.64
14         8.68 10.15 9.75 28.47 2.98 40.80
15         9.22 8.10 11.71 21.95 2.96 33.27
16         9.34 7.62 38.91 14.75 2.64 29.73
17         52.06 7.13 98.26 12.71 2.80 27.52
18         31.31 7.83 30.27 11.57 16.45 25.53
19         19.21 6.34 15.41 12.10 9.19 23.01
20        51.04 21.22 5.71 30.92 9.25 4.79 16.00
21        31.55 18.26 5.55 616.53 9.19 3.53 15.63
22        23.66 14.17 7.10 83.94 7.13 7.46 14.99
23        20.22 12.59 8.88 44.18 6.05 71.04 14.02
24        16.75 21.55 6.23 782.07 5.41 23.31 20.52
25        14.82 16.01 5.08 669.38 5.50 15.94 188.98
26        13.06 12.32 4.43 266.87 4.65 32.28 148.20
27        19.08 11.16 108.81 106.23 4.22 399.58 66.22
28        13.57 10.57 39.63 56.97 3.94 46.96 45.41
29        10.67 9.60 24.09 39.43 12.68 27.87 36.08
30        9.60 8.42 15.03 32.01 14.13 21.48 31.82
31        8.99  10.95  6.74 18.32  
                      
  TOTAL      --      --      --      --      -- 233.01 415.41 454.50 3012.20 1842.76 821.76 2114.49
    MAX      --      --      --      --      -- 51.04 52.06 108.81 782.07 876.15 399.58 810.55
    MIN      --      --      --      --      -- 8.99 7.80 4.43 3.73 3.94 2.64 5.07
    AVG      --      --      --      --      -- 19.42 13.85 14.66 100.41 59.44 26.51 70.48
INCHES      --      --      --      --      -- 0.32 0.58 0.63 4.19 2.56 1.14 2.94
Table B8. Mean Daily Discharge (cfs), Hurricane Creek at Kickapoo Creek (603), Water Year 2001 
 
    Day     Oct     Nov     Dec     Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep
   
1 28.87 21.36 44.5 19.06 67.35 41.7 20.18 20.44 41.29 12.13 9.73 18.64
2 26.36 21.63 41.46 19.04 51.26 37.70 17.87 20.16 24.97 15.03 9.72 13.89
3 23.85 21.18 36.87 21.15 40.20 34.30 17.34 17.10 20.27 11.02 17.15 8.53
4 52.21 20.14 33.51 23.66 37.42 31.61 16.60 15.35 159.71 14.83 10.43 8.02
5 1290.26 20.19 31.21 26.16 34.25 28.39 16.49 15.13 176.55 11.81 8.78 6.27
6 203.58 29.26 29.09 28.03 34.11 25.16 17.33 14.57 291.05 9.18 7.57 5.96
7 96.09 46.58 29.59 26.90 37.95 24.53 17.46 14.62 99.02 8.05 6.93 5.84
8 67.79 33.27 27.56 25.38 60.01 23.94 16.40 14.36 57.03 9.09 6.16 7.61
9 55.19 112.07 24.78 24.40 523.60 21.40 15.90 12.92 43.29 25.61 5.90 12.39
10 48.97 107.88 25.88 27.58 191.90 20.84 22.03 12.36 38.37 14.72 6.04 12.76
11 45.25 62.23 47.35 27.50 79.33 21.45 192.71 11.62 34.32 10.64 5.79 7.82
12 43.89 51.76 52.12 26.84 59.80 21.94 60.63 11.69 31.32 8.97 4.99 5.95
13 42.04 90.46 40.56 26.92 53.32 23.35 38.80 10.17 24.27 7.76 4.11 4.85
14 37.76 62.27 36.84 52.29 85.87 19.81 34.15 11.08 21.35 6.76 3.85 4.63
15 36.73 49.77 33.45 78.10 76.17 20.70 36.97 11.35 30.48 5.88 3.29 5.05
16 31.77 45.09 31.85 48.25 59.10 42.84 29.39 10.10 21.15 6.32 5.58 4.39
17 32.83 39.50 30.53 37.10 42.30 41.77 27.19 9.89 18.39 6.23 5.30 4.63
18 29.25 36.88 29.21 27.67 35.73 32.58 25.68 26.41 17.75 18.49 6.41 6.06
19 26.26 33.19 27.88 26.04 31.48 29.04 24.62 20.95 17.05 17.41 15.91 14.08
20 26.34 29.32 26.56 23.85 27.49 27.01 23.94 20.08 18.30 13.23 7.19 11.66
21 26.19 26.27 25.24 27.00 25.41 25.40 20.86 19.98 17.66 8.86 6.39 9.53
22 24.46 25.77 24.04 22.49 25.66 23.65 19.58 15.89 18.35 7.87 5.37 7.41
23 24.06 25.29 23.40 21.67 26.34 22.57 20.17 14.33 16.50 7.69 16.19 6.26
24 24.30 24.13 22.84 20.15 34.55 21.42 18.80 18.00 14.08 11.35 14.45 5.92
25 24.06 123.68 22.28 19.12 270.96 20.37 17.50 15.08 13.37 10.00 13.93 4.52
26 25.03 145.85 21.72 23.21 81.90 19.98 17.42 25.23 12.53 33.29 13.54 5.35
27 24.24 76.78 21.15 17.67 62.08 19.65 17.36 22.93 11.21 19.79 8.70 4.19
28 22.62 56.56 20.59 17.28 50.56 19.39 15.94 17.85 11.24 19.04 7.13 5.00
29 21.66 51.46 20.13 109.11  19.55 15.16 15.75 10.12 23.04 6.04 5.00
30 21.38 46.85 19.77 237.13  18.48 15.42 14.40 9.54 16.97 5.52 3.87
31 22.13   19.42 101.09  18.76  24.22  10.54 29.65  
                      
  TOTAL 2505.42 1536.67 921.38 1231.84 2206.10 799.28 849.89 504.01 1320.53 401.60 277.74 226.08
    MAX 1290.26 145.85 52.12 237.13 523.60 42.84 192.71 26.41 291.05 33.29 29.65 18.64
    MIN 21.38 20.14 19.42 17.28 25.41 18.48 15.16 9.89 9.54 5.88 3.29 3.87
    AVG 80.82 51.22 29.72 39.74 78.79 25.78 28.33 16.26 44.02 12.95 8.96 7.54
INCHES 3.49 2.14 1.28 1.71 3.07 1.11 1.18 0.70 1.84 0.56 0.39 0.31
Table B9. Mean Daily Discharge (cfs), Hurricane Creek at Kickapoo Creek (603), Water Year 2002 
 
    Day     Oct     Nov     Dec     Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep
   
1 4.09 17.68 64.61 18.57 374.42 21 56.63 246.88 63.1 7.53 1.5 2.38
2 4.51 17.13 45.23 11.18 106.77 81.39 46.29 202.72 35.09 7.56 4.90 2.30
3 1.65 14.36 38.22 10.99 69.97 81.53 33.01 75.69 25.56 6.63 3.24 2.57
4 1.68 13.64 33.79 10.36 49.75 38.57 26.64 48.87 19.67 6.15 1.31 2.62
5 8.28 13.23 29.22 10.50 37.83 31.68 26.43 34.42 17.66 4.51 1.16 1.43
6 10.78 12.80 25.53 10.63 34.15 33.64 24.23 461.31 15.48 4.78 1.38 1.54
7 7.05 11.89 21.12 9.52 31.03 32.28 22.64 1520.00 15.17 4.17 1.06 1.71
8 4.10 12.19 18.86 11.61 23.95 28.19 77.78 335.53 12.56 4.51 1.29 1.34
9 2.24 11.27 16.39 9.74 18.99 257.98 173.74 348.53 11.80 4.48 1.80 1.56
10 5.54 11.28 15.74 8.61 19.01 91.10 63.92 108.08 13.59 4.52 1.38 1.64
11 12.47 10.54 15.13 8.59 18.77 60.29 45.56 82.82 164.09 4.19 1.65 2.42
12 50.60 9.59 20.94 8.18 16.98 51.78 58.00 1515.95 112.57 4.56 2.03 1.88
13 295.70 9.87 54.00 7.92 14.35 42.82 58.23 693.21 334.78 4.01 2.54 2.13
14 419.29 9.80 148.45 8.24 13.29 36.01 44.88 232.09 100.03 4.00 2.49 2.49
15 79.26 9.47 89.84 6.91 13.18 65.08 34.93 108.98 66.02 3.80 3.56 4.60
16 184.36 9.39 187.75 6.38 11.86 111.21 31.87 77.78 51.23 4.42 3.35 2.96
17 63.49 8.75 665.13 6.58 10.24 59.56 28.95 64.84 42.01 4.05 2.68 1.34
18 41.57 8.64 193.56 6.23 9.91 45.22 20.57 55.95 34.07 5.29 2.79 5.47
19 33.52 9.16 89.98 6.85 34.15 41.66 19.58 45.43 23.00 3.63 12.64 2.00
20 29.36 8.43 58.27 7.15 99.56 40.41 28.43 37.50 19.27 3.60 7.80 13.47
21 27.04 8.85 46.57 7.11 53.69 29.09 557.37 30.38 17.21 2.85 3.01 12.97
22 25.70 8.88 43.72 6.39 34.08 24.53 176.25 23.52 15.66 3.50 1.38 5.26
23 48.67 8.03 41.95 7.37 26.12 23.14 81.24 25.36 14.04 25.73 1.70 1.70
24 127.37 28.84 35.00 9.03 22.35 21.80 170.26 37.47 12.46 14.42 2.06 1.40
25 122.24 20.69 27.22 6.77 20.14 307.85 162.29 40.37 22.48 7.77 2.09 1.32
26 48.85 14.94 20.98 6.76 23.13 111.16 66.84 26.97 17.01 5.42 2.23 2.15
27 34.86 15.57 18.72 6.18 19.50 121.86 422.66 294.46 13.02 10.32 2.42 2.91
28 29.89 20.03 17.24 6.43 19.11 291.29 663.74 334.13 10.45 6.30 2.48 1.80
29 27.18 41.15 14.34 7.37  273.70 120.51 77.07 9.51 2.76 2.77 2.00
30 24.87 143.02 19.24 31.36  140.73 69.68 50.55 8.36 2.02 2.01 1.52
31 21.74   18.75 355.42  81.32  55.01  2.04 2.34  
                      
  TOTAL 1797.95 539.11 2135.49 634.93 1226.28 2677.87 3413.15 7291.87 1316.95 179.52 85.04 90.88
    MAX 419.29 143.02 665.13 355.42 374.42 307.85 663.74 1520.00 334.78 25.73 12.64 13.47
    MIN 1.65 8.03 14.34 6.18 9.91 21.00 19.58 23.52 8.36 2.02 1.06 1.32
    AVG 58.00 17.97 68.89 20.48 43.80 86.38 113.77 235.22 43.90 5.79 2.74 3.03
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Table C1. Suspended Sediment Concentrations (mg/L) Hurricane Creek at Union Center 









03/27/2000 13:28 7.74 GRAB 
04/03/2000 15:51 3.10 GRAB 
04/11/2000 10:44 11.24 GRAB 
04/17/2000 06:44 310.78 ISCO 
04/17/2000 11:59 540.97 ISCO 
04/20/2000 08:53 7.51 GRAB 
04/25/2000 10:51 4.04 GRAB 
05/02/2000 11:56 4.00 GRAB 
05/09/2000 08:20 16.56 GRAB 
05/09/2000 16:13 3665.20 DH-59 
05/09/2000 16:15 4614.01 ISCO 
05/09/2000 16:45 4838.87 ISCO 
05/09/2000 17:15 5461.81 ISCO 
05/09/2000 18:45 5232.70 ISCO 
05/09/2000 21:45 3203.18 ISCO 
05/09/2000 23:00 2506.42 ISCO 
05/10/2000 00:15 1876.41 ISCO 
05/10/2000 00:45 1716.79 ISCO 
05/10/2000 02:45 1159.25 ISCO 
05/10/2000 03:45 983.76 ISCO 
05/10/2000 11:08 300.18 GRAB 
05/10/2000 12:00 276.35 ISCO 
05/16/2000 12:25 16.46 DH-48 
05/23/2000 14:32 52.05 DH-48 
05/27/2000 05:15 3680.35 ISCO 
05/27/2000 06:45 2786.83 ISCO 
05/27/2000 09:45 1495.12 ISCO 
05/27/2000 12:00 1118.07 ISCO 
05/27/2000 12:45 1021.60 ISCO 
05/27/2000 15:45 481.66 ISCO 
05/30/2000 12:43 13.69 DH-48 
06/06/2000 10:59 40.75 DH-48 
06/13/2000 10:14 10.74 DH-48 
06/17/2000 04:15 769.74 ISCO 
06/17/2000 07:15 704.95 ISCO 
06/17/2000 10:15 504.26 ISCO 
06/20/2000 12:04 10.18 DH-48 
06/20/2000 17:00 2896.92 ISCO 
06/20/2000 17:15 1925.87 ISCO 
06/20/2000 18:45 1774.58 ISCO 
06/20/2000 20:15 2257.01 ISCO 
06/20/2000 23:15 1811.31 ISCO 
06/20/2000 23:45 2268.12 ISCO 
06/21/2000 00:00 2659.78 ISCO 
06/21/2000 00:30 2514.81 ISCO 
06/21/2000 00:57 2065.71 DH-59 
06/21/2000 01:45 1847.28 ISCO 
06/21/2000 02:15 2126.51 ISCO 
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06/21/2000 05:15 965.72 ISCO 
06/21/2000 08:15 534.45 ISCO 
06/21/2000 09:45 588.74 ISCO 
06/21/2000 10:00 595.81 ISCO 
06/21/2000 10:45 647.84 ISCO 
06/21/2000 11:15 668.36 ISCO 
06/21/2000 12:00 621.13 ISCO 
06/21/2000 14:15 526.39 ISCO 
06/21/2000 14:19 518.70 DH-59 
06/21/2000 17:15 376.50 ISCO 
06/21/2000 20:15 278.70 ISCO 
06/21/2000 23:15 216.40 ISCO 
06/22/2000 02:15 170.89 ISCO 
06/22/2000 12:00 104.38 ISCO 
06/24/2000 00:30 782.69 ISCO 
06/24/2000 01:15 684.03 ISCO 
06/24/2000 04:15 807.02 ISCO 
06/24/2000 07:15 505.43 ISCO 
06/24/2000 10:15 284.97 ISCO 
06/24/2000 12:00 223.64 ISCO 
06/24/2000 13:15 190.47 ISCO 
06/24/2000 19:00 443.58 ISCO 
06/24/2000 19:24 571.16 DH-59 
06/24/2000 21:15 687.50 ISCO 
06/24/2000 22:00 874.58 ISCO 
06/25/2000 01:00 658.98 ISCO 
06/25/2000 04:00 714.58 ISCO 
06/25/2000 07:00 478.63 ISCO 
06/25/2000 10:00 292.50 ISCO 
06/25/2000 12:00 209.40 ISCO 
06/25/2000 13:00 171.02 ISCO 
06/26/2000 09:45 600.97 ISCO 
06/26/2000 12:00 786.20 ISCO 
06/26/2000 12:45 609.10 ISCO 
06/26/2000 15:45 270.95 ISCO 
06/27/2000 12:00 36.24 ISCO 
06/29/2000 11:05 76.70 DH-48 
07/05/2000 02:00 1460.62 ISCO 
07/05/2000 02:15 3064.39 ISCO 
07/05/2000 02:45 1796.85 ISCO 
07/05/2000 04:45 728.16 ISCO 
07/05/2000 05:15 529.19 ISCO 
07/05/2000 07:30 1389.73 ISCO 
07/05/2000 07:45 1915.56 ISCO 
07/05/2000 08:00 2328.14 ISCO 
07/05/2000 08:15 2306.00 ISCO 
07/05/2000 09:45 1154.50 ISCO 
07/05/2000 11:15 680.57 ISCO 
07/05/2000 12:00 499.08 ISCO 
07/05/2000 14:15 324.00 ISCO 
07/05/2000 17:01 286.98 GRAB 
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07/05/2000 17:15 272.59 ISCO 
07/05/2000 17:51 360.94 P-61 
07/05/2000 18:15 383.58 ISCO 
07/05/2000 18:30 449.28 ISCO 
07/05/2000 18:45 387.65 ISCO 
07/05/2000 19:30 459.43 ISCO 
07/05/2000 20:15 513.37 ISCO 
07/05/2000 22:20 365.91 DH-59 
07/05/2000 23:00 363.15 ISCO 
07/05/2000 23:15 308.39 ISCO 
07/06/2000 02:15 230.66 ISCO 
07/06/2000 05:15 172.64 ISCO 
07/06/2000 08:15 130.39 ISCO 
07/06/2000 09:41 114.24 DH-59 
07/07/2000 12:00 27.21 ISCO 
07/11/2000 05:30 1585.50 ISCO 
07/11/2000 05:45 1824.48 ISCO 
07/11/2000 06:00 2524.24 ISCO 
07/11/2000 06:30 2413.33 ISCO 
07/11/2000 08:30 1688.59 ISCO 
07/11/2000 11:30 796.19 ISCO 
07/11/2000 12:00 702.94 ISCO 
07/11/2000 14:30 489.12 ISCO 
07/11/2000 15:15 537.30 ISCO 
07/11/2000 16:00 615.33 ISCO 
07/11/2000 17:15 617.93 ISCO 
07/11/2000 17:30 609.23 ISCO 
07/11/2000 20:30 414.46 ISCO 
07/11/2000 23:30 290.60 ISCO 
07/12/2000 02:30 227.34 ISCO 
07/12/2000 05:30 170.31 ISCO 
07/12/2000 12:00 98.04 ISCO 
07/12/2000 12:42 93.90 DH-48 
07/13/2000 11:59 41.10 ISCO 
07/18/2000 09:03 108.59 DH-48 
07/19/2000 03:45 515.06 ISCO 
07/25/2000 11:42 103.07 DH-48 
07/29/2000 13:00 262.80 ISCO 
08/01/2000 10:02 12.27 DH-48 
08/02/2000 20:00 3455.57 ISCO 
08/02/2000 20:15 3211.13 ISCO 
08/02/2000 20:45 1933.20 ISCO 
08/02/2000 21:30 1546.57 ISCO 
08/02/2000 22:45 1471.58 ISCO 
08/02/2000 23:15 1262.35 ISCO 
08/03/2000 02:15 858.64 ISCO 
08/03/2000 04:30 671.64 ISCO 
08/03/2000 05:15 645.21 ISCO 
08/03/2000 08:15 388.77 ISCO 
08/03/2000 11:15 267.07 ISCO 
08/03/2000 12:00 229.27 ISCO 
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08/03/2000 12:57 159.84 DH-59 
08/03/2000 14:15 160.67 ISCO 
08/07/2000 09:52 48.06 DH-48 
08/15/2000 09:03 103.57 DH-48 
08/22/2000 11:59 286.49 ISCO 
08/23/2000 06:29 901.47 ISCO 
08/23/2000 06:44 991.62 ISCO 
08/23/2000 07:18 1014.50 DH-59 
08/23/2000 09:14 778.44 ISCO 
08/23/2000 10:14 1002.63 ISCO 
08/23/2000 11:50 1557.72 DH-59 
08/23/2000 11:59 1288.28 ISCO 
08/23/2000 13:14 800.77 ISCO 
08/23/2000 15:44 507.41 ISCO 
08/23/2000 16:14 451.77 ISCO 
08/23/2000 19:14 246.88 ISCO 
08/23/2000 22:14 149.08 ISCO 
08/26/2000 23:29 2290.54 ISCO 
08/26/2000 23:59 1701.30 ISCO 
08/27/2000 00:44 1162.18 ISCO 
08/27/2000 01:29 1359.06 ISCO 
08/27/2000 02:14 1123.95 ISCO 
08/27/2000 04:29 1233.57 ISCO 
08/27/2000 05:14 973.59 ISCO 
08/27/2000 06:14 728.53 ISCO 
08/27/2000 07:14 648.10 ISCO 
08/27/2000 08:14 333.65 ISCO 
08/27/2000 10:59 508.44 ISCO 
08/27/2000 11:14 317.37 ISCO 
08/27/2000 17:14 130.27 ISCO 
08/28/2000 10:29 50.13 DH-48 
08/28/2000 11:59 81.61 ISCO 
09/06/2000 10:33 66.43 GRAB 
09/10/2000 11:59 178.03 ISCO 
09/10/2000 14:14 3726.56 ISCO 
09/10/2000 14:29 3090.74 ISCO 
09/10/2000 14:44 2476.41 ISCO 
09/10/2000 14:59 2053.74 ISCO 
09/10/2000 15:14 1996.46 ISCO 
09/10/2000 16:29 652.58 ISCO 
09/10/2000 17:14 673.46 ISCO 
09/10/2000 19:47 597.15 DH-59 
09/10/2000 20:14 418.53 ISCO 
09/10/2000 23:14 238.84 ISCO 
09/11/2000 02:14 222.05 ISCO 
09/11/2000 02:59 363.03 ISCO 
09/11/2000 03:44 363.58 ISCO 
09/11/2000 04:29 581.70 ISCO 
09/11/2000 05:14 534.92 ISCO 
09/11/2000 07:44 339.68 ISCO 
09/11/2000 08:14 314.98 ISCO 
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09/11/2000 11:14 208.46 ISCO 
09/11/2000 11:59 195.75 ISCO 
09/11/2000 12:01 200.86 DH-59 
09/11/2000 14:14 153.57 ISCO 
09/11/2000 17:14 113.18 ISCO 
09/11/2000 20:14 104.51 ISCO 
09/11/2000 23:14 97.14 ISCO 
09/12/2000 07:59 137.19 ISCO 
09/12/2000 10:59 256.36 ISCO 
09/12/2000 11:59 201.11 ISCO 
09/12/2000 13:59 129.02 ISCO 
09/13/2000 11:59 27.89 ISCO 
09/14/2000 11:59 42.29 ISCO 
09/15/2000 11:59 42.97 ISCO 
09/16/2000 11:59 71.21 ISCO 
09/17/2000 11:59 61.13 ISCO 
09/18/2000 11:59 93.73 ISCO 
09/19/2000 11:19 147.57 GRAB 
09/19/2000 11:59 108.99 ISCO 
09/20/2000 11:59 113.67 ISCO 
09/21/2000 11:59 79.61 ISCO 
09/22/2000 11:59 100.71 ISCO 
09/23/2000 11:59 84.25 ISCO 
09/24/2000 11:59 109.14 ISCO 
09/25/2000 10:59 358.12 ISCO 
09/25/2000 11:29 421.03 ISCO 
09/25/2000 11:59 435.77 ISCO 
09/25/2000 14:29 612.69 ISCO 
09/25/2000 17:29 508.70 ISCO 
09/25/2000 20:29 442.79 ISCO 
09/25/2000 23:29 374.14 ISCO 
09/26/2000 02:29 180.61 ISCO 
09/26/2000 05:29 141.23 ISCO 
09/26/2000 08:29 104.39 ISCO 
09/26/2000 11:11 69.62 DH-59 
09/26/2000 11:29 7.49 ISCO 
09/26/2000 11:59 10.34 ISCO 
09/27/2000 11:59 35.08 ISCO 
09/28/2000 11:59 23.54 ISCO 
09/29/2000 11:59 71.05 ISCO 
09/30/2000 11:59 74.84 ISCO 
10/03/2000 10:37 63.05 GRAB 
10/04/2000 12:00 31.23 ISCO 
10/04/2000 16:15 1563.76 ISCO 
10/04/2000 16:45 1638.05 ISCO 
10/04/2000 18:45 731.11 ISCO 
10/04/2000 19:15 746.21 ISCO 
10/04/2000 21:45 1024.04 ISCO 
10/04/2000 22:15 1088.33 ISCO 
10/04/2000 23:00 1013.61 ISCO 
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10/05/2000 00:30 574.00 ISCO 
10/05/2000 01:15 560.59 ISCO 
10/05/2000 04:15 365.75 ISCO 
10/05/2000 07:15 401.93 ISCO 
10/05/2000 07:49 402.80 DH-74 
10/05/2000 09:25 376.51 DH-74 
10/05/2000 10:15 367.74 ISCO 
10/05/2000 12:00 332.79 ISCO 
10/05/2000 13:15 277.83 ISCO 
10/05/2000 16:15 305.25 ISCO 
10/05/2000 18:07 316.02 DH-74 
10/05/2000 18:30 361.51 ISCO 
10/05/2000 19:02 398.17 DH-74 
10/05/2000 19:15 424.56 ISCO 
10/05/2000 20:00 569.59 ISCO 
10/05/2000 21:00 629.56 ISCO 
10/05/2000 22:15 564.53 ISCO 
10/06/2000 01:15 408.79 ISCO 
10/06/2000 04:15 317.62 ISCO 
10/06/2000 07:15 242.76 ISCO 
10/06/2000 10:15 179.87 ISCO 
10/06/2000 12:00 159.46 ISCO 
10/06/2000 13:15 115.33 ISCO 
10/06/2000 16:15 116.68 ISCO 
10/06/2000 19:15 95.64 ISCO 
10/06/2000 22:15 82.81 ISCO 
10/07/2000 12:00 45.32 ISCO 
10/08/2000 12:00 20.63 ISCO 
10/09/2000 12:00 59.67 ISCO 
10/10/2000 12:00 86.82 ISCO 
10/11/2000 10:56 130.70 DH-59 
10/11/2000 12:00 69.72 ISCO 
10/12/2000 12:00 85.18 ISCO 
10/13/2000 12:00 89.87 ISCO 
10/14/2000 12:00 102.50 ISCO 
10/15/2000 12:00 97.54 ISCO 
10/18/2000 10:21 91.84 DH-59 
10/18/2000 11:01 95.45 DH-59 
10/25/2000 09:34 105.73 DH-59 
10/31/2000 11:52 98.72 DH-59 
11/08/2000 11:02 104.31 DH-59 
11/09/2000 18:44 99.80 ISCO 
11/09/2000 20:14 157.13 ISCO 
11/09/2000 23:14 151.08 ISCO 
11/10/2000 02:14 102.17 ISCO 
11/10/2000 05:14 104.43 ISCO 
11/10/2000 08:14 71.90 ISCO 
11/10/2000 11:59 43.43 ISCO 
11/11/2000 11:59 19.03 ISCO 
11/12/2000 11:59 8.12 ISCO 
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11/13/2000 11:59 45.66 ISCO 
11/14/2000 11:36 9.91 DH-59 
11/14/2000 11:59 59.57 ISCO 
11/15/2000 11:59 26.35 ISCO 
11/16/2000 11:59 90.09 ISCO 
11/21/2000 11:21 109.92 GRAB 
11/25/2000 14:59 91.90 ISCO 
11/25/2000 15:14 326.65 ISCO 
11/25/2000 16:59 364.45 ISCO 
11/25/2000 18:14 410.53 ISCO 
11/25/2000 21:14 575.27 ISCO 
11/26/2000 00:14 492.50 ISCO 
11/26/2000 03:14 327.84 ISCO 
11/26/2000 06:14 237.76 ISCO 
11/26/2000 09:14 183.60 ISCO 
11/26/2000 11:59 140.10 ISCO 
11/26/2000 12:14 135.10 ISCO 
11/26/2000 15:14 114.11 ISCO 
11/26/2000 18:14 90.36 ISCO 
11/27/2000 11:59 71.43 ISCO 
11/28/2000 11:46 16.84 GRAB 
11/28/2000 11:59 82.43 ISCO 
11/29/2000 11:59 132.28 ISCO 
11/30/2000 11:59 102.89 ISCO 
12/05/2000 11:54 128.03 DH-59 
12/12/2000 12:07 72.61 GRAB 
12/28/2000 11:59 135.58 DH-48 
01/03/2001 11:26 120.98 DH-48 
01/09/2001 10:44 128.15 DH-48 
01/17/2001 10:49 17.03 DH-59 
01/23/2001 10:43 100.84 DH-59 
01/30/2001 12:55 883.22 DH-59 
01/30/2001 14:59 989.45 ISCO 
01/30/2001 17:59 948.95 ISCO 
01/30/2001 20:59 658.92 ISCO 
01/30/2001 23:59 471.95 ISCO 
01/31/2001 05:59 253.24 ISCO 
01/31/2001 11:59 154.63 ISCO 
01/31/2001 14:31 131.49 DH-59 
02/01/2001 12:02 64.57 ISCO 
02/06/2001 11:01 13.44 DH-59 
02/08/2001 12:00 78.40 ISCO 
02/08/2001 20:45 594.75 ISCO 
02/09/2001 02:45 1442.69 ISCO 
02/09/2001 05:45 1012.88 ISCO 
02/09/2001 08:45 663.63 ISCO 
02/09/2001 11:45 489.45 ISCO 
02/09/2001 12:45 4953.25 ISCO 
02/09/2001 13:15 4971.29 ISCO 
02/09/2001 14:45 4076.08 ISCO 
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02/09/2001 17:00 2931.85 ISCO 
02/09/2001 20:45 2011.16 ISCO 
02/09/2001 23:45 1543.47 ISCO 
02/10/2001 01:15 1603.93 ISCO 
02/10/2001 02:00 1663.04 ISCO 
02/10/2001 02:15 1654.10 ISCO 
02/10/2001 03:45 1589.20 ISCO 
02/10/2001 05:45 1215.42 ISCO 
02/10/2001 14:45 511.53 ISCO 
02/10/2001 14:49 525.56 DH-59 
02/10/2001 14:57 489.84 DH-59 
02/10/2001 17:45 395.16 ISCO 
02/10/2001 20:45 333.43 ISCO 
02/11/2001 12:00 156.03 ISCO 
02/12/2001 12:00 60.85 ISCO 
02/13/2001 12:00 40.05 ISCO 
02/14/2001 12:00 221.96 ISCO 
02/14/2001 12:03 226.36 DH-59 
02/14/2001 18:00 174.35 ISCO 
02/14/2001 21:00 180.11 ISCO 
02/15/2001 00:00 178.39 ISCO 
02/15/2001 03:00 148.65 ISCO 
02/15/2001 06:00 119.54 ISCO 
02/16/2001 12:00 80.96 ISCO 
02/21/2001 11:36 101.34 DH-59 
02/24/2001 22:30 1554.92 ISCO 
02/24/2001 23:00 3969.91 ISCO 
02/24/2001 23:45 4242.94 ISCO 
02/25/2001 00:45 4464.49 ISCO 
02/25/2001 01:30 4354.39 ISCO 
02/25/2001 02:00 5662.66 ISCO 
02/25/2001 05:00 3324.61 ISCO 
02/25/2001 07:00 2896.34 ISCO 
02/25/2001 08:00 2588.64 ISCO 
02/25/2001 09:15 2081.24 ISCO 
02/25/2001 11:00 1538.04 ISCO 
02/25/2001 12:00 1402.31 ISCO 
02/25/2001 14:00 1080.02 ISCO 
02/25/2001 17:00 737.03 ISCO 
02/25/2001 20:00 559.96 ISCO 
02/26/2001 12:00 167.33 ISCO 
02/26/2001 13:48 154.12 DH-59 
02/27/2001 12:00 68.12 ISCO 
03/06/2001 11:30 108.67 DH-59 
03/13/2001 10:12 111.78 DH-59 
03/16/2001 12:00 157.78 ISCO 
03/20/2001 11:02 80.88 DH-59 
03/27/2001 11:08 71.37 DH-59 
04/03/2001 09:09 76.50 DH-59 
04/10/2001 09:59 85.06 DH-59 
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04/11/2001 03:15 782.99 ISCO 
04/11/2001 12:00 264.75 ISCO 
04/17/2001 09:25 84.03 DH-59 
04/24/2001 09:57 77.57 DH-59 
05/02/2001 09:23 114.49 DH-59 
05/08/2001 09:27 106.43 DH-59 
05/15/2001 10:05 96.56 DH-59 
05/18/2001 12:00 258.74 ISCO 
05/22/2001 09:53 34.20 DH-59 
05/31/2001 09:35 71.30 DH-59 
06/01/2001 12:00 179.75 ISCO 
06/04/2001 09:00 1129.73 ISCO 
06/04/2001 09:30 1830.88 ISCO 
06/04/2001 10:14 1325.45 ISCO 
06/04/2001 11:30 2045.69 ISCO 
06/04/2001 12:00 1848.62 ISCO 
06/04/2001 12:30 1924.27 ISCO 
06/04/2001 13:55 1639.19 DH-59 
06/04/2001 14:07 1612.75 DH-59 
06/04/2001 14:14 1624.70 EWI 
06/04/2001 14:22 1552.17 DH-59 
06/04/2001 15:30 1206.11 ISCO 
06/04/2001 17:45 746.86 ISCO 
06/04/2001 18:30 616.90 ISCO 
06/04/2001 21:30 367.37 ISCO 
06/05/2001 00:30 257.25 ISCO 
06/05/2001 03:30 179.07 ISCO 
06/05/2001 08:55 116.31 DH-59 
06/05/2001 09:07 118.48 DH-59 
06/05/2001 09:16 119.54 EWI 
06/05/2001 09:24 114.16 DH-59 
06/05/2001 12:00 103.00 ISCO 
06/05/2001 15:27 702.83 DH-59 
06/05/2001 15:40 4916.88 DH-59 
06/05/2001 16:00 2800.63 ISCO 
06/05/2001 16:30 4770.70 ISCO 
06/05/2001 17:00 3076.38 ISCO 
06/05/2001 17:45 2292.56 ISCO 
06/05/2001 17:56 2115.17 DH-59 
06/05/2001 18:30 2468.39 ISCO 
06/05/2001 18:57 2342.98 DH-59 
06/05/2001 19:00 2238.01 ISCO 
06/05/2001 21:49 1399.63 DH-59 
06/05/2001 22:00 1368.92 ISCO 
06/05/2001 23:28 1011.04 DH-59 
06/06/2001 00:45 804.01 ISCO 
06/06/2001 01:00 780.89 ISCO 
06/06/2001 02:00 718.61 ISCO 
06/06/2001 02:02 732.65 DH-59 
06/06/2001 03:30 635.93 ISCO 
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06/06/2001 04:00 600.99 ISCO 
06/06/2001 07:00 429.26 ISCO 
06/06/2001 08:45 852.45 ISCO 
06/06/2001 10:00 1520.14 ISCO 
06/06/2001 12:00 1365.05 ISCO 
06/06/2001 13:00 1062.74 ISCO 
06/06/2001 13:49 931.93 DH-59 
06/06/2001 15:15 717.69 ISCO 
06/06/2001 16:00 619.71 ISCO 
06/06/2001 19:00 377.46 ISCO 
06/06/2001 22:00 257.28 ISCO 
06/07/2001 01:00 190.36 ISCO 
06/07/2001 12:00 160.25 ISCO 
06/12/2001 12:36 99.11 DH-59 
06/15/2001 04:00 1603.38 ISCO 
06/15/2001 05:00 1782.88 ISCO 
06/15/2001 08:00 1746.49 ISCO 
06/15/2001 11:00 1122.58 ISCO 
06/15/2001 12:00 886.12 ISCO 
06/15/2001 14:00 538.03 ISCO 
06/20/2001 09:49 59.88 DH-59 
06/28/2001 09:58 99.13 GRAB 
07/03/2001 09:54 50.55 GRAB 
07/09/2001 02:00 2916.15 ISCO 
07/09/2001 03:15 1358.04 ISCO 
07/09/2001 05:00 1578.19 ISCO 
07/09/2001 05:45 2418.00 ISCO 
07/09/2001 06:15 2557.84 ISCO 
07/09/2001 08:00 2008.48 ISCO 
07/09/2001 09:15 1362.26 ISCO 
07/09/2001 11:00 911.20 ISCO 
07/09/2001 12:00 749.95 ISCO 
07/09/2001 12:15 722.32 ISCO 
07/09/2001 14:00 553.60 ISCO 
07/09/2001 15:15 467.15 ISCO 
07/09/2001 21:15 247.31 ISCO 
07/10/2001 10:20 95.76 DH-59 
07/10/2001 12:00 91.50 ISCO 
07/17/2001 09:45 66.38 GRAB 
07/23/2001 21:42 1460.95 GRAB 
07/24/2001 12:24 51.20 DH-48 
07/31/2001 09:33 22.08 GRAB 
08/07/2001 09:42 65.79 GRAB 
08/15/2001 09:50 96.31 GRAB 
08/21/2001 12:52 51.50 GRAB 
08/28/2001 09:54 81.11 GRAB 
09/05/2001 09:33 89.82 GRAB 
09/11/2001 09:16 82.79 GRAB 
09/18/2001 10:03 72.41 GRAB 
09/25/2001 09:03 56.30 GRAB 
10/03/2001 09:31 111.36 GRAB 
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10/10/2001 09:50 88.98 DIP 
10/12/2001 06:45 612.22 ISCO 
10/12/2001 12:00 240.52 ISCO 
10/13/2001 18:45 760.53 ISCO 
10/13/2001 19:15 1394.04 ISCO 
10/13/2001 20:00 1646.89 ISCO 
10/13/2001 20:45 1635.05 ISCO 
10/13/2001 21:45 2131.43 ISCO 
10/13/2001 22:00 1759.74 ISCO 
10/13/2001 22:15 1578.12 ISCO 
10/14/2001 01:15 1152.47 ISCO 
10/14/2001 04:15 611.51 ISCO 
10/14/2001 06:15 506.16 ISCO 
10/14/2001 07:15 499.56 ISCO 
10/14/2001 08:15 473.10 ISCO 
10/14/2001 09:30 486.55 ISCO 
10/14/2001 10:15 490.43 ISCO 
10/14/2001 12:00 423.57 ISCO 
10/14/2001 13:15 353.08 ISCO 
10/14/2001 16:15 287.68 ISCO 
10/15/2001 23:29 69.53 DH-59 
10/16/2001 06:30 463.58 ISCO 
10/16/2001 09:30 337.65 ISCO 
10/16/2001 11:41 243.60 DH-59 
10/16/2001 11:45 242.00 ISCO 
10/16/2001 12:00 227.22 ISCO 
10/16/2001 14:45 160.33 ISCO 
10/16/2001 17:45 149.38 ISCO 
10/17/2001 12:00 68.74 ISCO 
10/23/2001 12:15 57.19 GRAB 
10/24/2001 02:15 289.54 ISCO 
10/24/2001 03:15 446.85 ISCO 
10/24/2001 09:15 309.89 ISCO 
10/24/2001 12:00 257.72 ISCO 
10/24/2001 12:15 227.66 ISCO 
10/24/2001 18:45 507.95 ISCO 
10/24/2001 19:45 841.89 ISCO 
10/24/2001 22:45 653.36 ISCO 
10/25/2001 01:30 384.30 ISCO 
10/25/2001 01:45 359.94 ISCO 
10/25/2001 04:45 337.48 ISCO 
10/25/2001 10:45 165.95 ISCO 
10/25/2001 12:00 152.14 ISCO 
10/25/2001 13:45 135.83 ISCO 
10/30/2001 11:10 18.20 GRAB 
11/06/2001 11:25 90.21 GRAB 
11/13/2001 10:56 85.41 GRAB 
11/20/2001 10:50 73.79 GRAB 
11/27/2001 11:09 60.08 GRAB 
11/29/2001 22:30 433.89 ISCO 
11/29/2001 23:45 407.40 ISCO 
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11/30/2001 01:45 472.88 ISCO 
11/30/2001 02:45 468.30 ISCO 
11/30/2001 05:45 286.49 ISCO 
11/30/2001 08:45 201.67 ISCO 
11/30/2001 11:45 150.58 ISCO 
11/30/2001 12:00 141.54 ISCO 
11/30/2001 14:45 152.33 ISCO 
12/01/2001 12:00 78.83 ISCO 
12/04/2001 10:43 7.64 GRAB 
12/11/2001 10:39 81.08 GRAB 
12/13/2001 01:45 160.26 ISCO 
12/13/2001 12:00 129.69 ISCO 
12/14/2001 11:30 526.44 ISCO 
12/14/2001 12:00 537.61 ISCO 
12/14/2001 13:00 738.34 ISCO 
12/14/2001 16:00 698.60 ISCO 
12/14/2001 19:00 540.91 ISCO 
12/14/2001 22:00 410.38 ISCO 
12/15/2001 01:00 301.31 ISCO 
12/15/2001 04:00 275.89 ISCO 
12/15/2001 12:00 180.96 ISCO 
12/16/2001 12:00 167.25 ISCO 
12/16/2001 13:15 217.39 ISCO 
12/16/2001 15:15 363.76 ISCO 
12/16/2001 19:15 800.12 ISCO 
12/16/2001 22:15 422.73 ISCO 
12/17/2001 01:15 328.20 ISCO 
12/17/2001 02:45 410.32 ISCO 
12/17/2001 04:15 553.89 ISCO 
12/17/2001 12:51 652.51 DH-59 
12/17/2001 13:15 602.70 ISCO 
12/17/2001 14:15 605.30 ISCO 
12/17/2001 15:45 533.05 ISCO 
12/17/2001 16:15 544.51 ISCO 
12/17/2001 16:23 628.96 DH-59 
12/17/2001 18:45 444.16 ISCO 
12/17/2001 18:51 395.06 DH-59 
12/17/2001 19:15 438.65 ISCO 
12/17/2001 21:21 475.55 DH-59 
12/17/2001 22:15 354.04 ISCO 
12/18/2001 04:15 230.51 ISCO 
12/18/2001 07:15 213.32 ISCO 
12/18/2001 10:15 210.87 ISCO 
12/18/2001 12:00 203.27 ISCO 
12/18/2001 12:00 136.38 DH-59 
12/18/2001 13:15 158.43 ISCO 
12/19/2001 12:00 79.81 ISCO 
12/20/2001 12:00 69.74 ISCO 
12/26/2001 11:50 84.54 GRAB 
01/03/2002 10:20 94.51 GRAB 
01/08/2002 12:01 89.40 GRAB 
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01/15/2002 12:01 97.58 GRAB 
01/22/2002 11:21 82.37 GRAB 
01/29/2002 11:23 57.37 GRAB 
01/31/2002 01:00 549.13 ISCO 
01/31/2002 02:15 850.19 ISCO 
01/31/2002 03:00 783.06 ISCO 
01/31/2002 06:00 768.31 ISCO 
01/31/2002 09:00 1336.55 ISCO 
01/31/2002 11:15 1655.50 ISCO 
01/31/2002 12:00 1642.87 ISCO 
01/31/2002 15:00 1092.15 ISCO 
01/31/2002 18:00 726.34 ISCO 
01/31/2002 20:15 981.24 ISCO 
01/31/2002 21:00 1351.78 ISCO 
01/31/2002 22:00 1662.20 ISCO 
02/01/2002 00:00 2122.87 ISCO 
02/01/2002 03:00 1472.14 ISCO 
02/01/2002 05:15 1120.35 ISCO 
02/01/2002 06:00 990.33 ISCO 
02/01/2002 07:45 898.04 ISCO 
02/01/2002 09:00 811.88 ISCO 
02/01/2002 12:00 610.51 ISCO 
02/01/2002 15:00 463.47 ISCO 
02/01/2002 18:00 352.15 ISCO 
02/01/2002 21:00 294.14 ISCO 
02/02/2002 12:00 133.52 ISCO 
02/05/2002 11:12 14.87 GRAB 
02/14/2002 11:34 75.88 GRAB 
02/19/2002 18:57 148.53 DH-59 
02/19/2002 22:45 415.97 ISCO 
02/20/2002 09:50 354.56 DH-59 
02/20/2002 10:30 413.92 ISCO 
02/20/2002 12:00 510.23 ISCO 
02/20/2002 13:30 485.57 ISCO 
02/20/2002 16:30 604.70 ISCO 
02/20/2002 19:30 549.15 ISCO 
02/20/2002 22:30 368.33 ISCO 
02/27/2002 11:16 53.20 DH-76 
03/05/2002 09:45 29.49 GRAB 
03/09/2002 06:15 2669.27 ISCO 
03/09/2002 07:45 2641.45 ISCO 
03/09/2002 08:45 2640.97 ISCO 
03/09/2002 09:45 3046.63 ISCO 
03/09/2002 12:00 2511.10 ISCO 
03/09/2002 12:45 2479.29 ISCO 
03/09/2002 15:45 1839.34 ISCO 
03/09/2002 17:15 1515.83 ISCO 
03/09/2002 18:45 1305.69 ISCO 
03/09/2002 21:45 951.59 ISCO 
03/10/2002 00:45 711.86 ISCO 
03/10/2002 03:45 570.07 ISCO 
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03/12/2002 09:41 31.55 DH-59 
03/15/2002 22:15 1325.84 ISCO 
03/15/2002 23:30 1762.15 ISCO 
03/16/2002 02:30 1371.25 ISCO 
03/16/2002 05:30 1058.98 ISCO 
03/16/2002 08:30 736.54 ISCO 
03/19/2002 10:41 17.55 DH-59 
03/25/2002 03:22 632.07 DH-59 
03/25/2002 04:00 877.99 ISCO 
03/25/2002 04:45 1019.71 ISCO 
03/25/2002 05:19 1369.64 DH-59 
03/25/2002 05:45 1651.12 ISCO 
03/25/2002 06:30 1973.39 ISCO 
03/25/2002 07:15 2234.02 ISCO 
03/25/2002 07:45 2308.17 ISCO 
03/25/2002 09:12 3021.55 DH-59 
03/25/2002 09:22 2696.25 ISCO 
03/25/2002 09:23 3019.41 EWI 
03/25/2002 09:33 2885.68 DH-59 
03/25/2002 09:54 2943.15 DH-76 
03/25/2002 10:45 2473.87 ISCO 
03/25/2002 12:00 1996.11 ISCO 
03/25/2002 13:30 1582.53 ISCO 
03/25/2002 13:45 1509.07 ISCO 
03/25/2002 15:00 1297.47 ISCO 
03/25/2002 15:42 1480.10 DH-59 
03/25/2002 16:45 1109.10 ISCO 
03/25/2002 19:45 733.54 ISCO 
03/26/2002 01:45 398.25 ISCO 
03/27/2002 16:00 816.27 ISCO 
03/27/2002 18:00 912.72 ISCO 
03/27/2002 19:00 947.03 ISCO 
03/27/2002 22:00 784.06 ISCO 
03/28/2002 04:00 342.22 ISCO 
03/28/2002 10:34 142.03 DH-59 
03/28/2002 12:00 132.31 ISCO 
03/28/2002 17:00 366.60 ISCO 
03/28/2002 20:00 643.99 ISCO 
03/28/2002 23:00 548.88 ISCO 
03/29/2002 02:00 466.37 ISCO 
03/29/2002 05:00 356.99 ISCO 
03/29/2002 08:00 265.37 ISCO 
03/29/2002 12:00 183.21 ISCO 
03/29/2002 16:14 235.39 DH-59 
04/02/2002 11:24 18.35 DH-59 
04/08/2002 11:50 400.91 DH-59 
04/08/2002 14:04 480.60 DH-59 
04/08/2002 14:45 581.75 ISCO 
04/08/2002 17:45 486.65 ISCO 
04/08/2002 20:45 325.78 ISCO 
04/09/2002 00:30 382.09 ISCO 
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04/09/2002 03:30 495.34 ISCO 
04/09/2002 06:30 448.74 ISCO 
04/09/2002 09:30 297.32 ISCO 
04/09/2002 09:56 300.71 DH-59 
04/09/2002 12:00 230.95 ISCO 
04/09/2002 12:30 214.83 ISCO 
04/16/2002 10:29 11.50 GRAB 
04/21/2002 08:30 400.96 ISCO 
04/21/2002 09:30 610.83 ISCO 
04/21/2002 10:15 1377.16 ISCO 
04/21/2002 10:45 1913.32 ISCO 
04/21/2002 11:15 2551.99 ISCO 
04/21/2002 11:45 3083.90 ISCO 
04/21/2002 12:30 3926.56 ISCO 
04/21/2002 15:30 2548.05 ISCO 
04/21/2002 18:30 1603.80 ISCO 
04/21/2002 19:15 1458.47 ISCO 
04/21/2002 20:00 1442.82 ISCO 
04/22/2002 09:30 293.82 ISCO 
04/23/2002 11:34 47.16 DH-76 
04/24/2002 22:30 3434.34 ISCO 
04/25/2002 00:48 3770.85 ISCO 
04/25/2002 03:15 1888.74 ISCO 
04/25/2002 03:45 1664.04 ISCO 
04/27/2002 12:30 1635.45 ISCO 
04/27/2002 13:30 1689.17 ISCO 
04/27/2002 14:15 1750.63 ISCO 
04/27/2002 14:45 2232.12 ISCO 
04/27/2002 15:10 2605.59 DH-59 
04/27/2002 15:30 2488.77 ISCO 
04/27/2002 18:30 1534.46 ISCO 
04/27/2002 21:30 1030.57 ISCO 
04/27/2002 21:48 1170.75 DH-59 
04/28/2002 00:30 993.74 ISCO 
04/28/2002 03:30 1637.26 ISCO 
04/28/2002 06:30 1613.14 ISCO 
04/28/2002 08:15 1297.24 ISCO 
04/28/2002 09:00 1283.10 ISCO 
04/28/2002 09:30 1267.47 ISCO 
04/28/2002 10:45 1086.98 ISCO 
04/28/2002 11:01 1173.92 DH-59 
04/28/2002 12:00 984.09 ISCO 
04/28/2002 12:30 906.48 ISCO 
04/28/2002 15:30 634.15 ISCO 
04/28/2002 18:30 535.07 ISCO 
04/28/2002 21:30 376.48 ISCO 
04/30/2002 09:31 48.12 DH-59 
05/01/2002 14:29 169.18 DH-59 
05/01/2002 16:22 5310.27 DH-59 
05/01/2002 16:30 4934.24 ISCO 
05/01/2002 17:00 4146.19 ISCO 
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05/01/2002 17:30 3662.24 ISCO 
05/01/2002 18:15 2894.50 ISCO 
05/01/2002 19:00 2765.94 ISCO 
05/01/2002 21:15 2745.57 DH-59 
05/01/2002 22:30 2031.39 ISCO 
05/01/2002 23:45 1948.64 ISCO 
05/02/2002 01:00 1644.62 ISCO 
05/02/2002 01:30 1534.09 ISCO 
05/02/2002 04:15 1123.17 ISCO 
05/02/2002 04:30 1094.39 ISCO 
05/02/2002 10:30 684.97 ISCO 
05/02/2002 12:00 509.81 ISCO 
05/03/2002 01:30 460.68 ISCO 
05/06/2002 10:30 2148.85 ISCO 
05/06/2002 11:15 2581.30 ISCO 
05/06/2002 12:00 2126.33 ISCO 
05/06/2002 12:06 2184.70 DH-76 
05/06/2002 14:15 1705.75 ISCO 
05/06/2002 14:29 1909.32 DH-59 
05/06/2002 14:35 1732.16 ISCO 
05/06/2002 14:37 1992.14 EWI 
05/06/2002 14:44 1333.03 ISCO 
05/06/2002 14:45 1938.68 DH-59 
05/06/2002 15:00 1649.77 ISCO 
05/06/2002 18:00 1334.23 ISCO 
05/06/2002 19:30 1113.54 ISCO 
05/06/2002 20:30 1039.52 ISCO 
05/06/2002 21:00 973.55 ISCO 
05/06/2002 21:07 1089.56 DH-59 
05/06/2002 21:19 1009.37 ISCO 
05/06/2002 21:19 1054.59 EWI 
05/06/2002 21:27 1006.29 ISCO 
05/06/2002 21:32 1112.73 DH-59 
05/06/2002 21:40 1088.48 DH-76 
05/06/2002 22:15 925.62 ISCO 
05/07/2002 00:00 771.24 ISCO 
05/07/2002 03:00 1830.89 ISCO 
05/07/2002 03:15 3134.29 ISCO 
05/07/2002 03:30 3007.57 ISCO 
05/07/2002 04:15 3238.52 ISCO 
05/07/2002 05:30 2256.56 ISCO 
05/07/2002 06:00 1573.31 ISCO 
05/07/2002 07:45 1469.12 ISCO 
05/07/2002 09:00 1637.95 ISCO 
05/07/2002 12:00 1180.00 ISCO 
05/07/2002 14:40 887.34 DH-59 
05/07/2002 15:00 748.87 ISCO 
05/07/2002 16:07 691.02 DH-59 
05/07/2002 16:23 893.02 EWI 
05/07/2002 16:29 668.50 ISCO 
05/07/2002 16:35 773.80 DH-59 
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05/07/2002 17:15 665.32 ISCO 
05/07/2002 17:15 675.22 DH-76 
05/07/2002 18:00 765.59 ISCO 
05/07/2002 18:15 866.41 ISCO 
05/07/2002 18:30 894.66 ISCO 
05/07/2002 19:15 847.20 ISCO 
05/07/2002 20:30 781.34 ISCO 
05/07/2002 21:00 833.03 ISCO 
05/08/2002 00:00 604.06 ISCO 
05/08/2002 03:00 749.16 ISCO 
05/08/2002 07:15 897.92 ISCO 
05/08/2002 08:42 1356.51 DH-76 
05/08/2002 08:45 1249.86 ISCO 
05/08/2002 08:55 1089.49 ISCO 
05/08/2002 09:15 1164.57 ISCO 
05/08/2002 12:00 868.69 ISCO 
05/08/2002 12:15 855.64 ISCO 
05/08/2002 14:00 687.47 ISCO 
05/08/2002 15:15 586.83 ISCO 
05/08/2002 18:15 381.14 ISCO 
05/08/2002 21:15 428.38 ISCO 
05/09/2002 00:15 546.76 ISCO 
05/09/2002 00:31 605.45 DH-76 
05/09/2002 03:15 700.58 ISCO 
05/09/2002 04:45 1856.75 ISCO 
05/09/2002 06:00 1273.57 ISCO 
05/09/2002 06:15 1339.29 ISCO 
05/09/2002 08:30 2107.64 ISCO 
05/09/2002 09:15 1753.99 ISCO 
05/09/2002 11:45 1173.68 ISCO 
05/09/2002 12:00 1221.39 ISCO 
05/09/2002 12:15 1181.11 ISCO 
05/09/2002 12:54 1090.54 DH-76 
05/09/2002 13:45 855.35 ISCO 
05/09/2002 15:15 694.78 ISCO 
05/09/2002 18:15 493.88 ISCO 
05/09/2002 21:15 344.13 ISCO 
05/12/2002 11:00 1605.32 ISCO 
05/13/2002 10:08 596.80 ISCO 
05/13/2002 10:10 578.99 DH-76 
05/13/2002 11:30 515.53 ISCO 
05/13/2002 12:00 512.81 ISCO 
05/13/2002 13:00 539.68 ISCO 
05/13/2002 15:15 439.30 ISCO 
05/13/2002 16:00 447.12 ISCO 
05/13/2002 19:00 343.18 ISCO 
05/13/2002 22:00 267.32 ISCO 
05/14/2002 01:00 223.25 ISCO 
05/14/2002 04:00 176.02 ISCO 
05/14/2002 07:00 145.61 ISCO 
05/14/2002 10:15 133.28 DH-76 
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05/14/2002 10:15 120.79 ISCO 
05/14/2002 10:45 121.58 ISCO 
05/14/2002 12:00 108.35 ISCO 
05/14/2002 13:45 101.57 ISCO 
05/14/2002 16:45 83.82 ISCO 
05/21/2002 10:40 85.22 DH-76 
05/28/2002 09:40 374.55 DH-76 
06/03/2002 10:14 11.73 DH-76 
06/11/2002 09:42 12.79 DH-76 
06/11/2002 22:30 487.44 ISCO 
06/11/2002 23:00 729.12 ISCO 
06/12/2002 01:30 2618.21 ISCO 
06/12/2002 04:00 1944.64 ISCO 
06/12/2002 04:30 1495.03 ISCO 
06/12/2002 07:30 849.79 ISCO 
06/12/2002 10:30 471.46 ISCO 
06/12/2002 12:00 296.75 ISCO 
06/13/2002 14:15 134.96 ISCO 
06/13/2002 17:15 643.35 ISCO 
06/13/2002 20:15 633.83 ISCO 
06/18/2002 09:35 97.18 DH-76 
06/27/2002 10:06 121.09 GRAB 
07/02/2002 09:55 111.20 GRAB 
07/09/2002 09:15 66.70 GRAB 
07/15/2002 11:10 70.99 GRAB 
07/23/2002 10:11 125.14 DH-76 
07/30/2002 10:26 18.93 GRAB 
08/06/2002 10:06 78.66 GRAB 
08/14/2002 10:25 83.78 GRAB 
08/20/2002 10:52 38.29 GRAB 
08/27/2002 12:06 101.84 GRAB 
09/04/2002 10:38 87.59 GRAB 
09/10/2002 09:55 63.95 GRAB 
09/17/2002 10:50 5.92 GRAB 
09/25/2002 10:40 55.54 GRAB 




Notes:   
*GRAB or DIP: Weighted Bottle (dip sample in extreme low flow conditions) 
  DH-48, 59, or 76:  Depth-integrated, single vertical 
  EWI:  Equal Width Increment, mean concentration 
  ISCO:  Point sample, peristaltic pump 
  P-61:  Point sampler with solenoid open for depth-integrated sampling 
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03/20/2000 12:00 67.08 ISCO 
03/21/2000 12:00 17.70 ISCO 
03/22/2000 12:00 8.15 ISCO 
03/23/2000 12:00 7.49 ISCO 
03/24/2000 12:00 5.70 ISCO 
03/25/2000 12:00 4.10 ISCO 
03/26/2000 12:00 4.21 ISCO 
03/27/2000 12:00 4.16 ISCO 
03/27/2000 14:09 16.22 GRAB 
03/28/2000 12:00 2.81 ISCO 
03/30/2000 12:00 2.47 ISCO 
03/31/2000 12:00 4.54 ISCO 
04/01/2000 12:00 4.57 ISCO 
04/02/2000 12:00 3.90 ISCO 
04/03/2000 12:00 3.49 ISCO 
04/03/2000 13:10 1.24 GRAB 
04/04/2000 12:00 3.05 ISCO 
04/07/2000 12:00 287.39 ISCO 
04/08/2000 12:00 20.92 ISCO 
04/09/2000 12:00 16.13 ISCO 
04/10/2000 12:00 15.06 ISCO 
04/10/2000 16:07 4.88 GRAB 
04/11/2000 12:00 6.71 ISCO 
04/12/2000 12:00 4.36 ISCO 
04/13/2000 12:00 3.18 ISCO 
04/14/2000 12:00 4.46 ISCO 
04/15/2000 12:00 4.37 ISCO 
04/16/2000 12:00 9.37 ISCO 
04/17/2000 04:00 962.70 ISCO 
04/17/2000 04:45 889.07 ISCO 
04/17/2000 07:45 918.11 ISCO 
04/17/2000 10:45 595.50 ISCO 
04/17/2000 12:00 547.86 ISCO 
04/17/2000 13:45 464.82 ISCO 
04/18/2000 12:00 109.33 ISCO 
04/19/2000 12:00 19.97 ISCO 
04/20/2000 10:23 9.65 GRAB 
04/20/2000 12:00 21.88 ISCO 
04/21/2000 12:00 341.67 ISCO 
04/22/2000 12:00 70.29 ISCO 
04/23/2000 12:00 29.82 ISCO 
04/24/2000 12:00 16.60 ISCO 
04/25/2000 09:03 14.64 GRAB 
05/02/2000 08:43 57.32 GRAB 
05/09/2000 09:51 19.83 GRAB 
05/09/2000 15:15 5476.48 ISCO 
05/09/2000 15:30 11217.23 ISCO 
05/09/2000 16:00 8762.51 ISCO 
05/09/2000 16:21 8432.49 DH-59 
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05/09/2000 17:00 6083.73 ISCO 
05/09/2000 17:45 5842.45 ISCO 
05/09/2000 20:15 4929.65 ISCO 
05/09/2000 23:30 1775.92 ISCO 
05/09/2000 23:45 1476.15 ISCO 
05/10/2000 02:45 1245.86 ISCO 
05/10/2000 05:45 460.90 ISCO 
05/10/2000 08:45 347.10 ISCO 
05/10/2000 13:39 160.14 GRAB 
05/16/2000 09:29 26.29 DH-48 
05/23/2000 13:03 49.94 DH-48 
05/27/2000 02:00 1381.20 ISCO 
05/27/2000 02:45 5789.75 ISCO 
05/27/2000 04:30 2933.07 ISCO 
05/27/2000 05:00 2090.79 ISCO 
05/27/2000 08:00 1494.42 ISCO 
05/27/2000 11:00 763.85 ISCO 
05/27/2000 12:00 555.43 ISCO 
05/27/2000 14:00 441.18 ISCO 
05/30/2000 14:24 6.40 DH-48 
06/06/2000 09:36 32.45 DH-48 
06/13/2000 09:33 20.11 DH-48 
06/17/2000 02:45 732.81 ISCO 
06/17/2000 05:45 738.15 ISCO 
06/17/2000 08:45 352.17 ISCO 
06/17/2000 11:45 197.76 ISCO 
06/17/2000 12:00 178.43 ISCO 
06/20/2000 10:19 7.39 DH-48 
06/20/2000 16:30 1654.77 ISCO 
06/20/2000 17:15 3277.71 ISCO 
06/20/2000 18:30 2810.83 ISCO 
06/20/2000 19:30 2766.43 ISCO 
06/20/2000 21:30 1729.30 ISCO 
06/20/2000 22:30 1007.71 ISCO 
06/20/2000 23:45 4757.18 ISCO 
06/21/2000 00:00 5611.04 ISCO 
06/21/2000 00:11 4785.51 DH-59 
06/21/2000 00:30 3713.75 ISCO 
06/21/2000 01:00 2876.96 ISCO 
06/21/2000 01:30 2296.36 ISCO 
06/21/2000 04:30 1122.21 ISCO 
06/21/2000 05:45 1011.86 ISCO 
06/21/2000 06:30 933.29 ISCO 
06/21/2000 07:30 868.98 ISCO 
06/21/2000 08:45 766.01 ISCO 
06/21/2000 10:30 633.75 ISCO 
06/21/2000 11:20 559.45 DH-59 
06/21/2000 12:00 507.21 ISCO 
06/21/2000 13:30 433.09 ISCO 
06/21/2000 16:30 315.82 ISCO 
06/21/2000 19:30 218.51 ISCO 
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06/21/2000 22:30 167.01 ISCO 
06/22/2000 01:30 131.42 ISCO 
06/22/2000 04:30 114.36 ISCO 
06/22/2000 07:30 94.40 ISCO 
06/24/2000 00:15 722.82 ISCO 
06/24/2000 02:00 798.00 ISCO 
06/24/2000 03:15 788.64 ISCO 
06/24/2000 06:15 419.64 ISCO 
06/24/2000 09:15 242.07 ISCO 
06/24/2000 12:00 156.35 ISCO 
06/24/2000 12:15 149.12 ISCO 
06/24/2000 15:15 108.08 ISCO 
06/24/2000 18:15 142.18 ISCO 
06/24/2000 19:30 1099.14 ISCO 
06/24/2000 21:15 1114.88 ISCO 
06/24/2000 22:08 964.59 DH-59 
06/25/2000 00:15 642.48 ISCO 
06/25/2000 03:15 944.06 ISCO 
06/25/2000 06:15 355.77 ISCO 
06/25/2000 09:15 201.52 ISCO 
06/26/2000 07:30 234.43 ISCO 
06/26/2000 10:30 583.39 ISCO 
06/26/2000 12:00 117.24 ISCO 
06/26/2000 12:00 311.69 ISCO 
06/26/2000 12:15 114.67 ISCO 
06/26/2000 13:30 194.82 ISCO 
06/26/2000 16:30 94.82 ISCO 
06/29/2000 12:03 54.31 DH-48 
07/05/2000 03:45 933.06 ISCO 
07/05/2000 05:15 542.45 ISCO 
07/05/2000 05:45 1384.73 ISCO 
07/05/2000 06:45 2115.89 ISCO 
07/05/2000 07:15 1879.98 ISCO 
07/05/2000 07:45 1731.86 ISCO 
07/05/2000 08:15 1721.88 ISCO 
07/05/2000 11:15 814.03 ISCO 
07/05/2000 12:00 669.78 ISCO 
07/05/2000 12:45 679.72 ISCO 
07/05/2000 13:30 679.63 ISCO 
07/05/2000 14:15 661.62 ISCO 
07/05/2000 15:30 630.24 ISCO 
07/05/2000 17:15 510.06 ISCO 
07/05/2000 20:11 323.54 DH-59 
07/05/2000 20:15 329.55 ISCO 
07/05/2000 23:15 220.92 ISCO 
07/06/2000 02:15 156.24 ISCO 
07/06/2000 05:15 115.64 ISCO 
07/06/2000 08:15 88.46 ISCO 
07/06/2000 10:59 78.50 DH-59 
07/06/2000 11:15 69.50 ISCO 
07/06/2000 12:00 68.50 ISCO 
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07/06/2000 14:15 56.06 ISCO 
07/11/2000 03:45 1070.40 ISCO 
07/11/2000 04:15 2379.77 ISCO 
07/11/2000 04:30 2530.96 ISCO 
07/11/2000 04:45 2422.58 ISCO 
07/11/2000 05:15 2368.25 ISCO 
07/11/2000 06:00 2024.00 ISCO 
07/11/2000 06:45 1685.70 ISCO 
07/11/2000 09:45 721.73 ISCO 
07/11/2000 10:45 631.71 ISCO 
07/11/2000 12:00 602.95 ISCO 
07/11/2000 12:45 570.38 ISCO 
07/11/2000 14:00 541.45 ISCO 
07/12/2000 10:38 176.98 DH-48 
07/12/2000 12:00 169.06 ISCO 
07/18/2000 10:43 80.81 DH-48 
07/25/2000 09:54 111.47 DH-48 
07/29/2000 12:00 1102.80 ISCO 
07/29/2000 12:45 706.64 ISCO 
08/01/2000 09:12 11.47 DH-48 
08/02/2000 20:00 3665.53 ISCO 
08/02/2000 20:30 2123.07 ISCO 
08/02/2000 22:30 1135.18 ISCO 
08/03/2000 01:30 789.89 ISCO 
08/03/2000 03:30 516.76 ISCO 
08/03/2000 04:30 409.84 ISCO 
08/03/2000 07:30 257.89 ISCO 
08/03/2000 10:30 169.74 ISCO 
08/03/2000 11:22 174.58 DH-59 
08/03/2000 12:00 131.97 ISCO 
08/03/2000 13:30 94.50 ISCO 
08/03/2000 16:30 81.51 ISCO 
08/06/2000 23:08 90.97 DH-48 
08/15/2000 10:21 89.38 GRAB 
08/22/2000 12:01 776.08 ISCO 
08/23/2000 05:22 368.78 DH-59 
08/23/2000 07:01 946.83 ISCO 
08/23/2000 07:31 772.70 ISCO 
08/23/2000 08:31 1694.20 ISCO 
08/23/2000 10:31 1100.58 ISCO 
08/23/2000 12:01 753.95 ISCO 
08/23/2000 13:10 594.52 DH-59 
08/23/2000 13:31 459.46 ISCO 
08/23/2000 16:31 220.00 ISCO 
08/23/2000 19:31 134.63 ISCO 
08/26/2000 23:31 2056.76 ISCO 
08/27/2000 00:01 1609.93 ISCO 
08/27/2000 01:31 1186.40 ISCO 
08/27/2000 02:01 1518.42 ISCO 
08/27/2000 04:16 767.24 ISCO 
08/27/2000 05:01 612.49 ISCO 
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08/27/2000 07:01 386.48 ISCO 
08/27/2000 17:01 74.60 ISCO 
08/28/2000 09:08 19.82 DH-48 
09/06/2000 09:11 101.08 GRAB 
09/10/2000 14:31 2423.54 ISCO 
09/10/2000 14:46 2572.61 ISCO 
09/10/2000 15:01 2352.36 ISCO 
09/10/2000 15:10 2402.75 ISCO 
09/10/2000 16:16 1812.66 ISCO 
09/10/2000 16:17 2597.93 DH-59 
09/10/2000 17:01 1271.58 ISCO 
09/10/2000 17:58 1083.64 DH-59 
09/10/2000 20:01 619.06 ISCO 
09/10/2000 20:46 650.28 ISCO 
09/10/2000 21:31 666.08 ISCO 
09/10/2000 22:16 737.24 ISCO 
09/10/2000 23:01 719.68 ISCO 
09/11/2000 00:16 630.11 ISCO 
09/11/2000 02:01 531.05 ISCO 
09/11/2000 05:01 336.78 ISCO 
09/11/2000 08:01 226.90 ISCO 
09/11/2000 11:01 190.78 ISCO 
09/11/2000 12:01 121.06 ISCO 
09/11/2000 14:01 100.53 ISCO 
09/11/2000 14:36 97.45 DH-59 
09/11/2000 17:01 206.20 ISCO 
09/11/2000 20:01 83.08 ISCO 
09/11/2000 23:01 55.93 ISCO 
09/12/2000 02:01 45.90 ISCO 
09/12/2000 05:01 95.64 ISCO 
09/12/2000 08:01 349.48 ISCO 
09/12/2000 11:01 169.73 ISCO 
09/12/2000 12:01 132.44 ISCO 
09/12/2000 14:01 81.01 ISCO 
09/12/2000 17:01 62.66 ISCO 
09/12/2000 20:01 48.92 ISCO 
09/12/2000 23:01 36.85 ISCO 
09/19/2000 09:31 126.31 DH-48 
09/25/2000 08:31 117.65 ISCO 
09/25/2000 10:31 501.64 ISCO 
09/25/2000 11:31 573.31 ISCO 
09/25/2000 12:01 513.15 ISCO 
09/25/2000 14:31 471.84 ISCO 
09/25/2000 17:31 304.24 ISCO 
09/25/2000 20:31 259.36 ISCO 
09/25/2000 23:31 180.01 ISCO 
09/26/2000 02:31 132.66 ISCO 
09/26/2000 05:31 94.13 ISCO 
09/26/2000 08:31 71.35 ISCO 
09/26/2000 09:22 60.96 DH-59 
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09/26/2000 09:50 63.60 DH-59 
09/26/2000 11:31 54.95 ISCO 
09/26/2000 12:01 49.78 ISCO 
09/26/2000 14:31 48.02 ISCO 
09/26/2000 17:31 38.81 ISCO 
09/26/2000 20:31 37.29 ISCO 
10/03/2000 09:56 72.97 GRAB 
10/04/2000 16:01 607.80 ISCO 
10/04/2000 16:31 1315.22 ISCO 
10/04/2000 19:01 577.71 ISCO 
10/04/2000 21:31 780.59 ISCO 
10/04/2000 22:01 1055.89 ISCO 
10/04/2000 22:31 1602.54 ISCO 
10/04/2000 23:01 1507.38 ISCO 
10/04/2000 23:46 1439.22 ISCO 
10/05/2000 00:01 2299.35 DH-59 
10/05/2000 00:44 1137.60 DH-59 
10/05/2000 01:01 900.91 ISCO 
10/05/2000 04:01 495.33 ISCO 
10/05/2000 07:01 574.18 ISCO 
10/05/2000 10:01 473.30 ISCO 
10/05/2000 12:01 551.88 ISCO 
10/05/2000 12:19 614.38 DH-74 
10/05/2000 13:01 586.09 ISCO 
10/05/2000 14:16 664.47 ISCO 
10/05/2000 15:16 726.49 ISCO 
10/05/2000 16:01 680.56 ISCO 
10/05/2000 17:46 723.21 ISCO 
10/05/2000 19:01 678.43 ISCO 
10/05/2000 22:01 423.67 ISCO 
10/06/2000 01:01 325.86 ISCO 
10/06/2000 04:01 239.28 ISCO 
10/06/2000 07:01 190.90 ISCO 
10/06/2000 10:01 178.37 ISCO 
10/06/2000 12:01 186.13 ISCO 
10/06/2000 13:01 139.70 ISCO 
10/06/2000 16:01 135.51 ISCO 
10/06/2000 19:01 99.41 ISCO 
10/06/2000 22:01 98.25 ISCO 
10/07/2000 01:01 68.07 ISCO 
10/07/2000 04:01 62.58 ISCO 
10/07/2000 07:01 45.66 ISCO 
10/07/2000 10:01 37.40 ISCO 
10/11/2000 09:12 117.42 DH-48 
10/18/2000 08:44 94.86 DH-48 
10/18/2000 09:03 77.86 DH-48 
10/25/2000 08:50 97.24 DH-48 
10/31/2000 10:14 86.83 DH-48 
11/08/2000 10:18 105.87 DH-48 
11/09/2000 16:01 41.52 ISCO 
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11/09/2000 19:01 232.22 ISCO 
11/09/2000 22:01 141.14 ISCO 
11/10/2000 01:01 72.09 ISCO 
11/10/2000 04:01 86.38 ISCO 
11/10/2000 07:01 47.01 ISCO 
11/10/2000 10:01 36.91 ISCO 
11/10/2000 12:01 31.74 ISCO 
11/10/2000 13:01 33.47 ISCO 
11/10/2000 16:01 27.83 ISCO 
11/10/2000 19:01 31.59 ISCO 
11/13/2000 06:46 35.60 ISCO 
11/13/2000 09:46 40.10 ISCO 
11/13/2000 12:01 33.27 ISCO 
11/13/2000 12:46 27.97 ISCO 
11/13/2000 15:46 26.55 ISCO 
11/13/2000 18:46 27.04 ISCO 
11/13/2000 21:46 21.07 ISCO 
11/14/2000 00:46 20.56 ISCO 
11/14/2000 10:19 11.90 DH-59 
11/21/2000 09:49 135.94 DH-48 
11/25/2000 13:46 83.62 ISCO 
11/25/2000 15:16 589.50 ISCO 
11/25/2000 16:46 967.74 ISCO 
11/25/2000 19:46 703.91 ISCO 
11/25/2000 22:46 430.33 ISCO 
11/26/2000 01:46 338.01 ISCO 
11/26/2000 04:46 177.73 ISCO 
11/26/2000 07:46 174.17 ISCO 
11/26/2000 10:46 130.68 ISCO 
11/26/2000 12:01 133.73 ISCO 
11/26/2000 13:46 154.34 ISCO 
11/26/2000 16:46 109.76 ISCO 
11/26/2000 19:46 104.89 ISCO 
11/26/2000 22:46 93.10 ISCO 
11/27/2000 01:46 65.89 ISCO 
11/27/2000 04:46 43.31 ISCO 
11/27/2000 07:46 37.72 ISCO 
11/27/2000 10:46 31.52 ISCO 
11/27/2000 12:01 29.38 ISCO 
11/28/2000 10:15 13.86 DH-48 
12/05/2000 10:17 135.53 DH-48 
12/11/2000 18:00 222.54 ISCO 
12/11/2000 21:00 278.33 ISCO 
12/12/2000 00:00 148.47 ISCO 
12/12/2000 10:54 89.43 DH-48 
12/19/2000 10:56 112.12 DH-48 
12/28/2000 10:58 122.20 DH-48 
01/03/2001 10:46 120.11 DH-48 
01/09/2001 10:14 118.39 DH-48 
01/17/2001 10:10 11.15 DH-59 
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01/23/2001 09:56 70.38 DH-59 
01/30/2001 09:48 907.29 DH-59 
01/30/2001 10:00 636.93 ISCO 
01/30/2001 10:45 702.33 DH-59 
01/30/2001 11:03 761.55 EWI 
01/30/2001 11:14 747.26 DH-59 
01/30/2001 12:00 779.26 ISCO 
01/30/2001 13:00 987.83 ISCO 
01/30/2001 16:00 951.40 ISCO 
01/30/2001 19:00 623.30 ISCO 
01/30/2001 20:00 382.39 ISCO 
01/31/2001 04:00 216.05 ISCO 
01/31/2001 10:00 163.36 ISCO 
01/31/2001 13:00 134.82 ISCO 
01/31/2001 13:47 100.31 DH-59 
01/31/2001 14:00 80.36 ISCO 
01/31/2001 16:00 89.57 ISCO 
01/31/2001 22:00 74.35 ISCO 
02/01/2001 01:00 68.90 ISCO 
02/01/2001 04:00 64.63 ISCO 
02/01/2001 12:00 54.25 ISCO 
02/01/2001 13:00 49.63 ISCO 
02/01/2001 16:00 47.61 ISCO 
02/01/2001 19:00 84.37 ISCO 
02/01/2001 22:00 89.38 ISCO 
02/06/2001 10:16 11.06 DH-48 
02/07/2001 12:31 63.52 ISCO 
02/08/2001 00:31 81.50 ISCO 
02/08/2001 03:31 77.23 ISCO 
02/08/2001 06:31 70.64 ISCO 
02/08/2001 09:31 60.00 ISCO 
02/08/2001 12:01 54.59 ISCO 
02/08/2001 12:31 55.17 ISCO 
02/08/2001 15:31 141.81 ISCO 
02/08/2001 21:31 1172.62 ISCO 
02/09/2001 00:01 1423.86 ISCO 
02/09/2001 03:31 1063.76 ISCO 
02/09/2001 09:31 429.41 ISCO 
02/09/2001 12:01 1850.39 ISCO 
02/09/2001 12:46 4881.56 ISCO 
02/09/2001 13:01 7206.07 ISCO 
02/09/2001 13:46 8049.62 ISCO 
02/10/2001 14:09 454.61 DH-59 
02/10/2001 15:31 489.85 ISCO 
02/10/2001 18:31 361.69 ISCO 
02/10/2001 21:31 322.22 ISCO 
02/11/2001 12:31 126.32 ISCO 
02/11/2001 15:31 109.07 ISCO 
02/11/2001 18:31 102.13 ISCO 
02/11/2001 21:31 88.09 ISCO 
02/13/2001 22:31 71.02 ISCO 
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02/14/2001 01:31 140.84 ISCO 
02/14/2001 04:31 224.50 ISCO 
02/14/2001 07:31 242.35 ISCO 
02/14/2001 10:31 203.94 ISCO 
02/14/2001 11:00 189.75 DH-59 
02/14/2001 12:01 181.27 ISCO 
02/14/2001 13:31 164.93 ISCO 
02/14/2001 16:31 159.08 ISCO 
02/14/2001 19:31 173.54 ISCO 
02/14/2001 22:31 223.46 ISCO 
02/15/2001 01:31 162.67 ISCO 
02/15/2001 04:31 132.37 ISCO 
02/15/2001 07:31 92.85 ISCO 
02/15/2001 10:31 84.41 ISCO 
02/15/2001 12:01 75.37 ISCO 
02/15/2001 13:31 65.04 ISCO 
02/15/2001 16:31 52.00 ISCO 
02/15/2001 19:31 47.60 ISCO 
02/15/2001 22:31 40.91 ISCO 
02/16/2001 01:31 39.30 ISCO 
02/16/2001 04:31 37.26 ISCO 
02/16/2001 07:31 33.20 ISCO 
02/16/2001 10:31 30.51 ISCO 
02/16/2001 12:01 28.81 ISCO 
02/21/2001 10:50 90.87 DH-48 
02/24/2001 22:46 1626.94 ISCO 
02/24/2001 23:16 4377.57 ISCO 
02/24/2001 23:46 7494.87 ISCO 
02/25/2001 00:16 6403.17 ISCO 
02/25/2001 01:01 5492.78 ISCO 
02/25/2001 01:46 4613.26 ISCO 
02/25/2001 04:01 3439.93 ISCO 
02/25/2001 04:46 3005.08 ISCO 
02/25/2001 06:16 2310.14 ISCO 
02/25/2001 07:46 1838.04 ISCO 
02/25/2001 10:46 1185.56 ISCO 
02/25/2001 12:01 989.50 ISCO 
02/25/2001 13:46 795.61 ISCO 
02/25/2001 16:46 573.47 ISCO 
02/25/2001 19:46 436.53 ISCO 
02/25/2001 22:46 339.33 ISCO 
02/26/2001 01:46 254.68 ISCO 
02/26/2001 04:46 200.95 ISCO 
02/26/2001 07:46 171.48 ISCO 
02/26/2001 10:46 149.76 ISCO 
02/26/2001 12:21 115.03 DH-59 
02/26/2001 12:29 123.39 EWI 
02/26/2001 12:38 111.29 DH-59 
03/06/2001 10:08 105.22 DH-48 
03/13/2001 09:45 104.84 DH-59 
03/16/2001 20:16 155.86 ISCO 
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03/16/2001 23:16 117.24 ISCO 
03/17/2001 02:16 129.06 ISCO 
03/20/2001 10:06 94.60 DH-48 
03/27/2001 09:54 73.64 DH-48 
04/03/2001 08:42 60.22 DH-59 
04/10/2001 10:26 86.08 DH-59 
04/11/2001 02:16 247.56 ISCO 
04/11/2001 05:16 701.68 ISCO 
04/11/2001 08:16 305.90 ISCO 
04/11/2001 11:16 152.70 ISCO 
04/11/2001 12:01 132.47 ISCO 
04/11/2001 14:16 93.42 ISCO 
04/11/2001 17:16 62.89 ISCO 
04/11/2001 20:16 42.51 ISCO 
04/17/2001 08:51 82.34 DH-48 
04/24/2001 08:47 50.84 GRAB 
05/02/2001 08:47 91.10 DH-59 
05/08/2001 08:45 84.22 DH-48 
05/15/2001 09:02 51.29 GRAB 
05/18/2001 08:30 1040.70 ISCO 
05/18/2001 11:30 861.98 ISCO 
05/18/2001 12:00 837.58 ISCO 
05/18/2001 14:00 7703.27 ISCO 
05/18/2001 14:30 5722.47 ISCO 
05/18/2001 17:30 1122.79 ISCO 
05/18/2001 20:30 945.11 ISCO 
05/18/2001 23:30 466.77 ISCO 
05/19/2001 02:30 185.47 ISCO 
05/19/2001 05:30 197.33 ISCO 
05/19/2001 08:30 216.33 ISCO 
05/19/2001 12:00 120.05 ISCO 
05/22/2001 09:00 34.41 DH-59 
05/22/2001 09:12 32.20 DH-59 
05/22/2001 09:17 31.10 EWI 
05/22/2001 09:24 30.04 DH-59 
05/31/2001 09:00 52.46 DH-59 
06/01/2001 04:30 224.12 ISCO 
06/01/2001 07:30 279.01 ISCO 
06/01/2001 10:30 146.48 ISCO 
06/01/2001 12:00 115.01 ISCO 
06/04/2001 08:00 679.13 ISCO 
06/04/2001 08:45 1888.91 ISCO 
06/04/2001 09:30 1945.37 ISCO 
06/04/2001 11:00 1747.39 ISCO 
06/04/2001 11:53 1927.32 DH-59 
06/04/2001 12:00 1637.73 ISCO 
06/04/2001 12:57 1495.82 DH-59 
06/04/2001 13:06 1439.33 EWI 
06/04/2001 13:14 1324.17 DH-59 
06/04/2001 14:00 1072.97 ISCO 
06/04/2001 16:00 666.39 ISCO 
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06/04/2001 17:00 529.19 ISCO 
06/04/2001 20:00 332.82 ISCO 
06/04/2001 23:00 201.67 ISCO 
06/05/2001 02:00 150.65 ISCO 
06/05/2001 05:00 114.58 ISCO 
06/05/2001 08:00 87.48 ISCO 
06/05/2001 09:57 71.64 DH-59 
06/05/2001 11:00 68.67 ISCO 
06/05/2001 12:00 65.68 ISCO 
06/05/2001 14:00 56.65 ISCO 
06/05/2001 15:30 650.73 ISCO 
06/05/2001 16:00 2554.87 ISCO 
06/05/2001 16:01 2864.99 DH-59 
06/05/2001 16:15 3734.23 ISCO 
06/05/2001 16:45 3350.84 ISCO 
06/05/2001 17:30 3011.34 ISCO 
06/05/2001 18:30 2080.42 ISCO 
06/05/2001 19:20 2073.49 DH-59 
06/05/2001 20:10 1521.21 DH-59 
06/05/2001 21:30 999.02 ISCO 
06/05/2001 22:10 927.79 DH-59 
06/05/2001 22:45 843.77 ISCO 
06/05/2001 23:04 540.18 DH-59 
06/06/2001 00:00 704.83 ISCO 
06/06/2001 00:30 674.40 ISCO 
06/06/2001 01:39 550.57 DH-59 
06/06/2001 03:00 527.74 ISCO 
06/06/2001 03:30 484.44 ISCO 
06/06/2001 06:30 419.89 ISCO 
06/06/2001 07:30 1801.40 ISCO 
06/06/2001 08:30 1482.97 ISCO 
06/06/2001 09:30 1690.37 ISCO 
06/06/2001 12:00 960.65 ISCO 
06/06/2001 12:30 836.65 ISCO 
06/06/2001 13:13 674.60 DH-59 
06/06/2001 15:00 442.48 ISCO 
06/06/2001 15:30 398.15 ISCO 
06/06/2001 18:30 254.71 ISCO 
06/06/2001 21:30 192.41 ISCO 
06/07/2001 00:30 138.47 ISCO 
06/07/2001 03:30 107.03 ISCO 
06/07/2001 06:30 87.76 ISCO 
06/07/2001 09:30 75.12 ISCO 
06/07/2001 12:00 64.07 ISCO 
06/07/2001 12:30 59.61 ISCO 
06/07/2001 15:30 46.68 ISCO 
06/07/2001 18:30 38.96 ISCO 
06/12/2001 09:19 26.26 GRAB 
06/15/2001 03:00 1594.62 ISCO 
06/15/2001 04:30 1962.70 ISCO 
06/15/2001 06:00 1896.72 ISCO 
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06/15/2001 08:15 1175.83 ISCO 
06/15/2001 09:00 883.47 ISCO 
06/15/2001 12:00 530.16 ISCO 
06/15/2001 15:00 270.63 ISCO 
06/15/2001 18:00 162.33 ISCO 
06/15/2001 21:00 182.22 ISCO 
06/16/2001 12:00 58.32 ISCO 
06/20/2001 09:11 10.30 GRAB 
06/28/2001 09:05 13.72 GRAB 
07/03/2001 08:47 66.04 GRAB 
07/09/2001 00:15 1352.24 ISCO 
07/09/2001 00:30 941.77 ISCO 
07/09/2001 03:15 1449.85 ISCO 
07/09/2001 03:30 1753.43 ISCO 
07/09/2001 04:00 2318.05 ISCO 
07/09/2001 04:45 2600.91 ISCO 
07/09/2001 06:30 1901.08 ISCO 
07/09/2001 08:30 946.70 ISCO 
07/09/2001 09:30 777.63 ISCO 
07/09/2001 11:00 607.39 ISCO 
07/09/2001 12:00 516.13 ISCO 
07/09/2001 12:30 477.85 ISCO 
07/09/2001 15:30 317.08 ISCO 
07/09/2001 18:30 222.31 ISCO 
07/09/2001 21:30 157.98 ISCO 
07/10/2001 00:30 115.73 ISCO 
07/10/2001 03:30 100.05 ISCO 
07/10/2001 06:30 92.08 ISCO 
07/10/2001 09:02 57.47 DH-59 
07/17/2001 09:11 31.09 GRAB 
07/24/2001 08:54 118.76 DH-48 
07/24/2001 08:57 119.67 DH-48 
07/24/2001 09:07 134.88 EWI 
07/24/2001 09:17 129.71 DH-48 
07/29/2001 12:00 253.79 ISCO 
07/31/2001 09:11 20.42 GRAB 
08/07/2001 08:43 67.69 GRAB 
08/15/2001 09:06 79.47 GRAB 
08/21/2001 10:30 37.77 GRAB 
08/28/2001 09:12 53.80 GRAB 
09/05/2001 09:03 83.33 GRAB 
09/11/2001 08:56 41.14 GRAB 
09/18/2001 09:08 68.00 GRAB 
09/25/2001 10:10 38.87 GRAB 
10/03/2001 08:53 103.70 GRAB 
10/10/2001 09:08 36.39 DIP 
10/12/2001 02:15 274.42 ISCO 
10/12/2001 05:15 466.30 ISCO 
10/12/2001 08:15 203.19 ISCO 
10/12/2001 11:15 104.33 ISCO 
10/12/2001 12:00 101.21 ISCO 
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10/12/2001 14:15 76.55 ISCO 
10/13/2001 19:00 1592.06 ISCO 
10/13/2001 19:15 1954.88 ISCO 
10/13/2001 19:45 2555.45 ISCO 
10/13/2001 20:15 2005.86 ISCO 
10/13/2001 21:00 1959.83 ISCO 
10/13/2001 21:45 1977.14 ISCO 
10/14/2001 00:45 875.51 ISCO 
10/14/2001 02:30 694.42 ISCO 
10/14/2001 03:45 659.42 ISCO 
10/14/2001 05:45 602.47 ISCO 
10/14/2001 06:45 608.85 ISCO 
10/14/2001 08:45 443.14 ISCO 
10/14/2001 09:45 379.76 ISCO 
10/15/2001 22:55 48.88 DH-59 
10/16/2001 02:15 384.70 ISCO 
10/16/2001 03:00 540.66 ISCO 
10/16/2001 06:00 362.11 ISCO 
10/16/2001 09:00 293.08 ISCO 
10/16/2001 10:29 213.92 DH-59 
10/16/2001 10:38 169.93 ISCO 
10/16/2001 10:38 200.45 DH-59 
10/16/2001 10:46 180.10 EWI 
10/16/2001 10:48 165.80 ISCO 
10/16/2001 10:59 159.05 ISCO 
10/16/2001 10:59 184.52 DH-59 
10/16/2001 11:04 175.62 DH-59 
10/16/2001 11:05 185.89 DH-59 
10/16/2001 12:00 153.10 ISCO 
10/16/2001 12:00 7.62 ISCO 
10/16/2001 15:00 100.28 ISCO 
10/16/2001 21:00 71.87 ISCO 
10/17/2001 00:00 49.67 ISCO 
10/17/2001 03:00 51.21 ISCO 
10/17/2001 06:00 41.42 ISCO 
10/17/2001 09:00 50.13 ISCO 
10/17/2001 12:00 30.56 ISCO 
10/18/2001 12:00 14.30 ISCO 
10/23/2001 10:59 7.97 GRAB 
10/23/2001 23:45 176.90 ISCO 
10/24/2001 01:15 653.46 ISCO 
10/24/2001 02:45 535.57 ISCO 
10/24/2001 05:45 387.65 ISCO 
10/24/2001 08:45 246.36 ISCO 
10/24/2001 11:45 160.45 ISCO 
10/24/2001 12:00 157.86 ISCO 
10/24/2001 14:45 128.64 ISCO 
10/24/2001 17:15 414.22 ISCO 
10/24/2001 17:45 665.08 ISCO 
10/24/2001 18:45 887.04 ISCO 
10/24/2001 20:45 666.17 ISCO 
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10/24/2001 23:45 375.09 ISCO 
10/25/2001 02:45 212.72 ISCO 
10/25/2001 05:45 161.07 ISCO 
10/25/2001 08:45 107.89 ISCO 
10/25/2001 11:45 86.42 ISCO 
10/25/2001 12:00 80.99 ISCO 
10/25/2001 20:45 54.79 ISCO 
10/25/2001 23:45 58.13 ISCO 
10/26/2001 02:45 43.91 ISCO 
10/30/2001 10:28 5.90 GRAB 
11/06/2001 10:45 77.62 GRAB 
11/13/2001 10:26 78.21 GRAB 
11/20/2001 10:03 48.78 GRAB 
11/27/2001 09:58 57.07 GRAB 
11/29/2001 12:00 11.47 ISCO 
11/29/2001 21:45 65.99 ISCO 
11/29/2001 23:15 347.64 ISCO 
11/30/2001 00:45 572.01 ISCO 
11/30/2001 03:45 286.71 ISCO 
11/30/2001 06:45 174.17 ISCO 
11/30/2001 09:45 132.67 ISCO 
11/30/2001 12:00 105.00 ISCO 
11/30/2001 12:45 99.79 ISCO 
11/30/2001 15:45 83.36 ISCO 
11/30/2001 18:45 65.82 ISCO 
12/04/2001 10:13 5.83 GRAB 
12/04/2001 12:00 7.25 ISCO 
12/05/2001 12:00 8.57 ISCO 
12/11/2001 10:13 62.71 GRAB 
12/13/2001 02:30 62.60 ISCO 
12/13/2001 04:30 126.40 ISCO 
12/13/2001 05:30 143.54 ISCO 
12/13/2001 08:30 127.01 ISCO 
12/13/2001 11:30 106.02 ISCO 
12/13/2001 12:00 98.88 ISCO 
12/13/2001 14:30 87.52 ISCO 
12/13/2001 17:30 66.53 ISCO 
12/13/2001 20:30 61.55 ISCO 
12/13/2001 23:30 54.20 ISCO 
12/14/2001 02:30 49.37 ISCO 
12/14/2001 08:00 55.30 ISCO 
12/14/2001 09:30 334.95 ISCO 
12/14/2001 10:30 652.96 ISCO 
12/14/2001 11:00 703.24 ISCO 
12/14/2001 12:00 827.02 ISCO 
12/14/2001 14:00 762.80 ISCO 
12/14/2001 16:45 564.00 ISCO 
12/14/2001 17:00 514.18 ISCO 
12/14/2001 20:00 351.19 ISCO 
12/14/2001 23:00 276.95 ISCO 
12/15/2001 02:00 222.67 ISCO 
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12/17/2001 12:14 687.41 DH-59 
12/17/2001 14:15 523.27 ISCO 
12/17/2001 15:31 461.26 DH-59 
12/17/2001 17:15 379.10 ISCO 
12/17/2001 18:36 375.12 DH-59 
12/17/2001 20:15 297.91 ISCO 
12/17/2001 21:01 318.92 DH-59 
12/17/2001 23:15 235.17 ISCO 
12/18/2001 05:15 146.63 ISCO 
12/18/2001 08:15 123.33 ISCO 
12/18/2001 11:19 112.55 DH-59 
12/18/2001 12:00 109.51 ISCO 
12/18/2001 15:00 97.66 ISCO 
12/18/2001 18:00 86.63 ISCO 
12/18/2001 21:00 78.39 ISCO 
12/19/2001 00:00 70.10 ISCO 
12/19/2001 03:00 66.23 ISCO 
12/19/2001 06:00 58.18 ISCO 
12/19/2001 09:00 55.46 ISCO 
12/19/2001 12:00 48.55 ISCO 
12/19/2001 15:00 43.71 ISCO 
12/19/2001 18:00 41.89 ISCO 
12/20/2001 12:00 31.80 ISCO 
12/21/2001 12:00 24.29 ISCO 
12/22/2001 12:00 26.90 ISCO 
12/23/2001 12:00 40.84 ISCO 
12/26/2001 10:14 86.76 GRAB 
01/03/2002 09:50 120.01 GRAB 
01/08/2002 11:37 97.36 GRAB 
01/15/2002 10:06 76.19 GRAB 
01/22/2002 10:15 84.89 GRAB 
01/29/2002 10:56 65.70 GRAB 
01/31/2002 05:15 522.40 ISCO 
01/31/2002 08:15 1472.44 ISCO 
01/31/2002 10:15 1920.82 ISCO 
01/31/2002 11:15 1779.86 ISCO 
01/31/2002 12:00 1526.81 ISCO 
01/31/2002 14:15 998.44 ISCO 
01/31/2002 17:15 627.90 ISCO 
01/31/2002 19:45 1016.72 ISCO 
01/31/2002 20:15 1340.47 ISCO 
01/31/2002 21:15 2065.12 ISCO 
01/31/2002 23:00 2280.58 ISCO 
01/31/2002 23:15 2200.95 ISCO 
02/01/2002 02:15 1376.78 ISCO 
02/01/2002 04:15 1025.47 ISCO 
02/01/2002 05:15 1018.87 ISCO 
02/01/2002 07:45 688.05 ISCO 
02/01/2002 08:15 668.67 ISCO 
02/01/2002 11:15 525.30 ISCO 
02/01/2002 12:00 455.50 ISCO 
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02/01/2002 14:15 378.80 ISCO 
02/05/2002 10:29 13.91 GRAB 
02/05/2002 12:00 36.33 ISCO 
02/06/2002 12:00 27.53 ISCO 
02/07/2002 12:00 37.17 ISCO 
02/08/2002 12:00 34.66 ISCO 
02/09/2002 12:00 59.42 ISCO 
02/10/2002 12:00 34.40 ISCO 
02/11/2002 12:00 47.97 ISCO 
02/12/2002 12:00 57.13 ISCO 
02/14/2002 10:25 68.64 GRAB 
02/19/2002 18:32 152.73 DH-59 
02/19/2002 19:00 177.62 ISCO 
02/19/2002 22:00 417.59 ISCO 
02/20/2002 01:00 373.85 ISCO 
02/20/2002 04:00 287.59 ISCO 
02/20/2002 07:00 323.15 ISCO 
02/20/2002 10:00 336.89 ISCO 
02/20/2002 12:15 698.56 DH-59 
02/20/2002 13:00 598.26 ISCO 
02/20/2002 16:00 524.73 ISCO 
02/20/2002 19:00 402.84 ISCO 
02/20/2002 22:00 336.13 ISCO 
02/21/2002 01:00 258.74 ISCO 
02/21/2002 10:00 115.33 ISCO 
02/21/2002 12:00 119.17 ISCO 
02/21/2002 13:00 109.18 ISCO 
02/21/2002 16:00 94.48 ISCO 
02/22/2002 12:00 37.93 ISCO 
02/22/2002 13:00 21.22 ISCO 
02/27/2002 10:40 27.28 DH-76 
03/05/2002 11:12 21.86 GRAB 
03/09/2002 05:30 802.59 ISCO 
03/09/2002 06:15 2506.07 ISCO 
03/09/2002 07:00 3531.22 ISCO 
03/09/2002 08:00 3528.70 ISCO 
03/09/2002 08:30 3329.28 ISCO 
03/09/2002 11:30 2449.24 ISCO 
03/09/2002 12:00 2602.47 ISCO 
03/09/2002 14:30 1741.46 ISCO 
03/09/2002 16:30 1448.05 ISCO 
03/09/2002 17:30 1187.27 ISCO 
03/09/2002 20:30 843.87 ISCO 
03/09/2002 23:30 632.45 ISCO 
03/10/2002 02:30 440.14 ISCO 
03/10/2002 05:30 374.01 ISCO 
03/10/2002 11:30 234.99 ISCO 
03/10/2002 12:00 211.71 ISCO 
03/10/2002 14:30 187.42 ISCO 
03/10/2002 17:30 157.65 ISCO 
03/10/2002 20:30 125.04 ISCO 
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03/12/2002 10:22 29.12 DH-59 
03/12/2002 12:00 30.13 ISCO 
03/13/2002 12:00 26.55 ISCO 
03/14/2002 12:00 13.80 ISCO 
03/15/2002 12:00 24.88 ISCO 
03/15/2002 19:30 720.00 ISCO 
03/15/2002 20:30 2165.69 ISCO 
03/15/2002 21:45 2052.72 ISCO 
03/15/2002 22:30 1793.38 ISCO 
03/16/2002 01:30 1548.37 ISCO 
03/16/2002 04:30 969.96 ISCO 
03/16/2002 07:30 694.27 ISCO 
03/16/2002 10:30 441.88 ISCO 
03/16/2002 12:00 394.75 ISCO 
03/16/2002 13:30 333.74 ISCO 
03/16/2002 16:30 253.34 ISCO 
03/16/2002 19:30 213.04 ISCO 
03/16/2002 22:30 175.67 ISCO 
03/17/2002 01:30 133.77 ISCO 
03/17/2002 04:30 111.04 ISCO 
03/17/2002 12:00 70.41 ISCO 
03/18/2002 12:00 27.29 ISCO 
03/19/2002 10:14 14.33 DH-59 
03/19/2002 12:00 19.88 ISCO 
03/20/2002 12:00 18.80 ISCO 
03/21/2002 12:00 14.25 ISCO 
03/22/2002 12:00 25.20 ISCO 
03/23/2002 12:00 23.67 ISCO 
03/24/2002 12:00 31.41 ISCO 
03/25/2002 02:30 467.99 ISCO 
03/25/2002 02:41 557.62 DH-59 
03/25/2002 04:30 1216.70 ISCO 
03/25/2002 04:53 1485.65 DH-59 
03/25/2002 05:30 1780.70 ISCO 
03/25/2002 06:15 2481.88 ISCO 
03/25/2002 07:00 3175.25 ISCO 
03/25/2002 07:57 3797.04 DH-59 
03/25/2002 08:00 3191.04 ISCO 
03/25/2002 08:05 3388.79 EWI 
03/25/2002 08:08 3189.99 ISCO 
03/25/2002 08:12 4060.42 DH-59 
03/25/2002 08:30 3139.64 ISCO 
03/25/2002 08:39 3707.40 DH-76 
03/25/2002 11:00 1963.14 ISCO 
03/25/2002 11:30 1789.31 ISCO 
03/25/2002 12:00 1674.95 ISCO 
03/25/2002 13:45 1255.88 ISCO 
03/25/2002 14:30 1154.70 ISCO 
03/25/2002 15:18 1070.99 DH-59 
03/25/2002 17:30 709.23 ISCO 
03/25/2002 20:30 549.61 ISCO 
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03/25/2002 22:30 375.49 ISCO 
03/26/2002 02:30 299.47 ISCO 
03/26/2002 05:30 234.75 ISCO 
03/26/2002 08:30 184.05 ISCO 
03/26/2002 11:30 155.83 ISCO 
03/26/2002 12:00 144.13 ISCO 
03/26/2002 14:30 121.47 ISCO 
03/26/2002 17:30 102.12 ISCO 
03/26/2002 20:30 85.02 ISCO 
03/26/2002 23:30 68.86 ISCO 
03/27/2002 11:30 56.55 ISCO 
03/27/2002 12:00 49.74 ISCO 
03/27/2002 13:30 76.07 ISCO 
03/27/2002 15:30 804.35 ISCO 
03/27/2002 16:30 1108.31 ISCO 
03/27/2002 19:30 1045.78 ISCO 
03/27/2002 22:30 625.39 ISCO 
03/28/2002 01:30 348.72 ISCO 
03/28/2002 04:00 215.26 ISCO 
03/28/2002 09:58 134.81 DH-59 
03/28/2002 10:30 111.96 ISCO 
03/28/2002 12:00 95.93 ISCO 
03/28/2002 13:30 83.99 ISCO 
03/28/2002 16:30 594.61 ISCO 
03/28/2002 19:30 732.92 ISCO 
03/28/2002 23:30 557.93 ISCO 
03/29/2002 01:30 422.16 ISCO 
03/29/2002 04:30 297.59 ISCO 
03/29/2002 07:30 219.73 ISCO 
03/29/2002 10:30 170.79 ISCO 
03/29/2002 12:00 151.13 ISCO 
03/29/2002 13:30 136.65 ISCO 
03/28/2002 15:54 479.72 DH-59 
03/29/2002 16:30 150.26 ISCO 
03/29/2002 19:30 196.73 ISCO 
03/29/2002 22:30 171.73 ISCO 
03/30/2002 01:30 160.16 ISCO 
03/30/2002 04:30 161.05 ISCO 
03/30/2002 07:30 133.53 ISCO 
03/30/2002 10:30 110.00 ISCO 
03/30/2002 12:00 99.98 ISCO 
03/30/2002 13:30 99.73 ISCO 
03/30/2002 16:30 88.10 ISCO 
03/30/2002 19:30 73.86 ISCO 
03/30/2002 22:30 65.53 ISCO 
04/02/2002 10:06 12.77 DH-59 
04/02/2002 12:00 11.80 ISCO 
04/03/2002 12:00 10.44 ISCO 
04/04/2002 12:00 9.04 ISCO 
04/05/2002 12:00 8.54 ISCO 
04/06/2002 12:00 5.95 ISCO 
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04/07/2002 12:00 4.75 ISCO 
04/08/2002 11:00 195.43 DH-59 
04/08/2002 11:00 178.76 ISCO 
04/08/2002 12:00 418.26 ISCO 
04/08/2002 14:00 615.60 ISCO 
04/08/2002 17:00 403.34 ISCO 
04/08/2002 20:00 257.51 ISCO 
04/08/2002 23:00 673.60 ISCO 
04/09/2002 02:00 553.77 ISCO 
04/09/2002 05:00 441.77 ISCO 
04/09/2002 08:00 270.85 ISCO 
04/09/2002 09:06 249.58 DH-59 
04/09/2002 11:00 192.76 ISCO 
04/09/2002 12:00 178.65 ISCO 
04/09/2002 14:00 152.43 ISCO 
04/09/2002 17:00 118.41 ISCO 
04/09/2002 20:00 97.80 ISCO 
04/09/2002 23:00 81.72 ISCO 
04/10/2002 02:00 64.95 ISCO 
04/10/2002 05:00 53.61 ISCO 
04/10/2002 12:00 36.08 ISCO 
04/11/2002 12:00 19.92 ISCO 
04/12/2002 12:00 27.55 ISCO 
04/13/2002 12:00 35.55 ISCO 
04/14/2002 12:00 37.47 ISCO 
04/15/2002 12:00 49.02 ISCO 
04/16/2002 09:25 7.39 GRAB 
04/16/2002 12:00 20.55 ISCO 
04/17/2002 12:00 19.13 ISCO 
04/18/2002 12:00 20.98 ISCO 
04/19/2002 12:00 24.91 ISCO 
04/20/2002 12:00 28.83 ISCO 
04/21/2002 06:15 318.22 ISCO 
04/21/2002 09:15 1002.44 ISCO 
04/21/2002 10:00 1677.36 ISCO 
04/21/2002 10:15 3229.72 ISCO 
04/21/2002 10:30 5039.39 ISCO 
04/21/2002 11:00 6426.95 ISCO 
04/21/2002 11:45 4815.16 ISCO 
04/21/2002 12:00 4297.64 ISCO 
04/21/2002 14:45 2711.50 ISCO 
04/21/2002 15:15 2596.21 ISCO 
04/21/2002 16:15 2072.25 ISCO 
04/21/2002 17:15 1694.14 ISCO 
04/21/2002 18:15 1438.99 ISCO 
04/21/2002 20:00 1137.36 ISCO 
04/21/2002 21:15 906.36 ISCO 
04/22/2002 03:15 429.07 ISCO 
04/23/2002 09:15 57.59 ISCO 
04/23/2002 10:12 37.09 GRAB 
04/23/2002 12:00 88.54 ISCO 
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04/23/2002 12:15 44.94 ISCO 
04/23/2002 15:15 40.42 ISCO 
04/23/2002 18:15 37.09 ISCO 
04/23/2002 21:15 34.74 ISCO 
04/24/2002 12:00 24.02 ISCO 
04/24/2002 19:45 1186.43 ISCO 
04/24/2002 20:15 4445.12 ISCO 
04/24/2002 22:45 3611.55 ISCO 
04/25/2002 00:30 2069.24 ISCO 
04/25/2002 01:45 1424.56 ISCO 
04/25/2002 04:45 709.60 ISCO 
04/25/2002 07:45 526.91 ISCO 
04/25/2002 10:45 340.97 ISCO 
04/25/2002 12:00 277.61 ISCO 
04/25/2002 13:45 243.01 ISCO 
04/25/2002 16:45 193.69 ISCO 
04/25/2002 19:45 150.87 ISCO 
04/25/2002 22:45 127.40 ISCO 
04/26/2002 01:45 107.52 ISCO 
04/26/2002 12:00 154.35 ISCO 
04/27/2002 11:30 515.90 ISCO 
04/27/2002 12:00 1011.83 ISCO 
04/27/2002 14:35 3519.04 DH-59 
04/27/2002 17:30 1539.31 ISCO 
04/27/2002 20:30 1176.23 ISCO 
04/27/2002 21:26 1512.61 DH-59 
04/27/2002 23:30 1156.12 ISCO 
04/28/2002 00:08 1249.09 DH-59 
04/28/2002 00:15 7911.94 ISCO 
04/28/2002 00:25 7879.12 ISCO 
04/28/2002 00:31 5874.36 DH-59 
04/28/2002 01:30 1663.08 ISCO 
04/28/2002 02:30 2062.67 ISCO 
04/28/2002 05:00 1895.75 ISCO 
04/28/2002 05:30 1736.66 ISCO 
04/28/2002 06:45 1415.60 ISCO 
04/28/2002 08:00 1198.57 ISCO 
04/28/2002 08:30 1136.90 ISCO 
04/28/2002 10:45 849.64 ISCO 
04/28/2002 11:17 891.15 DH-59 
04/28/2002 11:30 802.56 ISCO 
04/28/2002 12:00 735.12 ISCO 
04/28/2002 14:30 530.41 ISCO 
04/28/2002 17:30 392.50 ISCO 
04/28/2002 20:30 318.48 ISCO 
04/28/2002 23:30 244.81 ISCO 
04/29/2002 02:30 201.19 ISCO 
04/29/2002 05:30 167.99 ISCO 
04/29/2002 08:30 136.87 ISCO 
04/29/2002 11:30 116.41 ISCO 
04/29/2002 12:00 111.93 ISCO 
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04/29/2002 14:30 105.55 ISCO 
04/29/2002 17:30 96.59 ISCO 
04/30/2002 09:00 40.13 DH-59 
04/30/2002 11:30 39.68 ISCO 
04/30/2002 12:00 38.21 ISCO 
04/30/2002 14:30 54.30 ISCO 
05/01/2002 12:00 29.63 ISCO 
05/01/2002 14:53 108.56 DH-59 
05/01/2002 15:30 101.33 ISCO 
05/01/2002 16:48 2962.83 DH-59 
05/01/2002 17:00 4675.79 ISCO 
05/01/2002 17:15 4616.59 ISCO 
05/01/2002 17:45 4562.05 ISCO 
05/01/2002 18:30 3566.35 ISCO 
05/01/2002 21:30 2489.33 ISCO 
05/01/2002 23:00 1849.07 ISCO 
05/01/2002 23:39 1619.66 DH-59 
05/01/2002 23:44 1589.48 ISCO 
05/01/2002 23:47 1558.50 EWI 
05/01/2002 23:51 1475.56 ISCO 
05/01/2002 23:55 1557.18 DH-59 
05/02/2002 00:30 1478.41 ISCO 
05/02/2002 03:30 939.29 ISCO 
05/02/2002 06:30 743.24 ISCO 
05/02/2002 06:57 694.66 DH-59 
05/02/2002 09:30 498.95 ISCO 
05/02/2002 12:00 375.72 ISCO 
05/02/2002 12:30 351.75 ISCO 
05/02/2002 15:30 280.78 ISCO 
05/02/2002 18:30 220.54 ISCO 
05/02/2002 21:30 185.66 ISCO 
05/03/2002 00:30 148.36 ISCO 
05/03/2002 03:30 118.92 ISCO 
05/03/2002 06:30 106.63 ISCO 
05/03/2002 09:30 83.89 ISCO 
05/06/2002 10:30 2182.49 ISCO 
05/06/2002 11:47 2107.63 DH-76 
05/06/2002 12:00 2112.78 ISCO 
05/06/2002 13:15 1999.71 ISCO 
05/06/2002 13:30 1867.65 ISCO 
05/06/2002 16:30 1511.71 ISCO 
05/06/2002 17:45 1311.06 ISCO 
05/06/2002 19:00 1120.99 ISCO 
05/06/2002 19:30 1053.14 ISCO 
05/06/2002 21:30 890.58 ISCO 
05/06/2002 21:58 950.46 DH-76 
05/06/2002 22:30 827.33 ISCO 
05/07/2002 01:30 612.82 ISCO 
05/07/2002 03:15 4909.38 ISCO 
05/07/2002 03:30 5470.00 ISCO 
05/07/2002 03:45 5592.17 ISCO 
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05/07/2002 04:00 5069.96 ISCO 
05/07/2002 05:30 3123.49 ISCO 
05/07/2002 06:45 2528.52 ISCO 
05/07/2002 07:30 2225.96 ISCO 
05/07/2002 10:30 1389.32 ISCO 
05/07/2002 12:00 1254.86 ISCO 
05/07/2002 13:00 1186.66 ISCO 
05/07/2002 13:49 1295.80 DH-59 
05/07/2002 14:15 1164.96 ISCO 
05/07/2002 15:15 1221.64 ISCO 
05/07/2002 16:30 1189.12 ISCO 
05/07/2002 19:15 885.85 ISCO 
05/07/2002 19:30 858.63 ISCO 
05/07/2002 22:30 610.69 ISCO 
05/08/2002 01:30 487.92 ISCO 
05/08/2002 06:00 1234.90 ISCO 
05/08/2002 07:00 1308.34 ISCO 
05/08/2002 07:30 1433.06 ISCO 
05/08/2002 08:10 1471.70 DH-76 
05/08/2002 10:30 936.65 ISCO 
05/08/2002 12:00 712.99 ISCO 
05/08/2002 13:30 576.23 ISCO 
05/08/2002 16:30 374.12 ISCO 
05/08/2002 19:30 650.22 ISCO 
05/08/2002 22:30 811.12 ISCO 
05/09/2002 01:30 2060.37 ISCO 
05/09/2002 04:15 1745.42 ISCO 
05/09/2002 04:30 2278.10 ISCO 
05/09/2002 05:15 2040.35 ISCO 
05/09/2002 07:30 2395.85 ISCO 
05/09/2002 09:45 1486.49 ISCO 
05/09/2002 10:30 1220.40 ISCO 
05/09/2002 11:55 931.18 DH-76 
05/09/2002 12:00 879.06 ISCO 
05/09/2002 13:30 720.34 ISCO 
05/09/2002 16:30 472.99 ISCO 
05/09/2002 19:30 314.95 ISCO 
05/09/2002 22:30 242.99 ISCO 
05/10/2002 01:30 190.49 ISCO 
05/10/2002 04:30 154.31 ISCO 
05/10/2002 07:30 124.76 ISCO 
05/10/2002 10:30 106.25 ISCO 
05/10/2002 12:00 97.68 ISCO 
05/10/2002 13:30 89.10 ISCO 
05/10/2002 16:30 75.52 ISCO 
05/10/2002 19:30 64.35 ISCO 
05/10/2002 22:30 59.99 ISCO 
05/11/2002 01:30 53.69 ISCO 
05/11/2002 04:30 47.55 ISCO 
05/11/2002 07:30 53.47 ISCO 
05/11/2002 10:30 44.52 ISCO 
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05/11/2002 12:00 43.16 ISCO 
05/11/2002 13:30 44.35 ISCO 
05/11/2002 16:30 38.01 ISCO 
05/11/2002 19:30 35.27 ISCO 
05/11/2002 22:30 33.22 ISCO 
05/12/2002 01:30 27.91 ISCO 
05/13/2002 10:48 723.18 DH-76 
05/13/2002 13:30 578.94 ISCO 
05/13/2002 16:30 418.58 ISCO 
05/13/2002 19:30 317.25 ISCO 
05/13/2002 22:30 250.24 ISCO 
05/14/2002 01:30 209.18 ISCO 
05/14/2002 04:30 171.84 ISCO 
05/14/2002 07:30 149.40 ISCO 
05/14/2002 10:55 112.37 DH-76 
05/14/2002 11:30 115.41 ISCO 
05/14/2002 12:00 114.83 ISCO 
05/14/2002 14:30 101.00 ISCO 
05/14/2002 17:30 83.58 ISCO 
05/14/2002 20:30 74.62 ISCO 
05/14/2002 23:30 69.60 ISCO 
05/15/2002 02:30 58.04 ISCO 
05/15/2002 05:30 63.37 ISCO 
05/15/2002 08:30 55.27 ISCO 
05/15/2002 11:30 45.56 ISCO 
05/15/2002 12:00 41.82 ISCO 
05/15/2002 14:30 42.93 ISCO 
05/15/2002 17:30 38.16 ISCO 
05/15/2002 20:30 37.59 ISCO 
05/15/2002 23:30 35.53 ISCO 
05/16/2002 02:30 32.89 ISCO 
05/16/2002 05:30 34.73 ISCO 
05/16/2002 08:30 33.80 ISCO 
05/16/2002 11:30 29.31 ISCO 
05/16/2002 12:00 27.12 ISCO 
05/16/2002 14:30 27.61 ISCO 
05/16/2002 17:30 25.48 ISCO 
05/16/2002 20:30 26.95 ISCO 
05/16/2002 23:30 26.31 ISCO 
05/21/2002 12:00 18.05 ISCO 
05/21/2002 12:04 75.47 DH-76 
05/21/2002 14:30 25.25 ISCO 
05/21/2002 17:30 26.02 ISCO 
05/21/2002 20:30 45.48 ISCO 
05/21/2002 23:30 21.14 ISCO 
05/22/2002 02:30 26.69 ISCO 
05/22/2002 05:30 10.68 ISCO 
05/22/2002 08:30 19.95 ISCO 
05/22/2002 11:30 16.38 ISCO 
05/22/2002 12:00 35.98 ISCO 
05/22/2002 14:30 44.77 ISCO 
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05/22/2002 17:30 11.48 ISCO 
05/22/2002 20:30 12.55 ISCO 
05/22/2002 23:30 43.59 ISCO 
05/23/2002 02:30 25.59 ISCO 
05/23/2002 05:30 24.75 ISCO 
05/23/2002 08:30 14.44 ISCO 
05/23/2002 11:30 12.29 ISCO 
05/23/2002 12:00 14.61 ISCO 
05/23/2002 14:30 25.72 ISCO 
05/23/2002 17:30 12.89 ISCO 
05/23/2002 20:30 12.70 ISCO 
05/23/2002 23:30 36.06 ISCO 
05/24/2002 02:30 11.38 ISCO 
05/28/2002 09:11 53.39 DH-76 
05/28/2002 11:30 581.92 ISCO 
05/28/2002 12:00 574.22 ISCO 
05/28/2002 14:30 481.53 ISCO 
05/28/2002 17:30 314.13 ISCO 
05/28/2002 20:30 289.63 ISCO 
05/28/2002 23:30 255.67 ISCO 
05/29/2002 02:30 218.58 ISCO 
05/29/2002 05:30 192.86 ISCO 
05/29/2002 08:30 166.73 ISCO 
05/29/2002 11:30 122.12 ISCO 
05/29/2002 12:00 85.97 ISCO 
05/29/2002 14:30 101.20 ISCO 
05/29/2002 17:30 90.20 ISCO 
05/29/2002 20:30 85.12 ISCO 
05/29/2002 23:30 70.64 ISCO 
05/30/2002 02:30 61.12 ISCO 
05/30/2002 05:30 60.17 ISCO 
05/30/2002 08:30 60.00 ISCO 
05/30/2002 11:30 29.47 ISCO 
05/30/2002 12:00 25.65 ISCO 
05/30/2002 14:30 30.19 ISCO 
05/30/2002 17:30 26.39 ISCO 
05/30/2002 20:30 26.00 ISCO 
05/30/2002 22:30 36.51 ISCO 
05/31/2002 11:30 23.44 ISCO 
05/31/2002 12:00 34.09 ISCO 
05/31/2002 14:30 36.70 ISCO 
05/31/2002 17:30 29.82 ISCO 
05/31/2002 20:30 48.57 ISCO 
05/31/2002 23:30 50.70 ISCO 
06/01/2002 02:30 55.05 ISCO 
06/01/2002 05:30 45.08 ISCO 
06/01/2002 08:30 42.26 ISCO 
06/01/2002 11:30 44.82 ISCO 
06/01/2002 12:00 34.58 ISCO 
06/01/2002 14:30 30.26 ISCO 
06/01/2002 17:30 14.46 ISCO 
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06/01/2002 20:30 32.83 ISCO 
06/01/2002 23:30 55.86 ISCO 
06/02/2002 02:30 62.06 ISCO 
06/02/2002 05:30 53.45 ISCO 
06/02/2002 08:30 34.22 ISCO 
06/02/2002 11:30 40.11 ISCO 
06/02/2002 12:00 28.47 ISCO 
06/02/2002 14:30 58.17 ISCO 
06/02/2002 17:30 50.83 ISCO 
06/02/2002 20:30 58.23 ISCO 
06/02/2002 23:30 70.34 ISCO 
06/03/2002 12:00 54.34 ISCO 
06/04/2002 12:00 64.87 ISCO 
06/05/2002 02:15 77.99 ISCO 
06/05/2002 05:15 89.61 ISCO 
06/05/2002 08:15 117.35 ISCO 
06/05/2002 11:15 167.18 ISCO 
06/05/2002 12:00 124.11 ISCO 
06/05/2002 14:15 113.75 ISCO 
06/06/2002 12:00 39.06 ISCO 
06/07/2002 12:00 47.90 ISCO 
06/08/2002 12:00 47.79 ISCO 
06/09/2002 12:00 35.83 ISCO 
06/10/2002 12:00 27.53 ISCO 
06/11/2002 10:29 10.08 GRAB 
06/11/2002 12:00 32.82 ISCO 
06/11/2002 18:30 152.80 ISCO 
06/11/2002 20:15 1450.73 ISCO 
06/11/2002 21:15 4685.43 ISCO 
06/11/2002 21:30 4443.19 ISCO 
06/12/2002 00:30 2506.28 ISCO 
06/12/2002 03:30 902.10 ISCO 
06/12/2002 06:30 493.73 ISCO 
06/12/2002 09:30 336.41 ISCO 
06/12/2002 12:00 217.85 ISCO 
06/12/2002 12:30 198.98 ISCO 
06/12/2002 15:30 167.34 ISCO 
06/12/2002 18:30 125.30 ISCO 
06/12/2002 21:30 259.75 ISCO 
06/13/2002 00:30 91.97 ISCO 
06/13/2002 03:30 84.37 ISCO 
06/13/2002 06:30 62.85 ISCO 
06/13/2002 09:30 73.37 ISCO 
06/13/2002 12:00 1000.25 ISCO 
06/13/2002 12:30 2301.06 ISCO 
06/13/2002 15:30 933.85 ISCO 
06/13/2002 18:30 436.14 ISCO 
06/13/2002 21:30 231.85 ISCO 
06/14/2002 00:30 154.44 ISCO 
06/18/2002 12:00 18.71 ISCO 
06/18/2002 13:11 9.75 DH-76 
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06/19/2002 12:00 18.39 ISCO 
06/20/2002 12:00 33.20 ISCO 
06/21/2002 12:00 16.80 ISCO 
06/22/2002 12:00 35.13 ISCO 
06/23/2002 12:00 16.94 ISCO 
06/24/2002 12:00 45.16 ISCO 
06/25/2002 12:00 29.11 ISCO 
06/26/2002 12:00 9.22 ISCO 
06/27/2002 09:24 38.95 GRAB 
06/27/2002 12:00 18.02 ISCO 
06/28/2002 12:00 15.81 ISCO 
06/29/2002 12:00 23.92 ISCO 
06/30/2002 12:00 20.27 ISCO 
07/01/2002 12:00 49.81 ISCO 
07/02/2002 09:05 96.63 GRAB 
07/02/2002 12:00 37.90 ISCO 
07/03/2002 12:00 31.58 ISCO 
07/04/2002 12:00 53.32 ISCO 
07/05/2002 12:00 14.97 ISCO 
07/06/2002 12:00 26.87 ISCO 
07/07/2002 12:00 22.70 ISCO 
07/08/2002 12:00 14.13 ISCO 
07/09/2002 09:46 68.89 GRAB 
07/09/2002 12:00 28.54 ISCO 
07/10/2002 12:00 56.12 ISCO 
07/11/2002 12:00 37.75 ISCO 
07/12/2002 12:00 34.92 ISCO 
07/13/2002 12:00 13.40 ISCO 
07/14/2002 12:00 47.86 ISCO 
07/15/2002 10:43 46.78 GRAB 
07/15/2002 12:00 45.48 ISCO 
07/16/2002 12:00 34.87 ISCO 
07/17/2002 12:00 19.18 ISCO 
07/18/2002 12:00 31.87 ISCO 
07/19/2002 12:00 40.00 ISCO 
07/20/2002 12:00 31.03 ISCO 
07/21/2002 12:00 37.99 ISCO 
07/22/2002 12:00 40.87 ISCO 
07/23/2002 02:30 374.19 ISCO 
07/23/2002 05:30 856.57 ISCO 
07/23/2002 08:30 617.08 ISCO 
07/23/2002 09:12 429.57 GRAB 
07/23/2002 11:30 251.16 ISCO 
07/23/2002 12:00 197.22 ISCO 
07/24/2002 12:00 75.30 ISCO 
07/25/2002 12:00 46.39 ISCO 
07/26/2002 12:00 32.34 ISCO 
07/27/2002 12:00 23.30 ISCO 
07/28/2002 12:00 14.85 ISCO 
07/29/2002 12:00 28.66 ISCO 
08/06/2002 09:07 59.85 GRAB 
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08/14/2002 10:42 59.77 GRAB 
08/20/2002 10:01 51.81 GRAB 
08/27/2002 11:35 78.27 GRAB 
09/04/2002 09:35 86.29 GRAB 
09/10/2002 09:10 63.03 GRAB 
09/17/2002 09:40 7.78 GRAB 
09/17/2002 12:00 45.64 ISCO 
09/18/2002 12:00 11.61 ISCO 
09/19/2002 12:00 12.53 ISCO 
09/20/2002 12:00 13.72 ISCO 
09/21/2002 12:00 9.88 ISCO 
09/22/2002 12:00 29.61 ISCO 
09/23/2002 12:00 11.12 ISCO 
09/24/2002 12:00 28.53 ISCO 
09/25/2002 10:07 13.00 GRAB 
10/01/2002 09:10 20.66 GRAB 
   
 
__________ 
Notes:   
*GRAB or DIP:  Weighted Bottle (dip sample in extreme low-flow conditions) 
  DH-48, 59, or 76:  Depth-integrated, single vertical 
  EWI:  Equal Width Increment, mean concentration 
  ISCO:  Point sample, peristaltic pump 
  P-61:  Point sampler with solenoid open for depth-integrated sampling 
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03/27/2000 15:05 4.98 GRAB 
04/03/2000 16:35 2.62 GRAB 
04/11/2000 09:18 2.31 GRAB 
04/20/2000 11:20 3.48 GRAB 
04/25/2000 13:21 3.53 GRAB 
05/02/2000 13:36 4.04 GRAB 
05/09/2000 12:42 45.47 GRAB 
05/16/2000 14:10 12.96 DH-48 
05/23/2000 09:49 9.08 DH-48 
05/27/2000 06:30 1610.66 ISCO 
05/30/2000 09:39 20.21 DH-48 
06/06/2000 13:21 9.93 DH-48 
06/13/2000 11:10 20.71 DH-48 
06/20/2000 13:37 15.55 DH-48 
06/20/2000 22:45 6432.18 ISCO 
06/20/2000 23:04 2992.40 DH-59 
06/20/2000 23:15 5075.38 ISCO 
06/20/2000 23:45 5265.42 ISCO 
06/21/2000 00:15 3934.52 ISCO 
06/21/2000 00:45 3614.11 ISCO 
06/21/2000 01:45 3033.85 ISCO 
06/21/2000 04:45 1360.58 ISCO 
06/21/2000 06:15 1004.93 ISCO 
06/21/2000 07:30 865.98 ISCO 
06/21/2000 07:45 772.88 ISCO 
06/21/2000 09:15 635.42 ISCO 
06/21/2000 10:45 507.92 ISCO 
06/21/2000 12:00 424.95 ISCO 
06/21/2000 13:45 350.69 ISCO 
06/21/2000 15:26 296.94 DH-59 
06/21/2000 16:45 257.38 ISCO 
06/24/2000 14:00 4038.75 ISCO 
06/24/2000 14:30 5611.69 ISCO 
06/24/2000 15:00 2656.02 ISCO 
06/24/2000 15:30 3610.82 ISCO 
06/24/2000 16:45 2004.69 ISCO 
06/24/2000 19:00 1033.14 ISCO 
06/24/2000 19:45 904.32 ISCO 
06/24/2000 22:45 689.20 ISCO 
06/25/2000 01:45 656.03 ISCO 
06/25/2000 03:15 714.91 ISCO 
06/25/2000 04:00 697.96 ISCO 
06/25/2000 04:22 793.70 DH-59 
06/25/2000 04:45 729.52 ISCO 
06/25/2000 05:57 1529.72 DH-59 
06/25/2000 06:00 727.17 ISCO 
06/25/2000 07:45 623.78 ISCO 
06/25/2000 10:45 448.53 ISCO 
06/25/2000 12:00 402.03 ISCO 
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06/25/2000 13:45 337.59 ISCO 
06/25/2000 14:43 412.72 DH-59 
06/25/2000 16:45 269.87 ISCO 
06/25/2000 19:45 212.22 ISCO 
06/25/2000 22:45 178.59 ISCO 
06/26/2000 07:30 813.17 ISCO 
06/26/2000 08:15 696.43 ISCO 
06/26/2000 11:15 432.73 ISCO 
06/26/2000 12:00 379.76 ISCO 
06/26/2000 14:15 271.71 ISCO 
06/26/2000 17:15 200.04 ISCO 
06/26/2000 20:15 142.28 ISCO 
07/03/2000 06:45 1386.42 ISCO 
07/03/2000 08:30 873.14 ISCO 
07/03/2000 11:30 372.41 ISCO 
07/05/2000 04:30 901.54 ISCO 
07/05/2000 06:00 691.22 ISCO 
07/05/2000 06:45 1210.99 ISCO 
07/05/2000 07:15 2085.68 ISCO 
07/05/2000 07:45 1788.23 ISCO 
07/05/2000 09:00 1817.03 ISCO 
07/05/2000 12:00 844.48 ISCO 
07/05/2000 14:30 708.31 ISCO 
07/05/2000 15:00 699.34 ISCO 
07/05/2000 20:39 602.78 P-61 
07/06/2000 00:00 349.96 ISCO 
07/06/2000 03:00 274.35 ISCO 
07/06/2000 06:00 210.69 ISCO 
07/06/2000 09:00 173.72 ISCO 
07/06/2000 12:38 145.70 DH-59 
07/12/2000 15:03 28.06 DH-48 
07/18/2000 12:46 10.04 DH-48 
07/25/2000 14:03 9.16 DH-48 
08/01/2000 11:09 6.67 DH-48 
08/07/2000 12:22 11.03 DH-48 
08/15/2000 12:13 5.99 GRAB 
08/23/2000 09:42 820.42 DH-59 
08/23/2000 10:50 423.45 DH-59 
08/23/2000 13:51 201.49 DH-59 
08/26/2000 22:45 5330.04 ISCO 
08/26/2000 23:15 4256.66 ISCO 
08/27/2000 00:00 3045.24 ISCO 
08/27/2000 00:45 3127.48 ISCO 
08/27/2000 01:45 1986.99 ISCO 
08/27/2000 03:30 1253.95 ISCO 
08/27/2000 04:48 962.77 ISCO 
08/27/2000 06:30 670.98 ISCO 
08/27/2000 07:45 540.84 ISCO 
08/27/2000 10:45 357.33 ISCO 
08/28/2000 13:08 47.20 DH-48 
09/06/2000 13:49 13.21 GRAB 
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09/10/2000 13:30 4435.80 ISCO 
09/10/2000 13:45 4378.06 ISCO 
09/10/2000 14:00 4323.65 ISCO 
09/10/2000 14:15 3342.45 ISCO 
09/10/2000 15:00 2138.87 ISCO 
09/10/2000 16:15 1389.40 ISCO 
09/10/2000 19:15 708.23 ISCO 
09/10/2000 22:00 747.50 ISCO 
09/10/2000 22:15 797.86 ISCO 
09/10/2000 23:08 931.91 DH-59 
09/10/2000 23:15 868.46 ISCO 
09/11/2000 00:00 973.93 ISCO 
09/11/2000 01:15 880.25 ISCO 
09/11/2000 03:45 608.44 ISCO 
09/11/2000 04:15 608.68 ISCO 
09/11/2000 07:15 416.62 ISCO 
09/11/2000 10:15 293.00 ISCO 
09/11/2000 13:15 226.83 ISCO 
09/11/2000 16:03 204.41 DH-59 
09/19/2000 13:49 8.73 DH-48 
09/25/2000 18:00 551.87 ISCO 
09/25/2000 21:00 439.62 ISCO 
09/26/2000 00:00 316.10 ISCO 
09/26/2000 14:34 86.41 DH-59 
10/03/2000 12:11 5.58 GRAB 
10/04/2000 22:29 1889.14 ISCO 
10/04/2000 22:59 1940.51 ISCO 
10/04/2000 23:29 1745.20 ISCO 
10/05/2000 00:14 2031.42 ISCO 
10/05/2000 01:29 1568.07 ISCO 
10/05/2000 03:29 1387.78 ISCO 
10/05/2000 04:29 1283.50 ISCO 
10/05/2000 07:29 820.67 ISCO 
10/05/2000 10:29 609.72 ISCO 
10/05/2000 11:59 565.31 ISCO 
10/05/2000 12:59 689.61 ISCO 
10/05/2000 13:29 727.65 ISCO 
10/05/2000 14:14 827.82 ISCO 
10/05/2000 14:25 1023.97 DH-74 
10/05/2000 15:05 1048.36 DH-74 
10/05/2000 15:29 779.65 ISCO 
10/05/2000 16:29 865.34 ISCO 
10/05/2000 19:29 558.57 ISCO 
10/11/2000 13:02 55.51 DH-48 
10/18/2000 13:02 5.07 DH-48 
10/25/2000 13:07 1.13 DH-48 
10/31/2000 14:17 5.79 GRAB 
11/08/2000 12:35 3.68 DH-48 
11/14/2000 13:46 8.87 DH-48 
11/21/2000 13:26 43.50 DH-48 
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11/25/2000 19:29 554.35 ISCO 
11/25/2000 22:29 274.12 ISCO 
11/28/2000 14:56 10.39 DH-48 
12/05/2000 14:17 60.54 DH-48 
12/12/2000 09:09 56.59 DH-48 
12/19/2000 13:37 30.06 DH-48 
12/28/2000 09:15 9.10 DH-48 
01/03/2001 09:18 6.52 DH-48 
01/09/2001 12:35 15.51 DH-48 
01/17/2001 12:51 7.00 DH-48 
01/23/2001 11:29 6.17 DH-48 
01/30/2001 15:33 478.63 DH-59 
01/30/2001 19:52 230.69 DH-59 
01/31/2001 11:14 94.93 DH-59 
01/31/2001 11:23 78.15 EWI 
01/31/2001 11:34 88.71 DH-59 
02/06/2001 14:00 16.15 DH-48 
02/09/2001 12:01 2478.14 ISCO 
02/09/2001 13:16 4788.27 ISCO 
02/09/2001 14:01 4942.62 ISCO 
02/09/2001 15:01 4482.71 ISCO 
02/09/2001 18:01 2813.92 ISCO 
02/09/2001 19:31 2247.63 ISCO 
02/09/2001 21:01 1792.95 ISCO 
02/10/2001 00:01 1157.80 ISCO 
02/10/2001 16:15 294.67 DH-59 
02/14/2001 08:41 86.84 DH-59 
02/14/2001 08:51 83.19 EWI 
02/14/2001 09:01 83.95 DH-59 
02/21/2001 09:32 11.16 DH-48 
02/24/2001 23:15 2449.40 ISCO 
02/25/2001 00:30 2813.42 ISCO 
02/25/2001 02:15 2060.16 ISCO 
02/25/2001 05:15 1806.94 ISCO 
02/25/2001 08:15 991.96 ISCO 
02/26/2001 15:36 84.66 DH-59 
03/06/2001 12:48 14.22 DH-48 
03/13/2001 11:53 9.77 DH-48 
03/20/2001 13:07 12.87 DH-59 
03/27/2001 13:28 6.81 DH-48 
04/03/2001 11:58 3.92 DH-59 
04/10/2001 09:16 9.02 DH-48 
04/10/2001 22:15 436.85 DH-59 
04/11/2001 02:00 1876.64 ISCO 
04/11/2001 03:15 1295.92 ISCO 
04/11/2001 06:15 602.56 ISCO 
04/17/2001 12:24 7.38 DH-48 
04/24/2001 12:06 9.28 DH-48 
05/02/2001 11:53 10.94 DH-48 
05/08/2001 12:25 3.98 DH-48 
05/15/2001 12:28 7.82 GRAB 
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05/22/2001 12:14 6.77 GRAB 
05/31/2001 10:43 9.61 GRAB 
06/04/2001 09:12 1160.55 DH-59 
06/04/2001 09:58 1691.08 DH-59 
06/04/2001 10:07 1875.96 EWI 
06/04/2001 10:15 1768.93 ISCO 
06/04/2001 10:16 2010.22 DH-59 
06/04/2001 12:00 1496.12 ISCO 
06/04/2001 13:15 1195.89 ISCO 
06/04/2001 16:15 547.52 ISCO 
06/04/2001 19:15 306.17 ISCO 
06/05/2001 12:28 118.27 DH-59 
06/05/2001 16:15 1785.99 ISCO 
06/05/2001 16:40 2070.12 DH-59 
06/05/2001 17:13 2089.87 DH-59 
06/05/2001 18:15 1768.45 ISCO 
06/05/2001 19:30 1655.14 ISCO 
06/05/2001 21:09 1267.22 DH-59 
06/05/2001 22:30 754.40 ISCO 
06/06/2001 00:58 500.23 DH-59 
06/06/2001 04:30 270.50 ISCO 
06/06/2001 06:15 508.57 ISCO 
06/06/2001 08:15 1041.38 ISCO 
06/06/2001 09:15 1211.00 ISCO 
06/06/2001 12:00 809.53 ISCO 
06/06/2001 12:15 800.77 ISCO 
06/06/2001 14:33 566.18 DH-59 
06/06/2001 15:15 442.96 ISCO 
06/06/2001 18:15 309.08 ISCO 
06/12/2001 13:43 17.04 DH-59 
06/20/2001 12:32 7.89 GRAB 
06/28/2001 12:15 7.02 GRAB 
07/03/2001 07:24 17.48 GRAB 
07/10/2001 12:50 27.80 GRAB 
07/17/2001 13:10 9.62 GRAB 
07/24/2001 14:03 15.49 DH-48 
07/31/2001 12:36 12.57 GRAB 
08/07/2001 12:14 20.31 GRAB 
08/15/2001 12:19 15.30 GRAB 
08/21/2001 09:04 18.11 GRAB 
08/28/2001 12:04 12.90 GRAB 
09/05/2001 12:07 8.40 GRAB 
09/11/2001 10:05 11.59 GRAB 
09/18/2001 12:41 11.17 GRAB 
09/25/2001 11:39 9.17 GRAB 
10/03/2001 11:03 5.87 GRAB 
10/10/2001 11:40 8.63 DIP 
10/13/2001 18:15 3175.03 ISCO 
10/13/2001 18:45 2645.47 ISCO 
10/13/2001 19:15 2566.82 ISCO 
10/13/2001 20:00 2136.96 ISCO 
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10/14/2001 03:15 892.58 ISCO 
10/14/2001 06:15 481.41 ISCO 
10/14/2001 09:15 727.05 ISCO 
10/14/2001 12:00 417.93 ISCO 
10/14/2001 12:15 266.01 ISCO 
10/14/2001 15:15 219.15 ISCO 
10/14/2001 18:15 162.50 ISCO 
10/15/2001 21:57 142.97 DH-59 
10/16/2001 02:00 382.56 ISCO 
10/16/2001 05:15 311.49 ISCO 
10/16/2001 08:15 182.93 ISCO 
10/16/2001 12:35 160.65 DH-59 
10/23/2001 09:01 242.92 GRAB 
10/24/2001 18:15 471.30 ISCO 
10/24/2001 18:30 523.21 ISCO 
10/24/2001 21:30 976.44 ISCO 
10/25/2001 00:30 332.12 ISCO 
10/25/2001 03:30 152.76 ISCO 
10/25/2001 06:30 103.52 ISCO 
10/30/2001 12:43 8.72 GRAB 
11/06/2001 13:17 4.87 GRAB 
11/13/2001 13:49 6.70 GRAB 
11/20/2001 13:06 3.73 GRAB 
11/27/2001 13:15 2.87 GRAB 
12/04/2001 12:34 5.57 DH-59 
12/11/2001 12:51 3.74 GRAB 
12/16/2001 17:30 417.32 ISCO 
12/16/2001 23:30 430.96 ISCO 
12/17/2001 02:30 537.46 ISCO 
12/17/2001 05:30 1007.32 ISCO 
12/17/2001 08:30 765.79 ISCO 
12/17/2001 10:21 728.57 DH-59 
12/17/2001 10:46 562.66 ISCO 
12/17/2001 10:51 653.25 EWI 
12/17/2001 10:56 540.10 ISCO 
12/17/2001 11:01 800.95 DH-59 
12/17/2001 11:30 532.12 ISCO 
12/17/2001 12:00 468.18 ISCO 
12/17/2001 14:17 625.00 DH-59 
12/17/2001 17:30 382.28 ISCO 
12/17/2001 17:58 600.51 DH-59 
12/17/2001 20:23 439.88 DH-59 
12/18/2001 13:39 178.85 DH-59 
12/26/2001 12:33 10.72 GRAB 
01/03/2002 11:52 9.52 GRAB 
01/08/2002 09:58 6.54 GRAB 
01/15/2002 13:30 7.36 GRAB 
01/22/2002 13:03 4.57 GRAB 
01/29/2002 13:02 7.64 GRAB 
01/31/2002 09:15 1177.09 ISCO 
01/31/2002 19:45 1003.25 ISCO 
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01/31/2002 21:15 1669.37 ISCO 
02/01/2002 00:15 1246.02 ISCO 
02/01/2002 03:15 815.70 ISCO 
02/01/2002 06:15 575.70 ISCO 
02/01/2002 09:15 395.78 ISCO 
02/01/2002 12:00 310.53 ISCO 
02/01/2002 21:15 216.89 ISCO 
02/05/2002 13:55 20.13 GRAB 
02/14/2002 13:20 8.56 GRAB 
02/19/2002 19:42 242.29 DH-59 
02/20/2002 13:43 155.92 DH-59 
02/27/2002 12:34 6.65 DH-76 
03/05/2002 14:12 9.75 GRAB 
03/09/2002 09:30 1753.12 ISCO 
03/09/2002 10:15 2038.88 ISCO 
03/09/2002 12:00 1864.79 ISCO 
03/09/2002 13:15 1312.24 ISCO 
03/09/2002 16:15 889.76 ISCO 
03/12/2002 12:51 28.27 DH-59 
03/19/2002 12:55 15.06 DH-59 
03/25/2002 01:56 149.80 DH-59 
03/25/2002 04:02 720.37 DH-59 
03/25/2002 06:10 2031.61 DH-59 
03/25/2002 06:15 1528.47 ISCO 
03/25/2002 06:20 1640.12 ISCO 
03/25/2002 06:23 1900.26 EWI 
03/25/2002 06:27 1705.45 ISCO 
03/25/2002 06:35 2232.95 DH-59 
03/25/2002 06:58 2049.38 DH-59 
03/25/2002 07:45 1971.38 ISCO 
03/25/2002 10:45 1070.85 ISCO 
03/25/2002 12:00 878.61 ISCO 
03/25/2002 12:54 938.25 DH-76 
03/25/2002 13:45 684.96 ISCO 
03/25/2002 16:24 590.01 DH-59 
03/28/2002 12:10 152.46 DH-59 
03/28/2002 14:00 331.34 ISCO 
03/28/2002 16:15 688.15 ISCO 
03/28/2002 17:00 734.09 ISCO 
03/28/2002 20:00 949.97 ISCO 
03/28/2002 23:00 728.70 ISCO 
03/29/2002 02:00 553.75 ISCO 
03/29/2002 15:19 1042.56 DH-59 
04/02/2002 13:36 24.35 DH-59 
04/08/2002 09:45 226.11 DH-59 
04/08/2002 12:40 597.14 DH-59 
04/09/2002 13:02 293.09 DH-59 
04/16/2002 12:18 13.22 GRAB 
04/21/2002 09:45 3281.14 ISCO 
04/21/2002 10:15 3114.32 ISCO 
04/21/2002 12:00 3358.31 ISCO 
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04/21/2002 13:45 2263.54 ISCO 
04/21/2002 15:45 1772.29 ISCO 
04/21/2002 16:45 1591.49 ISCO 
04/21/2002 18:45 1161.86 ISCO 
04/21/2002 19:45 992.20 ISCO 
04/23/2002 13:30 83.00 DH-76 
04/24/2002 17:26 4561.85 DH-59 
04/24/2002 19:13 2374.08 DH-59 
04/24/2002 20:30 2233.21 ISCO 
04/24/2002 23:00 1129.81 ISCO 
04/25/2002 02:30 721.83 ISCO 
04/25/2002 08:52 476.23 DH-59 
04/25/2002 10:04 370.58 DH-59 
04/25/2002 12:18 305.95 DH-59 
04/27/2002 13:45 2509.14 DH-59 
04/27/2002 13:45 1678.07 ISCO 
04/27/2002 15:00 1556.06 ISCO 
04/27/2002 18:00 969.76 ISCO 
04/27/2002 21:00 1255.04 ISCO 
04/27/2002 22:16 1344.10 DH-59 
04/28/2002 00:00 1564.02 ISCO 
04/28/2002 01:30 1963.77 ISCO 
04/28/2002 03:00 3182.80 ISCO 
04/28/2002 05:30 1844.50 ISCO 
04/28/2002 06:00 1818.14 ISCO 
04/28/2002 07:15 1575.16 ISCO 
04/28/2002 09:00 1227.03 ISCO 
04/28/2002 10:32 1191.80 DH-59 
04/28/2002 12:00 832.94 ISCO 
04/28/2002 15:00 618.85 ISCO 
04/28/2002 18:00 445.87 ISCO 
04/28/2002 21:00 354.02 ISCO 
04/29/2002 00:00 330.67 ISCO 
04/29/2002 12:00 187.89 ISCO 
04/30/2002 10:27 88.57 DH-59 
04/30/2002 12:00 91.00 ISCO 
05/01/2002 12:00 53.11 ISCO 
05/01/2002 15:21 50.83 DH-59 
05/01/2002 16:30 4084.78 ISCO 
05/01/2002 16:45 3522.78 ISCO 
05/01/2002 17:30 3383.63 ISCO 
05/01/2002 17:32 4062.68 DH-59 
05/01/2002 18:30 3271.24 ISCO 
05/01/2002 19:45 4715.04 ISCO 
05/01/2002 22:15 2014.01 ISCO 
05/01/2002 22:45 2006.51 ISCO 
05/02/2002 01:45 1238.91 ISCO 
05/02/2002 04:45 828.79 ISCO 
05/02/2002 07:45 601.96 ISCO 
05/02/2002 10:45 459.54 ISCO 
05/02/2002 12:00 456.86 ISCO 
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05/03/2002 12:00 121.39 ISCO 
05/04/2002 12:00 87.25 ISCO 
05/06/2002 06:45 1754.59 ISCO 
05/06/2002 07:30 1669.05 ISCO 
05/06/2002 08:15 1793.24 ISCO 
05/06/2002 09:15 1834.21 ISCO 
05/06/2002 10:30 1940.31 ISCO 
05/06/2002 11:13 2034.43 DH-76 
05/06/2002 12:00 1390.09 ISCO 
05/06/2002 13:30 1123.62 ISCO 
05/06/2002 16:30 985.29 ISCO 
05/06/2002 18:45 877.51 ISCO 
05/06/2002 19:30 817.56 ISCO 
05/06/2002 22:30 630.02 ISCO 
05/06/2002 23:46 703.02 DH-76 
05/07/2002 01:30 426.68 ISCO 
05/07/2002 02:45 7254.77 ISCO 
05/07/2002 03:00 11362.37 ISCO 
05/07/2002 04:30 3867.51 ISCO 
05/07/2002 07:30 1698.49 ISCO 
05/07/2002 12:00 1391.79 ISCO 
05/07/2002 12:44 1382.13 DH-59 
05/07/2002 13:30 1274.46 ISCO 
05/07/2002 14:15 1310.65 ISCO 
05/07/2002 14:30 1344.60 ISCO 
05/07/2002 14:45 1436.77 ISCO 
05/07/2002 15:06 1649.49 EWI 
05/07/2002 15:09 1433.64 ISCO 
05/07/2002 15:15 1650.40 DH-76 
05/07/2002 15:22 1796.45 D-74 
05/07/2002 15:30 1497.15 ISCO 
05/07/2002 16:30 1468.69 ISCO 
05/07/2002 19:30 1052.96 ISCO 
05/07/2002 22:30 805.90 ISCO 
05/08/2002 01:30 772.97 ISCO 
05/08/2002 07:14 846.11 DH-76 
05/08/2002 07:30 754.37 ISCO 
05/08/2002 10:30 595.43 ISCO 
05/08/2002 12:00 511.52 ISCO 
05/08/2002 13:30 443.78 ISCO 
05/08/2002 16:30 357.03 ISCO 
05/08/2002 19:30 329.82 ISCO 
05/08/2002 22:30 388.57 ISCO 
05/08/2002 23:41 487.36 DH-76 
05/09/2002 01:30 457.94 ISCO 
05/09/2002 04:15 994.25 ISCO 
05/09/2002 04:30 1134.68 ISCO 
05/09/2002 07:30 1314.76 ISCO 
05/09/2002 10:30 921.25 ISCO 
05/09/2002 12:00 669.22 ISCO 
05/09/2002 13:37 582.57 DH-76 
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05/09/2002 16:30 384.68 ISCO 
05/09/2002 19:30 276.98 ISCO 
05/09/2002 22:30 240.08 ISCO 
05/10/2002 12:00 123.00 ISCO 
05/11/2002 12:00 127.37 ISCO 
05/12/2002 06:30 4018.94 ISCO 
05/12/2002 06:45 3926.68 ISCO 
05/12/2002 07:00 3569.75 ISCO 
05/12/2002 07:15 3277.39 ISCO 
05/12/2002 07:30 3152.65 ISCO 
05/12/2002 08:15 2621.22 ISCO 
05/12/2002 09:30 2089.58 ISCO 
05/12/2002 12:30 1349.77 ISCO 
05/12/2002 15:30 1011.04 ISCO 
05/12/2002 17:45 935.09 ISCO 
05/12/2002 21:30 996.10 ISCO 
05/13/2002 00:30 780.23 ISCO 
05/13/2002 03:30 741.20 ISCO 
05/13/2002 06:30 581.44 ISCO 
05/13/2002 09:15 602.18 ISCO 
05/13/2002 09:24 651.96 DH-76 
05/13/2002 09:30 572.20 ISCO 
05/13/2002 12:00 587.84 ISCO 
05/13/2002 12:30 555.80 ISCO 
05/13/2002 15:30 455.71 ISCO 
05/13/2002 18:30 372.05 ISCO 
05/13/2002 21:30 354.35 ISCO 
05/14/2002 00:30 381.99 ISCO 
05/14/2002 03:30 375.75 ISCO 
05/14/2002 06:30 280.32 ISCO 
05/14/2002 09:30 241.87 ISCO 
05/14/2002 12:00 202.32 ISCO 
05/14/2002 12:02 202.28 DH-76 
05/14/2002 12:30 190.96 ISCO 
05/15/2002 12:00 125.97 ISCO 
05/16/2002 12:00 67.30 ISCO 
05/17/2002 12:00 50.21 ISCO 
05/18/2002 12:00 41.08 ISCO 
05/19/2002 12:00 27.20 ISCO 
05/21/2002 09:48 14.86 GRAB 
05/24/2002 20:45 474.77 ISCO 
05/27/2002 18:45 5848.88 ISCO 
05/27/2002 19:00 3551.20 ISCO 
05/27/2002 19:15 5139.89 ISCO 
05/27/2002 19:45 5392.81 ISCO 
05/27/2002 20:15 6189.28 ISCO 
05/27/2002 22:00 5125.37 ISCO 
05/27/2002 23:30 3814.75 ISCO 
05/28/2002 00:15 2918.70 ISCO 
05/28/2002 01:00 2864.75 ISCO 
05/28/2002 02:15 2530.94 ISCO 
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05/28/2002 04:00 1607.57 ISCO 
05/28/2002 06:45 1841.91 ISCO 
05/28/2002 07:00 2384.04 ISCO 
05/28/2002 10:00 1808.23 ISCO 
05/28/2002 11:49 1060.99 DH-76 
05/28/2002 12:00 956.86 ISCO 
05/28/2002 13:00 803.84 ISCO 
05/28/2002 16:00 568.97 ISCO 
05/28/2002 19:00 415.24 ISCO 
05/29/2002 12:00 124.10 ISCO 
05/30/2002 12:00 53.09 ISCO 
05/31/2002 12:00 30.80 ISCO 
06/01/2002 12:00 249.96 ISCO 
06/02/2002 12:00 76.96 ISCO 
06/03/2002 11:18 31.12 GRAB 
06/03/2002 12:00 30.37 ISCO 
06/04/2002 12:00 22.90 ISCO 
06/05/2002 12:00 17.96 ISCO 
06/06/2002 12:00 14.87 ISCO 
06/07/2002 12:00 33.99 ISCO 
06/08/2002 12:00 15.73 ISCO 
06/09/2002 12:00 13.48 ISCO 
06/10/2002 12:00 125.48 ISCO 
06/11/2002 12:00 326.09 ISCO 
06/11/2002 12:45 583.54 DH-76 
06/11/2002 15:00 901.78 ISCO 
06/11/2002 17:45 5705.25 ISCO 
06/11/2002 18:26 4073.37 DH-76 
06/11/2002 18:45 3553.79 ISCO 
06/11/2002 20:45 4085.86 ISCO 
06/11/2002 22:15 2273.00 ISCO 
06/11/2002 23:45 1431.62 ISCO 
06/12/2002 02:45 668.20 ISCO 
06/12/2002 05:45 379.48 ISCO 
06/12/2002 12:00 191.17 ISCO 
06/12/2002 13:28 147.85 GRAB 
06/13/2002 08:00 3800.12 ISCO 
06/13/2002 08:21 4221.36 DH-76 
06/13/2002 08:45 3041.68 ISCO 
06/13/2002 09:24 2829.87 DH-76 
06/13/2002 09:45 2591.44 ISCO 
06/13/2002 10:32 3280.46 DH-76 
06/13/2002 11:00 2736.29 ISCO 
06/13/2002 11:34 3071.57 DH-76 
06/13/2002 12:00 2577.94 ISCO 
06/13/2002 13:09 2758.95 DH-76 
06/13/2002 14:00 2395.26 ISCO 
06/13/2002 14:35 2189.18 DH-76 
06/13/2002 15:30 1657.23 ISCO 
06/13/2002 17:00 1330.58 ISCO 
06/13/2002 20:00 707.23 ISCO 
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06/13/2002 23:00 440.62 ISCO 
06/14/2002 10:07 141.76 DH-76 
06/14/2002 12:00 109.28 ISCO 
06/15/2002 12:00 55.71 ISCO 
06/16/2002 12:00 33.09 ISCO 
06/18/2002 11:22 23.95 GRAB 
06/27/2002 12:09 16.82 GRAB 
07/02/2002 11:05 97.53 GRAB 
07/09/2002 12:25 9.75 GRAB 
07/15/2002 09:49 8.79 GRAB 
07/23/2002 12:08 55.04 GRAB 
08/06/2002 11:44 10.87 GRAB 
08/14/2002 13:31 8.71 GRAB 
08/20/2002 08:42 19.02 GRAB 
08/27/2002 10:00 28.30 GRAB 
09/04/2002 08:40 13.97 GRAB 
09/10/2002 11:12 10.19 GRAB 
09/17/2002 12:20 5.83 GRAB 
09/25/2002 08:45 4.84 GRAB 
10/01/2002 13:10 7.51 GRAB 
   
   
 
__________ 
Notes:   
*GRAB or DIP:  Weighted Bottle (dip sample in extreme low flow conditions) 
  DH-48, 59, or 76:  Depth-integrated, single vertical 
  EWI:  Equal Width Increment, mean concentration 
  ISCO:  Point sample, peristaltic pump 











Appendix D. Instantaneous Nitrogen Concentrations
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Table D1. Nitrogen Concentrations (mg/L) Hurricane Creek at Union Center (Station 601), 






























03/27/2000 13:26  1.42    
04/03/2000 14:50  0.63 *   
04/11/2000 10:42  2.40    
04/20/2000 08:52  3.96    
04/25/2000 10:50  2.34    
05/02/2000 11:57  0.58    
05/09/2000 08:21  2.06    
05/09/2000 16:12  2.19    
05/10/2000 11:07  7.41    
05/16/2000 12:09  4.45    
05/23/2000 14:31  1.98    
05/30/2000 12:42  6.02    
06/06/2000 10:58  2.25    
06/13/2000 10:13  1.43    
06/20/2000 12:03  5.76    
06/21/2000 00:50  0.98    
06/21/2000 14:18  2.97    
06/24/2000 19:23  2.64    
06/29/2000 11:05  4.68    
07/05/2000 17:00  0.60    
07/05/2000 22:19  1.15    
07/06/2000 09:40  2.04    
07/12/2000 12:41  2.03    
07/18/2000 09:02  2.77    
07/25/2000 11:41  1.92    
08/01/2000 10:01  1.07    
08/03/2000 12:56  0.80    
08/07/2000 09:52  1.47    
08/15/2000 09:02  1.02    
08/23/2000 07:19  0.51    
08/28/2000 10:28  1.70    
09/06/2000 10:32  1.39    
09/10/2000 19:46  0.40 *   
09/11/2000 12:00  1.21 *   
09/19/2000 11:18  2.35    
09/26/2000 10:56  2.24    
10/03/2000 10:38  2.89    
10/05/2000 04:29  0.57    
10/05/2000 09:42  0.65    
10/05/2000 12:53  0.71    
10/05/2000 18:05  0.78    
10/05/2000 21:28  0.87    
10/11/2000 10:56  3.07    
10/18/2000 10:20  2.39    
10/25/2000 09:38  1.42    
10/31/2000 11:51  0.84    
11/08/2000 11:01  0.99    
11/14/2000 11:35  3.01    
11/21/2000 11:20  3.00    
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11/28/2000 11:45  3.95 *   
12/05/2000 11:53  3.29    
12/12/2000 12:06  3.02    
12/28/2000 11:58  2.87    
01/03/2001 11:24  2.71    
01/09/2001 10:44  2.47    
01/17/2001 10:48  2.67    
01/23/2001 10:43  2.85    
01/30/2001 12:54  1.68    
01/30/2001 14:31  1.64    
01/30/2001 17:30  1.65    
01/30/2001 18:55  1.65    
01/31/2001 02:59  1.93    
01/31/2001 08:59  2.24    
01/31/2001 14:30  2.49    
02/06/2001 11:00  2.78    
02/08/2001 23:45  2.70 *   
02/09/2001 12:00  2.79 *   
02/09/2001 13:45  1.54 *   
02/09/2001 17:45  1.04 *   
02/10/2001 02:45  1.49 *   
02/10/2001 14:56  2.29 *   
02/14/2001 11:02  3.07    
02/21/2001 11:37  3.29    
02/26/2001 13:47  3.19    
03/06/2001 11:30  3.04    
03/13/2001 10:11  2.62    
03/20/2001 11:01  2.68    
03/27/2001 11:07  2.10    
04/03/2001 09:07  1.63    
04/10/2001 09:58  0.92    
04/17/2001 09:24  1.71    
04/24/2001 09:56  1.00    
05/02/2001 09:22  0.98    
05/08/2001 09:25  0.79    
05/15/2001 10:04  0.66    
05/22/2001 09:52  7.50    
05/31/2001 09:34  3.23    
06/04/2001 13:54  3.73    
06/05/2001 08:53  6.02    
06/05/2001 15:26  5.73    
06/05/2001 15:39  4.83    
06/05/2001 17:55  3.13    
06/05/2001 18:56  2.35    
06/05/2001 21:48  2.71    
06/05/2001 23:27  3.28    
06/06/2001 02:01  3.67    
06/06/2001 13:47  5.09    
06/12/2001 12:35  3.77    
06/19/2001 09:49  2.75    
06/26/2001 09:58  1.57    
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07/03/2001 09:54  0.67    
07/10/2001 10:19  1.25    
07/17/2001 09:45  1.10    
07/24/2001 12:24  1.02    
07/31/2001 09:33  0.48    
08/07/2001 09:42  0.22    
08/15/2001 09:50  0.10    
08/21/2001 12:52  0.15    
08/28/2001 09:54  0.07    
09/05/2001 09:33  0.07    
09/11/2001 09:16  <0.06    
09/18/2001 10:03  <0.06    
09/25/2001 09:03  <0.06    
10/03/2001 09:31  <0.06    
10/10/2001 09:50  <0.06    
10/15/2001 23:29  1.42    
10/16/2001 11:40  1.18    
10/23/2001 12:13  1.75    
10/30/2001 11:10  2.46    
11/06/2001 11:23  1.52    
11/13/2001 10:56  0.93    
11/20/2001 10:49  0.52    
11/27/2001 11:09  1.10    
12/04/2001 10:43  3.65    
12/11/2001 10:39  2.61    
12/16/2001 16:15  2.53    
12/17/2001 04:00  1.76    
12/17/2001 12:50  1.45    
12/17/2001 16:22  1.67    
12/17/2001 18:50  1.75    
12/17/2001 21:20  1.88    
12/18/2001 01:15  2.06    
12/18/2001 11:59  2.51    
12/26/2001 11:50  3.38    
01/03/2002 10:20  3.36    
01/08/2002 12:01  2.92    
01/15/2002 12:01  2.65    
01/22/2002 11:21  2.34    
01/29/2002 11:23  1.82    
02/05/2002 11:13  4.03    
02/14/2002 11:33  3.22    
02/19/2002 18:56  2.03    
02/20/2002 09:50  3.47    
02/27/2002 11:15  3.10    
03/05/2002 09:45  4.04    
03/12/2002 09:40  3.76    
03/19/2002 10:40  3.53    
03/25/2002 03:21  1.73    
03/25/2002 05:18  1.54    
03/25/2002 09:58  1.72    
03/25/2002 15:41  2.00    
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03/28/2002 09:33  2.94    
03/28/2002 16:13  2.69 *   
04/02/2002 11:23  3.45  0.06    
04/08/2002 11:51  1.78  0.09 <0.01   1.36
04/09/2002 09:55  2.06  0.08 0.01   2.09
04/16/2002 10:29  2.49  0.03     
04/21/2002 12:00  1.32  0.60 0.04 *  5.92
04/22/2002 06:30  3.11  0.67 0.06 *  2.18
04/23/2002 11:35  3.67 * 0.33 0.03   0.68
04/27/2002 15:06  1.87 * 0.30 0.05 *  4.19
04/27/2002 21:47  2.59  0.46 0.07 *  3.28
04/28/2002 03:34  2.32 * 0.48 0.06   4.30
04/28/2002 11:02  2.54 * 0.46 0.06   3.75
04/30/2002 09:34  3.52  0.16 0.03   0.62
05/01/2002 10:25  1.74  0.19 0.02   4.72
05/01/2002 21:18  1.28  0.23 0.04   5.88
05/02/2002 07:33  2.53  0.26 0.08   3.26
05/06/2002 12:08  1.31  0.19 0.04 *  4.29
05/06/2002 15:38  1.56  0.18 0.06 *  4.18
05/06/2002 21:42  2.33  0.14 0.08 *  3.21
05/07/2002 03:45  1.08  0.14 0.03   6.08
05/07/2002 14:41  1.05  0.12 0.03   3.68
05/07/2002 17:17  1.13  0.09 0.05   2.81
05/08/2002 03:00  1.68  0.08 0.03 *  1.67
05/08/2002 08:45  1.50  0.12 0.03 *  2.77
05/09/2002 00:30  2.07  0.11 0.03   2.23
05/09/2002 12:56  1.45  0.15 0.02   3.56
05/13/2002 10:14  1.33  0.10 0.03   1.60
05/14/2002 10:15  2.47  0.11 0.02   0.74
05/21/2002 10:50  2.99  0.04 0.02 *  <0.27
05/28/2002 09:39  2.34  <0.03     
06/03/2002 10:14  1.42  0.04     
06/11/2002 09:41  1.71  0.07     
06/18/2002 09:35  3.32  0.05 0.03   0.58
06/27/2002 10:06  1.11  0.06     
07/02/2002 09:55  0.50  0.06     
07/09/2002 09:15  0.11  <0.03     
07/15/2002 10:43  4.44  0.03     
07/23/2002 10:13  1.72  <0.03 0.05   1.05
07/30/2002 10:26  0.11  0.09     
08/06/2002 10:06  <0.06  0.07     
08/14/2002 10:25  <0.06  0.06     
08/20/2002 10:52  0.86  0.07 0.03 *  0.50
08/27/2002 12:00  <0.06  0.08     
09/04/2002 10:38  <0.06  0.06     
09/10/2002 09:55  <0.06  0.07     
09/17/2002 10:50  <0.06  0.06 <0.01   0.33
09/25/2002 10:40  <0.06  0.06     
10/01/2002 11:15  <0.06  0.03 <0.01 *  0.53
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Table D2. Nitrate-N Concentrations (mg/L), Hurricane Creek (602),  






























03/27/2000 14:09  1.71    
04/03/2000 13:10  0.99 *   
04/10/2000 16:05  3.63    
04/20/2000 10:22  4.55    
04/25/2000 09:02  3.07    
05/02/2000 08:47  0.96    
05/09/2000 09:50  3.06    
05/09/2000 16:20  3.47    
05/10/2000 13:38  9.71    
05/16/2000 09:28  5.85    
05/23/2000 13:02  3.09    
05/30/2000 14:23  7.22    
06/06/2000 09:35  3.75    
06/13/2000 09:32  2.33    
06/20/2000 10:18  7.19    
06/21/2000 00:10  1.30    
06/21/2000 11:19  3.25    
06/24/2000 22:07  2.36    
06/29/2000 12:02  5.98    
07/05/2000 20:10  1.40    
07/06/2000 10:58  2.59    
07/12/2000 10:37  2.25    
07/18/2000 10:42  3.66    
07/25/2000 09:53  2.99    
08/01/2000 09:11  1.98    
08/03/2000 11:21  0.87    
08/06/2000 23:07  2.21 *   
08/15/2000 10:20  2.50    
08/23/2000 05:21  0.50    
08/28/2000 09:07  2.39    
09/06/2000 09:10  2.87    
09/10/2000 16:15  0.39 *   
09/10/2000 17:57  0.45 *   
09/11/2000 14:37  1.83 *   
09/19/2000 09:30  3.28    
09/26/2000 09:11  2.47    
10/03/2000 09:55  3.84    
10/05/2000 00:00  0.69    
10/05/2000 00:48  0.63    
10/05/2000 02:13  0.62    
10/05/2000 05:03  0.70    
10/05/2000 11:15  0.73    
10/05/2000 19:48  0.98    
10/11/2000 09:12  3.91    
10/18/2000 08:42  3.10    
10/25/2000 08:49  1.94    
10/31/2000 10:13  1.52    
11/08/2000 10:17  1.57    
11/14/2000 10:18  3.57    
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11/21/2000 09:48  3.72    
11/28/2000 10:14  4.42 *   
12/05/2000 10:16  3.93    
12/12/2000 10:53  3.56    
12/19/2000 10:56  3.67    
12/28/2000 10:58  3.51    
01/03/2001 10:46  3.25    
01/09/2001 10:13  3.21    
01/17/2001 10:09  3.09    
01/23/2001 09:55  3.36    
01/30/2001 09:47  1.84    
01/30/2001 10:44  1.79    
01/30/2001 12:03  1.75    
01/30/2001 13:23  1.74    
01/30/2001 14:11  1.73    
01/30/2001 17:07  1.68    
01/30/2001 19:16  1.74    
01/31/2001 01:00  2.06    
01/31/2001 07:00  2.42    
01/31/2001 12:00  2.69    
01/31/2001 13:47  2.80    
02/06/2001 10:16  3.23    
02/08/2001 18:31  2.54 *   
02/09/2001 00:31  2.50 *   
02/09/2001 06:31  2.70 *   
02/09/2001 12:31  2.36 *   
02/09/2001 13:16  1.56 *   
02/10/2001 14:07  2.85 *   
02/14/2001 10:59  3.26    
02/21/2001 10:49  3.93    
02/26/2001 12:41  3.79    
03/06/2001 10:07  3.98    
03/13/2001 09:44  3.23    
03/20/2001 10:06  3.27    
03/27/2001 09:54  2.92    
04/03/2001 08:41  2.25    
04/10/2001 10:24  1.51    
04/17/2001 08:50  2.32    
04/24/2001 08:47  1.58    
05/02/2001 08:45  1.68    
05/08/2001 08:44  1.56    
05/15/2001 09:02  1.83    
05/22/2001 08:59  8.44    
05/31/2001 08:59  4.04    
06/04/2001 11:52  3.54    
06/05/2001 09:55  6.47    
06/05/2001 16:00  4.51    
06/05/2001 19:20  2.45    
06/05/2001 20:09  2.74    
06/05/2001 22:15  3.24    
06/05/2001 23:03  3.41    
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06/06/2001 01:38  3.90    
06/06/2001 13:11  4.86    
06/12/2001 09:18  5.09    
06/19/2001 09:10  4.03    
06/26/2001 09:05  3.12    
07/03/2001 08:47  2.41    
07/10/2001 09:00  1.31    
07/17/2001 09:11  2.62    
07/24/2001 08:53  0.94    
07/31/2001 09:11  1.75    
08/07/2001 08:43  3.06    
08/15/2001 09:06  4.96    
08/21/2001 10:30  3.08    
08/28/2001 09:12  2.51    
09/05/2001 09:03  5.05    
09/11/2001 08:56  3.32    
09/18/2001 09:08  5.19    
09/25/2001 10:10  5.71    
10/03/2001 08:53  5.93    
10/10/2001 09:08  4.77    
10/15/2001 22:55  1.84    
10/16/2001 10:23  1.25    
10/23/2001 10:59  2.43    
10/30/2001 10:28  3.17    
11/06/2001 10:43  2.15    
11/13/2001 10:26  1.67    
11/20/2001 10:03  1.33    
11/27/2001 09:58  1.62    
12/04/2001 10:13  4.13    
12/11/2001 10:13  3.30    
12/17/2001 12:13  1.59    
12/17/2001 15:30  1.80    
12/17/2001 18:35  1.92    
12/17/2001 21:00  2.02    
12/18/2001 02:15  2.36    
12/18/2001 11:18  2.85    
12/26/2001 10:14  4.39    
01/03/2002 09:50  4.43    
01/08/2002 11:37  3.78    
01/15/2002 10:06  3.31    
01/22/2002 10:15  3.27    
01/29/2002 10:56  2.42    
02/05/2002 10:25  4.82    
02/14/2002 10:25  4.03    
02/19/2002 18:31  2.72    
02/20/2002 12:14  4.44    
02/27/2002 10:39  3.97    
03/05/2002 11:12  4.55    
03/12/2002 10:21  4.48    
03/19/2002 10:13  4.29    
03/25/2002 02:40  2.61    
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03/25/2002 04:52  2.08          
03/25/2002 08:38  1.76          
03/25/2002 15:17  2.34          
03/28/2002 09:57  3.26          
03/28/2002 15:53  3.32 *         
04/02/2002 10:05  4.23  0.05        
04/08/2002 11:10  2.59  0.05   <0.01   1.37  
04/09/2002 09:12  2.59  0.06   0.01   2.10  
04/16/2002 09:26  3.07  <0.03        
04/21/2002 12:15  1.48 * 0.67   0.05 *  7.11  
04/22/2002 00:15  3.26 * 0.78   0.07 *  3.40  
04/23/2002 10:13  4.38  0.29   0.04   0.63  
04/27/2002 14:37  1.85 * 0.35   0.05 *  4.61  
04/27/2002 21:29  3.17 * 0.60   0.09 *  3.55  
04/28/2002 03:48  2.54  0.64   0.07   5.71  
04/28/2002 11:16  2.86  0.50   0.06   3.26  
04/30/2002 08:57  4.11  0.12   0.03   0.58  
05/01/2002 16:48  2.79  0.29   0.03   4.55  
05/01/2002 20:52  2.11  0.37   0.06   6.18  
05/02/2002 06:52  3.23  0.30   0.09   3.12  
05/06/2002 11:45  1.81  0.22   0.06 *  4.19  
05/06/2002 15:57  2.16  0.23   0.08 *  4.77  
05/06/2002 22:00  2.57  0.15   0.08 *  3.08  
05/07/2002 04:30  0.92  0.19   0.03   8.51  
05/07/2002 13:47  1.28  0.14   0.04   3.47  
05/07/2002 20:05  1.89  0.12   0.04   2.50  
05/08/2002 04:30  2.27  0.11   0.03 *  1.92  
05/08/2002 08:12  1.79  0.18   0.03 *  3.03  
05/09/2002 01:03  2.70  0.15   0.04   2.57  
05/09/2002 11:57  1.68  0.15   0.03   3.16  
05/13/2002 10:41  1.83  0.12   0.04   1.70  
05/14/2002 10:57  3.17  0.09   0.03   0.71  
05/21/2002 12:10  3.96  0.04   0.02 *  <0.27  
05/28/2002 09:10  3.44  0.47        
06/03/2002 09:13  3.15  0.04        
06/11/2002 10:29  3.27  0.06        
06/18/2002 13:17  4.54  <0.03   0.02   0.65  
06/27/2002 09:24  2.93  0.08        
07/02/2002 09:05  2.74  0.08        
07/09/2002 09:48  3.53  <0.03        
07/15/2002 11:10  <0.06  0.04        
07/23/2002 09:12  1.61  <0.03   0.05   2.15  
08/06/2002 09:07  4.38  0.04        
08/14/2002 10:42  3.61  0.06        
08/20/2002 10:01  1.53  0.09   0.03 *  0.64  
08/27/2002 11:35  3.47  0.07        
09/04/2002 09:35  4.23  0.05        
09/10/2002 09:10  5.13  0.08        
09/17/2002 09:40  4.65  0.09   0.10   0.54  
09/25/2002 10:07  4.56  0.13        
10/01/2002 09:10  4.76   0.08   0.09 *  0.49  
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Table D3. Nitrogen Concentrations (mg/L), Kickapoo Creek (603), 






























03/27/2000 15:00  9.30    
04/03/2000 16:37  9.45 *   
04/11/2000 09:17  6.17    
04/20/2000 11:20  5.50    
04/25/2000 13:20  4.92    
05/02/2000 13:35  9.79    
05/09/2000 12:41  5.53    
05/16/2000 13:55  7.34    
05/23/2000 09:48  8.41    
05/30/2000 09:38  8.44    
06/06/2000 13:20  9.92    
06/13/2000 11:04  7.17    
06/20/2000 13:36  9.57    
06/20/2000 23:03  5.07    
06/21/2000 15:25  6.30    
06/25/2000 04:21  1.92    
06/25/2000 05:50  2.27    
06/25/2000 14:42  4.23    
06/29/2000 13:40  7.08    
07/05/2000 20:42  2.81    
07/06/2000 16:37  5.45    
07/12/2000 15:04  5.58    
07/18/2000 12:46  7.04    
07/25/2000 14:02  11.31    
08/01/2000 11:04  5.43    
08/07/2000 12:21  4.57    
08/15/2000 12:12  7.85    
08/23/2000 09:42  2.18    
08/28/2000 13:07  4.12    
09/06/2000 13:48  7.23    
09/10/2000 23:07  1.31 *   
09/11/2000 16:02  3.78 *   
09/19/2000 13:48  4.88    
09/26/2000 14:33  5.47    
10/03/2000 12:10  7.13    
10/05/2000 15:18  1.82    
10/05/2000 16:01  1.96    
10/05/2000 22:49  2.98    
10/11/2000 13:02  5.71    
10/18/2000 13:02  6.39    
10/25/2000 13:06  7.10    
10/31/2000 14:16  7.69    
11/08/2000 12:35  4.37    
11/14/2000 13:45  5.99    
11/21/2000 13:25  6.27    
11/28/2000 14:55  6.72 *   
12/05/2000 14:16  6.60    
12/12/2000 09:08  5.16           
12/19/2000 13:36  5.74           
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12/28/2000 09:14  8.84        
01/03/2001 09:17  9.34        
01/09/2001 12:34  8.01        
01/17/2001 12:52  4.84        
01/23/2001 11:28  6.42        
01/30/2001 15:32  3.65        
01/30/2001 16:21  3.66        
01/30/2001 19:50  3.78        
01/31/2001 11:03  5.01        
02/06/2001 13:59  5.06        
02/09/2001 12:31  3.75 *       
02/09/2001 23:16  3.74 *       
02/10/2001 16:14  5.39 *       
02/14/2001 08:34  5.64        
02/21/2001 09:32  6.37        
02/26/2001 15:35  6.22        
03/06/2001 12:48  5.99        
03/13/2001 11:57  6.51        
03/20/2001 13:05  6.71        
03/27/2001 13:27  7.14        
04/03/2001 11:57  6.68        
04/10/2001 09:15  5.17        
04/10/2001 22:14  4.81        
04/17/2001 12:23  8.66        
04/24/2001 12:05  6.24        
05/02/2001 11:53  5.12        
05/08/2001 12:25  7.06        
05/15/2001 12:28  9.07        
05/22/2001 12:14  6.92        
05/31/2001 10:43  11.76        
06/04/2001 09:11  6.95        
06/05/2001 12:27  11.61        
06/05/2001 16:39  9.53        
06/05/2001 17:12  9.19        
06/05/2001 21:08  8.50        
06/06/2001 00:57  8.67        
06/06/2001 14:32  7.53        
06/12/2001 13:42  7.59        
06/19/2001 12:31  8.86        
06/26/2001 12:15  9.08        
07/03/2001 07:24  6.85        
07/10/2001 12:50  4.12        
07/17/2001 13:10  8.62        
07/24/2001 14:03  10.24        
07/31/2001 12:36  3.85        
08/07/2001 12:14  2.69        
08/15/2001 12:19  7.99        
08/21/2001 09:04  3.03        
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08/28/2001 12:04  3.22    
09/05/2001 12:07  6.88    
09/11/2001 10:05  5.25    
09/18/2001 12:41  12.35    
09/25/2001 11:39  8.40    
10/03/2001 11:03  9.55    
10/10/2001 11:46  5.47    
10/15/2001 21:57  5.95    
10/16/2001 12:34  3.37    
10/23/2001 09:00  6.14    
10/30/2001 12:43  8.60    
11/06/2001 13:15  5.88    
11/13/2001 13:49  6.38    
11/20/2001 13:06  8.44    
11/27/2001 13:15  7.52    
12/04/2001 12:33  6.08    
12/11/2001 12:51  7.48    
12/17/2001 04:15  4.42    
12/17/2001 10:22  4.30    
12/17/2001 14:16  4.73    
12/17/2001 17:57  5.10    
12/17/2001 20:22  5.31    
12/18/2001 13:38  6.22    
12/26/2001 12:33  6.95    
01/03/2002 11:52  9.19    
01/08/2002 09:58  9.91    
01/15/2002 13:30  9.84    
01/22/2002 13:03  8.84    
01/29/2002 13:02  9.33    
02/05/2002 13:56  8.00    
02/14/2002 13:20  9.04    
02/19/2002 19:42  6.97    
02/20/2002 13:42  7.20    
02/27/2002 12:33  7.62    
03/05/2002 14:12  7.97    
03/12/2002 12:50  7.50    
03/19/2002 12:54  7.40    
03/25/2002 01:55  6.83    
03/25/2002 04:01  5.14    
03/25/2002 06:57  3.89    
03/25/2002 12:53  5.07    
03/25/2002 16:23  6.03    
03/28/2002 12:09  6.22    
03/28/2002 15:18  5.40 *          
04/02/2002 13:35  7.36   0.07        
04/08/2002 09:50  6.80   0.06   0.06   0.86  
04/09/2002 13:04  6.48   0.07   0.02   1.33  
04/16/2002 12:16  6.50   0.12        
04/21/2002 10:45  2.61 *  0.23   0.04 *  6.84  
04/23/2002 13:28  7.84   0.16   0.05   0.47  
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04/27/2002 13:46  2.73 *  0.12   0.03 *  3.27  
04/27/2002 22:18  3.98 *  0.18   0.02 *  3.05  
04/28/2002 03:03  3.01   0.24   0.05   6.70  
04/28/2002 10:31  4.36   0.13   0.03   2.93  
04/30/2002 10:26  6.80   0.13   0.04   0.75  
05/01/2002 02:04  2.46   0.24   0.02   8.33  
05/01/2002 07:27  2.92   0.19   0.02   5.08  
05/02/2002 03:33  3.58   0.15   0.02   3.90  
05/06/2002 11:15  2.32   0.16   0.03 *  4.41  
05/06/2002 16:42  2.76   0.14   0.02 *  3.19  
05/06/2002 22:43  4.00   0.07   0.02 *  2.11  
05/07/2002 03:15  0.84   0.16   0.02   14.74  
05/07/2002 12:36  1.48   0.10   0.02   4.00  
05/07/2002 15:11  2.05   0.09   0.02   3.37  
05/08/2002 04:30  3.98   0.13   0.03 *  1.70  
05/08/2002 07:17  3.64   0.13   0.02 *  2.10  
05/08/2002 23:43  4.71   0.17   0.03 *  2.08  
05/09/2002 13:39  3.13 *  0.12   0.02   2.04  
05/12/2002 18:30  1.60   0.08   0.01   2.57  
05/13/2002 09:22  2.33   0.08   0.01   1.48  
05/14/2002 12:04  4.42   0.10   0.02   0.96  
05/21/2002 09:49  6.94   0.28   0.14 *  0.68  
05/28/2002 11:50  3.17   0.16        
06/03/2002 11:15  7.56   0.05        
06/11/2002 12:45  7.69   0.09        
06/11/2002 18:34  3.32   0.22   0.05   6.64  
06/12/2002 13:28  6.15   0.09   0.04   1.44  
06/13/2002 08:14  3.19   0.24   0.03   5.52  
06/13/2002 11:37  1.98   0.20   0.01   6.57  
06/13/2002 14:39  2.12   0.20   0.03   5.41  
06/14/2002 10:09  5.76   0.07   0.03   0.89  
06/18/2002 11:22  7.23   0.04   0.03   0.69  
06/27/2002 12:09  8.68   0.14        
07/02/2002 11:05  10.11   0.07        
07/09/2002 12:25  11.60   <0.03        
07/15/2002 09:49  14.82   <0.03        
07/23/2002 12:08  6.46   0.03   0.11   1.50  
07/30/2002 08:23  5.87   0.06        
08/06/2002 11:44  11.43   0.06        
08/14/2002 13:31  17.48   0.06        
08/20/2002 08:42  16.04 *  0.11   0.14 *  0.81  
08/27/2002 10:00  15.64   0.06        
09/04/2002 08:40  20.54   0.06        
09/10/2002 11:12  18.31   0.07        
04/24/2002 17:28  3.74   0.19   0.04   6.99  
04/24/2002 20:52  3.45   0.32   0.07   5.36  
04/25/2002 09:21  5.60   0.19   0.04 *  1.24  
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09/17/2002 12:20  19.86   0.05   0.06   1.22  
09/25/2002 08:45  6.60   0.06        
10/01/2002 13:10  15.28   0.04   0.05 *  1.01  
             
















Appendix E. Instantaneous Phosphorus Concentrations 
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Table E1.  Phosphorus Concentrations (mg/L), Hurricane Creek at Union Center (601),  
























04/02/2002 11:23  0.04        
04/08/2002 11:51  0.06   0.32   0.10  
04/09/2002 09:55  0.14   0.50   0.20  
04/16/2002 10:29  <0.02        
04/21/2002 12:00  0.19 *  2.07   0.21  
04/22/2002 06:30  0.21   0.61   0.22  
04/23/2002 11:35  0.09   0.19   0.10  
04/27/2002 15:06  0.14   1.36   0.15  
04/27/2002 21:47  0.22   0.94   0.23  
04/28/2002 03:34  0.20   1.34   0.21  
04/28/2002 11:02  0.21   1.21   0.22  
04/30/2002 09:34  0.07   0.13   0.09  
05/01/2002 10:25  0.06   1.61   0.11  
05/01/2002 21:18  0.16   1.97   0.24  
05/02/2002 07:33  0.17   1.01   0.18  
05/06/2002 12:08  0.15   1.44   0.18  
05/06/2002 15:38  0.15   1.34   0.18  
05/06/2002 21:42  0.19   1.06   0.21  
05/07/2002 03:45  0.09 *  1.86   0.18  
05/07/2002 14:41  0.15 *  1.24   0.19  
05/07/2002 17:17  0.15 *  0.97   0.17  
05/08/2002 03:00  0.10   0.58   0.14  
05/08/2002 08:45  0.09   0.86   0.15  
05/09/2002 00:30  0.12   0.70   0.17  
05/09/2002 12:56  0.16   1.16   0.19  
05/13/2002 10:14  0.10   0.60   0.13  
05/14/2002 10:15  0.07   0.23   0.10  
05/21/2002 10:50  0.04   <0.05   <0.05  
05/28/2002 09:39  <0.02        
06/03/2002 10:14  0.03 *       
06/11/2002 09:41  0.05        
06/18/2002 09:35  0.05   0.11   0.07  
06/27/2002 10:06  0.03        
07/02/2002 09:55  0.02        
07/09/2002 09:15  0.04        
07/15/2002 10:43  0.03 *       
07/23/2002 10:13  0.05   0.22   0.05  
07/30/2002 10:26  0.07        
08/06/2002 10:06  0.04        
08/14/2002 10:25  0.04        
08/20/2002 10:52  0.05 *  0.11   0.06  
08/27/2002 12:00  0.05        
09/04/2002 10:38  0.05        
09/10/2002 09:55  0.05        
09/17/2002 10:50  0.05   0.06   <0.04  
09/25/2002 10:40  0.04        
10/01/2002 11:15  0.04   0.11   0.07  
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Table E2. Phosphorus Concentrations (mg/L), Hurricane Creek (602), 
























04/02/2002 10:05  0.03        
04/08/2002 11:10  0.04   0.21   0.06  
04/09/2002 09:12  0.13   0.45   0.18  
04/16/2002 09:26  <0.02        
04/21/2002 12:15  0.24 *  2.63   0.27  
04/22/2002 00:15  0.26   0.89   0.27  
04/23/2002 10:13  0.11   0.16   0.14  
04/27/2002 14:37  0.18   1.47   0.20  
04/27/2002 21:29  0.24   0.99   0.24  
04/28/2002 03:48  0.23   1.95   0.23  
04/28/2002 11:16  0.19   1.01     
04/30/2002 08:57  0.05   0.14   0.07  
05/01/2002 16:48  0.06   1.40   0.07  
05/01/2002 20:52  0.21   2.13   0.22  
05/02/2002 06:52  0.19   0.90   0.21  
05/06/2002 11:45  0.17   1.40   0.20  
05/06/2002 15:57  0.20   1.57   0.23  
05/06/2002 22:00  0.19   0.97   0.21  
05/07/2002 04:30  0.08 *  2.76   0.14  
05/07/2002 13:47  0.15 *  1.17   0.19  
05/07/2002 20:05  0.15   0.84   0.16  
05/08/2002 04:30  0.11   0.62   0.15  
05/08/2002 08:12  0.14   0.95   0.18  
05/09/2002 01:03  0.15   0.83   0.19  
05/09/2002 11:57  0.18   1.08   0.19  
05/13/2002 10:41  0.12   0.60   0.13  
05/14/2002 10:57  0.08   0.23   0.10  
05/21/2002 12:10  0.04   0.06   <0.05  
05/28/2002 09:10  0.29        
06/03/2002 09:13  0.04 *       
06/11/2002 10:29  0.04        
06/18/2002 13:17  0.05   0.08   0.07  
06/27/2002 09:24  0.02        
07/02/2002 09:05  <0.02        
07/09/2002 09:48  <0.02        
07/15/2002 11:10  0.03 *       
07/23/2002 09:12  0.20   0.75   0.24  
08/06/2002 09:07  <0.02        
08/14/2002 10:42  0.02        
08/20/2002 10:01  0.07 *  0.13   0.07  
08/27/2002 11:35  0.03        
09/04/2002 09:35  0.06        
09/10/2002 09:10  <0.02        
09/17/2002 09:40  <0.02   <0.04   <0.04  
09/25/2002 10:07  0.02        
10/01/2002 09:10  <0.01   0.11   0.05  
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Table E3. Phosphorus Concentrations (mg/L), Kickapoo Creek (603), 

























04/02/2002 13:35  0.30        
04/08/2002 09:50  0.36   0.53   0.39  
04/09/2002 13:04  0.17   0.40   0.20  
04/16/2002 12:16  0.34        
04/21/2002 10:45  0.16 *  2.37   0.16  
04/23/2002 13:28  0.19   0.26   0.19  
04/24/2002 17:28  0.12   2.02   0.14  
04/24/2002 20:52  0.23   1.64   0.23  
04/25/2002 09:21  0.18 *  0.51   0.20  
04/27/2002 13:46  0.15   0.99   0.15  
04/27/2002 22:18  0.22   0.89   0.21  
04/28/2002 03:03  0.27   2.21   0.20  
04/28/2002 10:31  0.21   0.91   0.22  
04/30/2002 10:26  0.17   0.26   0.16  
05/01/2002 02:04  0.17   2.56   0.18  
05/01/2002 07:27  0.11   1.54   0.12  
05/02/2002 03:33  0.21   1.18   0.22  
05/06/2002 11:15  0.19   1.40   0.24  
05/06/2002 16:42  0.23   0.97   0.25  
05/06/2002 22:43  0.19 *  0.66   0.24  
05/07/2002 03:15  0.08 *  4.51   0.10  
05/07/2002 12:36  0.16 *  1.28   0.21  
05/07/2002 15:11  0.12 *  1.07   0.17  
05/08/2002 04:30  0.14   0.60   0.18  
05/08/2002 07:17  0.13   0.62   0.15  
05/08/2002 23:43  0.19   0.62   0.22  
05/09/2002 13:39  0.15   0.60   0.18  
05/12/2002 18:30  0.14   0.92   0.16  
05/13/2002 09:22  0.14   0.50   0.18  
05/14/2002 12:04  0.13   0.30   0.15  
05/21/2002 09:49  0.29   0.35   0.31  
05/28/2002 11:50  0.20        
06/03/2002 11:15  0.40 *       
06/11/2002 12:45  0.49        
06/11/2002 18:34  0.25   2.33   0.26  
06/12/2002 13:28  0.26   0.44   0.26  
06/13/2002 08:14  0.16   1.99   0.19  
06/13/2002 11:37  0.23   2.37   0.25  
06/13/2002 14:39  0.21   1.77   0.21  
06/14/2002 10:09  0.20   0.28   0.21  
06/18/2002 11:22  0.53   0.53   0.47  
06/27/2002 12:09  0.57        
07/02/2002 11:05  0.74        
07/09/2002 12:25  1.18        
07/15/2002 09:49  1.48 *       
07/23/2002 12:08  1.23   1.48   1.36  
07/30/2002 08:23  1.37        
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08/06/2002 11:44  1.70        
08/14/2002 13:31  2.40   
08/20/2002 08:42  2.99 * 2.93 2.99 
08/27/2002 10:00  2.32   
09/04/2002 08:40  3.01   
09/10/2002 11:12  2.67   
09/17/2002 12:20  3.59  3.58 3.58 
09/25/2002 08:45  1.65   









Equal opportunity to participate in programs of the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) and those funded by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and other agencies is available
to all individuals regardless of race, sex, national origin, disability, age, religion, or other non-merit factors. If you believe you have been discriminated against, contact the funding source’s
civil rights office and/or the Equal Employment Opportunity Officer, IDNR, One Natural Resources Way, Springfield, IL 62702-1271; 217/785-0067; TTY 217/782-9175.
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